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PREFACE

This report-the third volume of a five-volume series of stuaies of restructring in the Polish
energy sector-is based on several consultants' reports completed between 1990 and 1991 that
deal with restructuring and environment (Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte), gas pricing and tariffs
(NERA), gas development (SOFREGAS), and legal matters (individual consultants). This work
benefited from the collaboration of different groups in Poland, government officers, public
enterpri3e managers, unions' rer'esentatives, the Polish Academy of Sciences, and Polish
consultants who met regularly to discuss the progress and results of this work. The results of
these studies were examined in various seminars that included representatives of the natural gas
industry and the Ministry of Energy and Industry as well as the Bank of Poland and Ministry of
Finance, Ministty of Privatization, unions, Polish experts, consultants, the World Bank, and
ESMAP. This report provides an opportunity to bring the analysis of the restructuring issues and
lessons learned in Poland into a wider perspective, allowing other countries pursuing similar
restructuring needs to benefit from this work.

Substantial change has occurred in the Polish gas industry since 1990 that is not fully
reflected in this report. The analysis in this report basically pertains to the situation as it was two
years ago. It does not necessarily represent the views of ESMAP and the Bank today. For
instance, in 1990 the issues of "a LNG terminal it. northern Poland as a viable import option"
and "the assumption of a future permanent price discrepancy between Russian and non-Russian
gas imports" were considered interesting, but today command little attention. There are now
several pressing issues which will need to be taclded, specially the best type of industrial
structure for the subsector and the diversification of supply. With the establishment of the
Energy Restructuing Group (ERG), these and other issues will need to be examined in a timely
manner to adopt the best policy choices for Poland.

Work on energy restrucoring is the responsibility of the Ministry of Industry and Trade
(Mol). Given the complexities of sector restructuring and the importance of the energy sector
in the economy, an Assistance Program for Energy Sector Restucting has been designed to
support MoI in this activity. This Program relies on four groups (see Annex C in Volume I of
this report): The ERG, the counterpart group, the coordinating group and E&WMP.

The ERG consists of a team of intemational and Polish exper-that began work in
December 1992 in Warsaw and will have a continuous presence there for approximately eighteen
months. This Group, funded jointly by the European Community, the USAID and the UK
Know-How Fund, will be closely supported by E5M4P. To carry out rehabilitation and
restrucuring proposals, a coordinating group in each subsector headed by higher management has
been established. To assist Mol and the ERG, a Counterpart Group has also been established,
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staffed by secondees from the energy industries themselves. This group will assist the ERG in
the collection and understanding of data, gaining access to industry executives as approptiate and
offering comment on the implementation options. The Counterpart Group will assist the Ministy
of Industry and Trade by identifying important maters for consideration and by ensuring that
consequential actions which involve the coordinating groups and other parts of Government are
also pursued in a timely manner. ESMAP will support the work of the ERG through (a) the
proposed activities to be carried under the ESMAP program, and (b) the active involvement in
ERG activities.

Thle ft of atmetm recommended in the report is based on the creation of an open,
competitive and commercial gas industry. The report recomends the separation of the vertically
integrated monopoly into horizontally independent activities: (1) create two independent separate
companies in exploration and production f.om existing units within PGNG and allow open entry
to new investors; (2) create a single common carrier type of company in gas transmission selling
to regional distributors and large users, and (3) create independent regional distribution
franchises. However, little progress has been made in this direction. Instead, an alternative
structure, currently under active consideration in Poland, is based on a strong, commercially
oriented and vertically integrated state holding company. Proponents of this stcture assert that
since it reflects better Polish reality -the gas subsector, the market and the industrial
environment in Poland-, it has better chance of success. However, this structure is very close
to the old system, and would likely lead to the old inefficiencies. Experience in several countries
suggests that economic efficiency would be better served by breaking up the vertically integrated
monopoly and allow more competition in the sector.

In carying out its tasks, the Energy Restructuing Group (ERG) will need to establish
what stage has been reached in the continuing dialogue between PGNG and the Ministry of
Industmy and Trade (Mol) on the precise form of the restruchting of the subsector. It will then
be necessary to settle finally the best structure for Poland. This will almost certainly involve
some disaggregation of the existing company. The next step will be to examine the progress
made to achieve more independent operational arrangements within PGNG.

The ERG should then establish the stage which has been reached in establishing a
competitive exploration and production activity, open to foreign company participation. This will
involve an examination of the relevant law and the status and effecfiveness of bidding
arrangements for new areas. The extent of encouragement to the formation ofjoint ventures must
also be assessed. These matters will bear on the best way to establish the Polish upstream
sector-particularly whether one or more companies should be created.

The transmission and distribution activities raise different issues. It will be necessary to
examine the cost and pricing implications of a common carrier and the disaggregated structure
in distribution and recommend the Govenment the arangement which will produce the most
efficient, viable and equitable results. Close liaison with the regulatory framework will be
necesary in this stage.
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A particularly important issue is the responsibility for buying gas from foreig suppliers
and the strategic quesdon of diversity of supplies. The transmission company must have the
appropriate resources and skills to carry out this function on a continuing basis.

It is important that Aff~t gas ppiy o$Jo are examined in order to select the best
one for Poland. If this is not done, there is the danger that only one supply alternative will
actively be considered, one that might not be the best for the country. The available options
include:: (1) UK gas via Polpipe, a pipeline from the UK continental shelf through Denmark to
Poland with a capacity of about 10 BCM per year; (2) Norwegian gas via a pipeline from the
Norwey's c4antinental shelf through Denmark to Poland with a capacity of about 10 BCM per
year; (3) Russian gas to Western Europe through twin pipelines via Belorus and Poland with an
ultimate capacity of 40 BCM per year; (4) smaller scale schemes to access European gas via
short distance pipeline connections with Germany, and (5) various potential long distance pipeline
and LNG projects.

Several World Bank and ESMAP staff participated in these studies. Afsaneh Mashayekhi,
Charles McPherson, and Michael Levitsky managed these studies, assisted by an ESMAP and
Bank core team consistirg of Christopher Brierly and John Homer (ESMAP), and David Craig
and Henk Busz (EC3IE). Luis E. Gutierrez, current ESMAP task manager for restructuring
activities in Poland, was responsible for the consolidation and preparation of this report. The
report benefited considerably from the comments and suggestions of several peer reviewers in
and outside the Bank: Robin Bates (ENVPR), Petter Nore (ESMOD), Howard Ash (EC3IV),
Robert Bacon (Consultant), and J0rn Christophersen (ERG Gas Specialist).

Funding for the work was provided by the United Kingdom's Know How Fund and by
UNDP through bilateral contributions to ESMAP. The United States has also provided funding
for the follow-up work since 1991.

ESMAP wishes to express its appreciation to the government of Poland and the many
enterprises and organizations in the energy sector for the cooperation and assistance rendered to
ESMAP staff and the various consultantb -. ing the preparation of the studies.
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Currency Equivalents

Currency Unit = Zloty (ZI)
Calendar 1991 USS1 8 Zi lo,559 (Average)

Weights and Mesures

bom billion cubic meters
Btu British thermal unit
CM cubic meter
Goal Giga calorie (one million kilo calories)
GJ Giga Joule
GW Giga Watt (1,)OO,000 kW)
GWh Giga Watt hour (1,000,000 kWh)
h/y Hours per year
kcal kilo calorie (4,187 Joule)
kW kilo Watt
kWh kilo Watt hour
MBtu Million British thermal units
mcm Million Cubic Meters
Mt Million tons
Mtce Million tons of coal equivalent
Mtoe Million tons of oil equivalent
Mtpa Million tons per annum
MW Mega Watt (1,000 kW)
MWh Mega Watt hour (1,000 kWh)
PJ Peta Joule (34,129 tons of oil equivalent)
toe tons of oil equivalent
IW Tera Watt (1,000 GW)
TWh Teom Watt hour (1,000 GWh)

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BST bulk supply yariff
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
CHP combined heat and power
DHE District Heating Enterprise
FOD flue-gas desulfiunsation
GDP gross domestic product
GUS (Polish Centmla Statistical Office)
HOB heat-only boiler
HV high voltage
IBRD Intemational Bank for Reconstuction and Development
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MV medium vota
NEDB Natioa Eey Rguar Bo
PDM (oh Nationa Ia Dispatch Cen)
PONG (Polish Oil and Gas Compavy:M
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PSENN (Polih Grid Company)
WWE (Polish Power and Linite Boad)
WWK (Poish Hard Coal Board)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview

1. The gas industry in Poland will undergo major changes whatever policy is adopted by the
govemment. To date the industy bas ben charactized by prices unrelated to costs, by investment
decisions unrelated to the e benefits of the investment, by management structures that severely restrict
goals, and by disregard f the effects of pollution on the environment. A shift toward a market
system-which will alter ownership, control, and objectives-is bound to have large effects on pnces,
outputs, and investment.

2. In the contex of such significant changes, a study of the gas industry must provide insight
into the effects that would be btought about by the adoption of maiket principles, and it must identify
areas whew the state may need to interv3., to moderate the impact of pure fire market forces.

3. An important feedback between policynmakng and forecasting is manifested through prices.
Only when prices are known can the amnount demanded by industry and censumers and the amount
supplied by the producers be asessed accurately. At the same time, to determine an opftimal price, from
the perspective of both the profit maDmizing firm and from the regulatory authority, the size of the market
in relation to the costs of production must be known. The detailed wotk undertaken attempted to identify
the pnce that is consistent in matching supply to demmd while taing into account any govemment
control over pnces. In describing the various sectors of the market in what follows, it is necessary to
discuss the development plan topic by topic. For example, it must be bome in mind when discussing
demand that the prics used to project the consumpdon by households and industry are such that the total
demand generated is consstet with the supply that would be fortlcoming at those same price levels.
Only by adoping this methodology is it possible to focus on individual aspects of the industry, each of
which presents special points of interest and concem.

4. he repot cormences with a study of the demand for gas in Poland. It dmws on the
ewerience to date both inside Poland and in market economies of Western Europe to suggest what the
potental is for gwwth. Key ies an the role of the growth of the economy (as measured by GDP) and
the change in the structre of the economy (as between various industies), the price of gas, and the price
of altenative fuels. Coupled with hse fctors are the capital reqirements to allow for any increases in
demand. Because considerable expansion of demand for gas is foreseen, a subsntial amount of new
capit wli be reqd, and it is important to determine the nature of such capital in order to assess
possible financing constain.

5. Supply in the future depends on pottial investment decisions to increase domestic supply,
which in tur depend both on the geological characterstics of gas deposits and on the perceived demand
at the expected price for gas. In Polad, where low-cost gas supplies are not abundant, limited investnent
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xlv Poland - Energy Sector Restructuring

and increased domestic production can be anticipated. The three stages of investment-exploration,
production, and dUribution-4l require extra fumds ta are to be acquired from a competitive market.
The balance of supply is acquired through imports, and this involves an assessment of the possible sources
and costs of imported supply-the lower tie cost of imports, the lower the level of domestic investment
and production that would result.

6. ssues are also aised by chages in the pattem of ownership, so it is neessary to look at the
legal instrments required to pem-it dealings with other parties (e.g., forjoint ventures in exploration and
production of oil Md gas). Legislation defining the interest of the state in the ownership of oil and gas
and some specimen contacts have been constructed, and their salient features are commented upon. (lIe
legal and conactal fiamewotk for upstream investment is examined in chapter 7.)

7. A related but more complex issue is that of restrucing the ownership of the existing gas
industry. The move to a maiket economy is accompanied in general by a move to private ownership of
enterprises, but in the case of a "public utility" such as gas there are strong reasons not to transfer all
stages of the industry to private ownership. Even when private ownersbip is desirable, it might take any
of several forms, and important decisions about the number of private entities to be involved in any stage
of production and the assocated form and method of regulation, if any, are therefore outlined. In this
report, spedfic recommendations are made that attempt to define an ideal solution-in practice, there are
consaints on the form and the extent of change in stcture that the govrmment can implement.

8. The resucturing of the industry has important implications for the way in which prices will
be set in the industry. Where a sector remains in public ownership, prices will be controlled to achieve
the goals that detmeine the form of the owneship. Where a sector is privatized, prices will either be
detemined by competitive forces, and hence should be intimately related to costs, or, where there is still
a degree of local monopoly that requires regulation, the rgulatory fiamework will define the prices to be
set. Pricing also can be affed by the extent to which taking envirnmenl costs into account requires
subsidies or taxes on the gas industry. The pricing strategy adopted will also affect cash flow, profitability
of enteprises, and the budget balance of the government. These factors will interact with the ability and
wilingn to finance that investment that is justfied by the increasing levels of demand.

9. Decisions about the future of the gas indastry in Polad are strongly linked to environmenal
concems. Gas is one of the least polluting fuels, and attempts to reduce pollution by curbing the use of
other fuels will inevitably require an in;rease in the use of gas. The costs and benefits of such a shift will
play an important role in the future of the gas industry.

10. The macmecnomy is stongly linked to the fiture of the gas industry through the effects on
aegate gowth and the changin sctoral composition of demand. At the same time the substantial
chMges envisaged in the gas sector will have an effect on the macroeconomy, especially through any
ineas in the price of gas. There is also a link through the demand for investment fiuds. Ihe gas sector
w-d'likely rquire subsial investment if it is to fulfill its role as an efficient and less polluting fuel and

compete for funds witi other sectors of the economy. These demands will be coming from the state-
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will compete for funds with other sectors of the economy. These demands will be coming from the state-
owned sectors, from the new prvately owned sectors, and fiom industry and households engaged in fuel
switching. The effects of this large amount of potential borrowing fiom one economy must affect the
willingness to lend and hence the cost of funds at the margin. This in tum means that projects that would
be viable at the average cost of fiuds would not be viable at the marginal cost of funds.

11. The gas plan involves two distinct time scales. Fig some decisions that will be made in
the near future will not require much time to implement (e.g., the restmcturing of ownership). Second,
some aspe of the plan will take a number of years to come to fruition, even in the new market stucture
(e.g., the amount of new capacity required to ptovide efficiently for the emerging economy). An
important practical isse is that of tansition. Both political feasibility and economic costs make it
imperative that the nature of this transition receive carefil attention.

12. All these aspects together form a picture of a plan for the fiture of Poland's gas industry.
A sequence of decisions must be made, and these decisions and their effects will be the basis for
subsequent decisions. Certain ideal principles awe statd, but the constaints imposed by praccal
possibilities will limit the extent to which these ideals can be fulfilled.

Demand

13. The future demand for gas in Poland was evaluated fiom both the macroeconomic and
sectonl standpoints, and additional checks were carried out on regional balances.

14. It was assumed that the overall level or gas demand in Poland will resemble that of Westem
European countries at a similar level of economic development. This in turn implies that all subsidies are
phased out and that gas is priced at a competitive level.

15. The annual rate of growth of income, after the initial slowdown, was assumed to be between
4.4 and 5.9 percent for the 20-year period considered. The oil price was assumed to remain on average
at $20 per barrel in real tenms, and delivered coal prices to range between $50 and $140 per ton to various
users. The key assumption was that of the import price for gas-a base case of $80 per 1,000 cubic
meters ($2.26 per gigaoule) is assumed at the beginning of the period. By 1995 this is expected to be
$85 for Russian gas and about $110 for other land imports. The real price was assumed to remain
constant thereafter. It was also assumed that there will be a gradual but very substantial improvement in
energy efficiency.

16. Using these assumptions, high- and low-owth scenaros for total energy use were
constucted. From these scenarios, figures for total gas demand were derved by using Westem European
data on gas shares. Table 1 presents the estimates for the share and volume of gas, excluding that used
for power generation.
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17. The demand was net esdmated on a
sectoral level to check the plausibility of the Table 1: Potential Demand for Gas in 2010
macreconomic figures. More precise calculations (Macroonomic basis, two secenatios)
about possible profitability were also perfomed. X

18. In the residential sector, the demand Econem£ growth
for gas by existing consumers is expected to
decline becase urban dwelUings will be gradually % e Low
replaced over te period. % Sa Low Mgh

EO In tdl (JMtoeJ (Mtoe)

19. Regarding the market for conversion mse
to gas, it was aued that for consumers with
small coal stoves the economics of conversion do Primary 15.0 20.0 22.0
not favor gas (except for the few already Final 17.5 15.0 17.5
connected to gas for cooking or water heating) but
that experience in Westemn Europe suggests that
consumers are willng t pay for the exta
convenience of gas heatng. The market for small heaing plans, which use coal and cannot be fitted with
pollution control devices, is one where gas appears to bave a very strong commercial advantage (a break-
even of up to $260 per 1,000 cubic meters) in many cases. It was assumed that conversion will take plae
tadily over the next 20 yeas. In the maiket for district heating plants, gas is unliely to be able to

compete with the altemative of retofitting such plant to reduce the high levels of pollution.

20. The madret for new consumers has the largest potential. Most new houses under planiing or
construction will use gas for at least cooking and most ptobably for other uses as well.

21. In the commercial sector, which is likely to grow at a rapid pace, the mardet forgas is likely
to be small becmse of the dominance of distict beang plants that are alrady established in these
"community" markets.

22. In the industrial sector, gas use by the steel industry is expected to decline almost to zero,
while gas use in the fertlizer and chemical industries will suffer along with other fuels as the industies
contract. In he light and medium industiy sector, the use of gas is expected to grow rapidly becase of
the anticipated rapid arowth of this sector and bese of the atactions of gas as a flexible input into
more modem processes of industrial production.

23. The power sector is the largest user of coal and lignite in Poland and is a maor contibutor
to pollution. Although there is a long-term prospect for an increase in electricity demand, the heavy

ucturing program is likely to lead to an initial decrease in the demand for electricity.

24. Calculations suggest that for power generation, the conversion of exstig coal-fired plant
to gas would not be economic. Allowance for pollution costs makes gas appear more atractive, but it
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may be more economical to install pollution abatement equipment on existing plants. For repowering, the
addition of pas tubines appearn attractive economically, whereas for new power plants combined-cycle
plants that use gas appear to be the least-cost option. It is suggested that only a fiacton of new plants
should be gas fired (up to 30 percent) for security-of-supply considerations.

25. Combining the various sectoral Table 2: Demand for Gas in 2010 (BCM)
calculations and allowing for both a rapid (high) (Sectoral basis, two scenarios)
transition and a slow (low) transition, the demand
fo. gas is shown in Table 2. Ihese sectoral
figures (excluding power generation) are closer to Setor 1990 2010 2010
the higher figures obtained from the (high) (low)
macroeconomic analysis, but they do not take into
account certain constaints that may delay the Residential 5.16 15.23 15.23
introduction of gas in some sectors Industry 6.98 12.69 10.90

26. Aregionalanalysis,applyingregional Power 0.00 LS.50 12.20
growth rates and adjusting penetration rates in TOTAL 12.15 43.42 38.33
accordance with the projected timing of supplies
in each region, produced a forecast slightly lower
than that reached by aggregate analysis. Tlhis
difference is mainly caused by constaints in the region northeast of Walmaw, where the gas infiast
is limited at pirsent and is likely to be introduced only slowly because of the lack of industial
development.

Supply

27. At present Poland imports about two-thirds of the gas it consumes, all from the Russian
republic. Isomestic production in Poland consists of high-methane natual gas (HMNG), low-methane
natual gas (LMNG), coalbed methane, and coke oven gas, which is being phased out.

28. Domestic production has been declining recendy because of depletion of fields and because
of lack of investnent. A particular problem is that imports ar HMNG, and domestic production includes
a large propordon of LMNG, which cannot be used interchangeably with HMNG. The potential for
domestic production was analyzed under three categories:

From existing fields, without any additional investment. Production is expected to decline
dramatically in 1992 and steadily thereafter, falling by 2010 to about 20 percent of the 1990
figure of 5 bcm a year.

Under a program of rehabilitating existingfields Under a proposed scheme costing $300
million, it would be possible to raise current production and then to halt the decline to about
50 percent of current levels by 2010. The economic viability of such a program relies on
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domestic costs remaining well below intemational levels This may be feasible since there
is considerable excess capacity in drilling and other field equipment.

Considering productionfrom new felds. If new fields were brought on line and prices were
competitive with the projected import cost of gas, new production could well raise total
domestic production by some 30 percent above present levels in the mid 1990s, but depletion
would still mean that by the year 2010 the level of production was no higher ta at present.

29. The totl cost of the investnent program in expanding present fields and in exploration and
development of new fields would be about $675 million.

30. There is also a possibility for substatial production of coalbed methane (in addition to that
already recovered from coal mines). Estimates for reserves have suggested that there may be up to eight
times as much reserves as of conventional natuml gas. Costs of recovery may also be competitive but
more infomation is needed before the potential of this source can be established.

31. On the basis of the demand scenario and the estimates for domestic supply, a picture of the
itnport requirements was built up. Power sales would be supplied from a "transit" system operating at
80 bar, which would bring imports into Poland and then be linked into the domestic system, which
operates at 64 bar.

32. 'he anticipated change i markt stucture will incmase the seasonal varabiity of demand.
Part of this could be accommodated by variations in domestc production, but the limited flexibility of
domestic production and import contacts means that underground storage facilities will be needed to cover
winter demand adequately. Similasiy, the ratio of peak to annual sales will increase, and, depending on
the risk level for which the system is planned, greater flexibility will be required.

33. The act ithat the two main tpes of gas (HMNG and LMNG) are not interchangeable means
that separate balances for the two types of gas are required. Table 3 projects the gas balances for the basic
and the power generation markets. The import figures include 5 betn imports in 2000 and 8.5 bem in
2005 for the power sector. The excess supply in 1995 reflects the assumptions that contracts currently
being negotiated will result in overcoverage, given the likely collapse in demand from the steel and
fertilizer industries. In 1995 it would be possible to obtain only a 50 percent risk coverage for peak
demand, but by 2000 it is assumed that there would be sufficient underground storage to meet a 2 percent
risk coverage.

34. Ihe role of gas imports will be crucial, but there is considerable uncertainty about how this
can be achieved. The fitmre of supplies from Russia is increasingly uncertain and at present Poland is
not connected to any other point on the European supply system. By 1995 the position of imports could
become critical unless progess has been made with producing coalbed methane. Another possibility is
construction of a teminal for imports of LNG.
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Table 3: Projected Gas Balances for Basic and
35. In the gas plan it was assumed that Power Marets, 1995-2005 (MCM)
imports firm Russia, which were 8.2 bcm in
1990, would fall to 4.8 bcm until 1995, rising =

thereafter to 5.5 bem. To meet the immediate Bal Icetem 1995 2000 2005
shortfall, Poland is seeking reexports from other

East European countrs* Annual demand 10,893 19,845 29,156

36. In the medium term the pipeline from Domestc supply
Bremen to Berlin could be used to obtain access HMNG 2,270 2,224 2,024
to other sources of gas; it was assumed that this LUNG 3,008 2,555 2,165
could provide at least 2.5 bcm from 1995 onward.
In the longer term it appears that the most likely COG 222 0 0
source of supply might be an extension of the hnpo-.s
pipeline from Norway to Sweden (if built) or Russia 4,800 s5,005 500
through the continuation of the interconnection Other 3,300 10,000 19,500
-with Germany.

TOTAL SUPPLY 13,600 20,279 29,189

37. Assuming that gas pnces at the
border will be similar to those of Westem Europe,
and that oil prices are around $20 per barel, this
sgests that imports fiom the transit network to large users would be at about $2.8 per MBtu ($2.6 per
GJ). It was also assumed that oil prices would rise to around $25 per barrel in real terms by 1995,
therafter remaining constant. noe projected import bill for gas would thus rise from around $750 million
in 1990 to around $4,410 million in 2010, unless there were substantial investment in coalbed methane.
A decision not to use gas for power generation would also reduce the import bill significantly.

Investment

38. Ihe basic market (residential, commercial, and industrial) will be supplied through the
existng transmission system after expansion and through existing and new distnbution systems. The shift
in the structure of demand means that new infisruc will be required and that this will have to be
supplied in anticipation of marke, developments.

39. Ihe transit power market consists of new plants connected to the gas import infiastructure.
In the short run, domestic production will have to provide storage until new facilities are constructed.

40. On the import side, the existing capacity is adequate to handle the decline of imports of
Russian gas, so that the interconnection with Westem European supplies will be a primary concem. In
addition an LNG terminal is a possible project for import supply. The cost of such a project is estimated
at $650 million, with an ultimate capacity of 12 bem per year. The transit facilities would require a total
investment of $176 million.
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41. At present, Poland rents underground storage in Lvov. With the incrased need for storage
various domestic sites are being examined. To meet the projected total requirements by the year 2010 to
provide 2 percent risk coverage, additional storage capacity of 2.5 bern will be required and the estimated
total cost over the period is estimated to be around $930 million.

42. The existing transmission system in Poland is highly complex because three different types
of gas are used. ,. is not well suited to accommodate likely future demand patterns. The main
modifications will result from the phasing out of coke oven gas and its replacement by HMNG and from
the introduction of new sources of supply in the western and northem parts of the country. System
expansion will be required to accommodate the projected growth in demand, both in terms of volume and
peak requirements.

43. The limited availability of LMNG, together with its incompatibility with imported gas, leads
to the conclusion that its use should be restricted to one area of the country. The gas development plan
fomesees the conversion of the Lower Silesia region to LMNG and Upper Silesia to HMNG. This will
require 287 kilometers of main pipeline in Lower Silesia and 85 kilometers in Upper Silesia by 1995. The
toW cost of conversion by 2000, including main pipelines and sidelines, delivery stations, and distributior
lines, is estimated at $200 million (excluding the cost of replacing user appliances).

44. The expansion of the tnmission system and the need to connect it to the Westem European
grid will require additional line capacity, additional delivery points, modernization of the existing system
beyond that already projected, development of an adequate SCADA system, and replacement of damaged
sections. 'Te cost will be $767 million between 1995 and 2000, $951 million between 2001 and 2005,
and $1,029 million between 2006 and 2010.

45. The distribution networks cunently supply 5 million residential and commercial consumers
(of which only 550,000 use gas for space heating). The current networks are saurated and would be
unable to accommodate additional space heating demand without major enforcement. In addition the
networks are not sufficiently safe and lack a metering system, which encourages wasteful consumption.

46. To acommmodate the projected increased demand for space heating, the most practical
solution appears to be to increase the distribution pressure rather than the pipe diameter. New housing
could be connected at fairly low cost, and modem technology, fitings, and meters could be installed as
standard practice. Opportnities for modemization and improvement will come both with scheduled
replacement of pipes and with conversion of coke oven gas consumers to HMNG or LMNG.

47. The stategy of undertking the substantial costs of improvement and expansion in the
distribution sector depend on the desire to convert to the use of gas for space heating, pardy because of
the costs of urban pollution fiom the existing heating. The total cost until 2010 will be $5,009 million,
so that it is essential that a well-thought-out marketing plan is prepared before embadring on any such
progrm.
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48. Tie ttal costs of Tabie 4: Total Investent for Gas Development Plan
the investment plan are (1990 prices)
shown in Table 4. To thesem
costs should be added the
costs of gas and the operating Seder vs- 196- 2001 2006. TOTAL
system. Taking the basic 1m 2000 200S 2010
import cost at $2.00 per
MBtu (borderprice risingto Impor1 75 645 142 39 901
$2.30 in 1993), the average Thnmwnision soo 767 951 1,030 3,248
cost of gas would be $3.10
for gassupply ex transit. The suge 195 272 302 166 93s
tnmission cost would be Disiuon 551 1,293 1,464 1,505 4,815
$0.73 and the distribution convson 82 113 0 0 194
cost $2.43, yielding a TMAL 1,402 2,562 3X9 2,859 10,093
consumer delivery price of
$6.26 per MBtu in 1990.

49. The cost-benefit
analysis of the gas development plan, including power use, with different selling prices to the various
categories of end user, yields a net present value (NPV) of $133 million using a 12 percent (real) discount
rate.

So. Ihe assessment of the viability of the gas plan depends crucially on certain fiictors and
assumptions. The price of competing fuels and the availability of imported gas at the prices used are the
basic assumptions. he mte of interest, although high, may not filly represent the shortage of finacial
capial in the Polish market. Finally, no account has been taken of the costs of converting households
fiom coke oven gas to HMNG. Ihis would be an additional burden on the gas sector, becase it is
unlikely that the consumers would be willing to pay for it themselves.

Restructring

51. he restucturing of the Polish Gas Company (PONG) is motivated by the factors promoting
the general drive to privatization and commercialization. It had been a wholly state-owned enterprise,
highly integated both horizontally and vertically. It included not only the whole of the natural gas
industry, from wellhead to bumer tip, but also activities such as exploration, drilling, production,
equipment manuure, and pipeline construction. Distibution was broken down into six regional
companies (cost centers) with considerable fgentation in the exploration and production functions.

52. te current stuctre mi four main areas of concem:

* Fragmentation of the puh g/tansmission role
* Fragmentation of decisiak in exploration and production (E and P)
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* Intemal tading at cost plus transfer prices (which have not tracked inflation)
* Blurring of distinctions between state and enterprise.

53. In addition, for an enterprise operating in a market-oriented society, PGNG has a number of
inapproprate featu:

Lack of hard budgets, which eliminates incentives
Lack of commercial objectives for management
Outside control of too many key finmcial factors
Inefficiencies caused by outside bureaucratic forces.

54. Comparison of the scale of operations and efficiency of PGNG in 1990 with Westem
experience indicates some of PONG's shortcomings:

IUp to 3 times as many seismic crews and 3 times more drilling rigs and crews in relation to
the scale of operations.

* Up to 1.5 times as many production staff in relation to production volume.

Up to 25 percent more staff in transmission and development.

55. Examining the industry's structure makes it clear that its difekrnt stages have different
charcteristics and potentials. Exploration and development clearly have the potential to operate on a
competitive basis, as does manaug. Long-distance transmission, in contrast; has the characteristics
of a natural monopoly, as does local gas distribution, although the latter has a much smaller minimum
efficient scale.

56. Given the particular characteristics of the Polish industry and the general atures of the gas
industry as a whole, it Avould appear most appropriate for the upstream sector to be clearly separaed so
that a specialist management can evolve. Foreign investment) together with the associated technology,
should be sought. The present number of companies should remain viable in the foreseeable fiture.

57. On balance, the arguments also favor sepating transmission from distrbution in order to
gain clearer accountability of the separate managements and to open the way for '"yardsticks competition
for distribufion at the regional level. Tis stucture would entail the liquidation of local distribution
enteprises.

58. All key transmission functions (planning, supply/demand matching, development) would be
established within a single company. The associated manufactrn and service industres should be
separated and allowed to operate in the nonnal market environment.
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59. For the sales of gas by the national grid company to the regional distributors and for the sale
onward by the distributors there will be monopoly power, so regulation will be required. Upstream
regulation will concern licensing, royalty taxation, and depletion policy, whereas downstram regulation
will be more concemed with pricing.

60. The recommended structure for regulation is to create a semi-independent govenmment body
that would have a specialized staff and whose regulatory powers would be establisled by legislation.

61. It is also suggested that it is important in the gas industry to establish the new stucture,
commercial relationships, and legislative frnework before changes of ownership take place.

62. For the upsteam (E and P) sector it is important to attact foreign capital, but it is also
recommended that the state maintain ma0ority ownership. In the case of the national gas transmission
oompany it is also recommended that the state retain a majority shareholding. At the level of the regional
gas supply companies, some local involvement would be useful, but this should not be at a level where
cross-subsidization is possible. The need for massive amounts of capital suggests a need to draw on
foreign investment in this sector also. Ihe manu rng and construction companies could move to early
privatization, ahead of the rest of the gas sector, and no state interest should be retained.

63. Experience has shown that corporate restuctuning, the development of contracts, the
establishment of the regulatory framework, and the sale of assets require an enormous effort over a two-
or three-year period. During this period it may be necessary to establish a holding company to oversee
esturing and pivaizaton (not to interfere in day-to-day operations) with staff who could be seconded

from the varous departments of the existing company and from the Ministry of Industry. It would be
dismantled once the process was complete.

Tariff and Regulafion

64. The present level of prices is not high enough to sustain the development of the gas sector
in Poland. Ihe exisence of the subsidy continues to reduce incentives to achieve efficiency. The aim
is to move toward marginal cost pricing in order to achieve an efficient allocation of resources.

65. In the futur¢ the imports of gas will be at "opportunity costs," but in the short term will lack
quatty flexibility. Hence domestic supplies will need to be more flexible and will in effect be the
maginal fields. Thus domestic producers should receive boti a variable component, equivalent to the
import pnce, and a fixed component equal to the inventory chae for holding supply ready to meet the
winter peak.

66. The transport tariff must be designed to avoid monopolistic exploitation. The tariff to firms
(which are already metered) should have a capacity component and a usage component-the fonmer
corresponding to the long-n maginal costs of capital expansion/replacirent and the latter to short-run
marinal costs of supply.
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67. Becas most gas will be imported, such costs should be passed on fully fiom the transport
company to users. Retail sale of gas should have a capacty cost (to cover costs of metering, connection,
and distdbution) and a commodity cost.

68. A set of taziff based on these principles has been calculated. Becase these taiffs would
result in large percentage incrases in gas prices if implemented immediately, the question of transition
needs to be considered. However, the calculation suggests prices (before tax) for industry at levels similar
to those in Westem Europe, and for households the prices would be substantially lower than the Westerm
European prce, despite the lagee percentage increase iuvolved.

69. 'he tariff structure and level suggested is designed to ensue that each sector would be able
to finance the costs of remaining in operation (including replacing capital). This structre does leave room
for a possible source of economic rent where taxation might be needed-any domestic proaucer able to
produce below the import pree level would make an excess profit There are several ways to tax such
profits while not dsrying the incentives for fiurer exploration and development (especily by foreign
companies). One scheme is to auction the rights to produce and explore on a field-by-field basis.

Environmental Aspects

70. The Gas Development Plan is intimately tied to concerns about te environment in Poland
becas the pollution levels are exceptionally high. Much of this is due to fte natur of the fuels used
and the associated technology. Where gas would not be used on a direct cost basis, an allowance for the
monetary costs of pollution can miake gas the most desirable fuel in some circumstaces.

71. Detailed analysis shows that the power sector is the major source of all emissions in Poland,
from high scs (wlich spread the effects) amd low stacks (which localize the effects). Ihe emission
levels of SO2, NOR, and particulate matter (PM) grossly exceed national air quality standards (which are
lower than World Health Organisation guidelines) for the voivodships of Katowice and Krakow.

72. Ihe potential for fimre pollution is assessed by forecasing likely levels in two cases. Ihe
first case is a "Do Noting" approach, in ftat expected demand is met at the cheapest direct cost Ihe
second case meets demand at lowest cost while also meeting ntional environmen standards. The cost
of meeting the environmental standards is estimated at approximately $0.9 billion in 1990 prices.

73. Under the Gas Development Plan, as outlined above, although pollution is calculated to be
reduced from the least cost approach, its level willH _m high even by the year 2000, so that the costs
and benefits of the use of fuither methods of abatig pollution are evaluated.

74. Calculations based on the limited inmfonnation available on the monetay costs of the different
pollutnts suggests that averaged over the whole country, the costs of abatement (switching fuels or
technologies) will usually be greater than the damage costs.
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75. For specific applications the "environmental" credit for gas could be substantial-for example
in the low-stack sector (residental heating) it could be as much as $4 per GJ, which is similar in
magnitude to the cost of the gas itself.

76. The implications for the Gas Development Plan are that the environmental credit for gas is
large enough to justify conversion of coal stoves to gas. For power, the most attctve use of gas would
be for repowering existing stations rather than for fueling new power stations. Once the environmental
damage is taken into account, new power stations could justify using coal in stations fitted with flue gas
desulfurisation (FGD). Overall, allowing for environmental costs, gas use should be larger than that
projected on a purely direct economic cost basis.

77. The implementation of policies designed to encourage the use of gas on environmental
grounds may need to start with regulation (particularly for power station technology) and then move
toward more market-based appraches (emissions taxation or tradable permits) as the market system
becomes better established.

Legal Anrangements

78. Beyond the economic and institutional issues discussed above lies the difficult task of
implementing the necessaly changes in the pattem of ownership for entities operating in the sector. This
must include attrang investment fiom intemational energy companies because they alone possess the
technical and financial resources to achieve-either independently or in joint ventures with Polish public
or (eventually) private operators-the intensified level of exploration and exploitaton activities that is
required to redress Poland's dependency on petroleum fuels imported from a single supplier. Poland had
no recognizable enabling environment for such investments prior to 1989, and in early 1990 the country
still lacked any sector-specific legislation or regulations designed to provide the safguards and assurances
that such firms require. The 1989 Foreign Investment Law gave some guidelines for dealing with foreign
investment in the economy, but did not address adequately the following key issues:

* Foreign exchange rights
* Types of investment vehicle allowed
* The identity of the licensing authority
* Level and stability of fiscality.

79. The existing enabling environment comprses sector-specific stautes and general investment
laws. lhe fonner focus on the definitions and attributes of the various sectoral organizations, whereas the
latter include the 1989 Foreign Investment Law, which has been modified by a new version that replaced
tfe Agency for Foreign Investment with the Ministry of Ownership Changes.

80. Neither the sector-specific nor the general laws cover crucial issues, such as the right to cany
forward exploration expenditures made .n eadly years until a discovery has been developed nnd production
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started. Without such clanification, private intemational oil ard gas companies are extremely reluctant to
become involved.

81. To ameliorate the situation a draft of a single Petroleum Law was produced for discussion.
This law included definitions of ownership of resources, a statement f the contcal basis for oil and
gas operations by all paries, a procedure for application to explore and exploit concessions, a statement
on the applicability of taxes, and specific provisions on a number of issues including the environment and
unitizadon.

82. In light of the apparent difficulties of passing such a law through Parliament a new solution
through a contracual approach was explored. At the same time the Mining and Geological Laws were
amended, intended pardy to clarify the enabling conditions for foreign investment. These clarified the
basis of ownership but did not settle the other areas of concemn.

83. The conual solution, which has been adopted in other countries, includes a draft of a
model contuwt that provides all the basic provisions that oil companies look for when they evaluate a new
investnent "province." This solution covers the following areas:

* Ownership and control of petroleum and gas, designation of parties to the contract
* oDuraton of exploration concessions
* Details of grant of rights and automatic rights to exploit concessions once granted

Title to assets
* Relinquishment
* VWork obligations
* iAstablishment of a joint advisory committee
* Definition of a commercial discoveiy
* Fiscal provisions
* Treatment of associated gas discoveries
* Extent of government parficipation
* Currency and foreign exchange rights
* Training
* Dispute resolution
* Bank guarantees.

84. The contract does not, however, guarantee the position, because some of the assurances
contained would be outside the power of the containg ministry. However, the intentions expressed in
the draft contract are such that some companies have already expressed interest in pursuing ventures in
Poland.



1. DEMAND

1.1 A central problem in evaluating the likely future of the Polish gas industry is forecasting the
demand for gas. A substantial increase in the real price of gas and a large shift in the price of gas
relative to other fuels are inevitable. Because there is no experience in Poland of how supply and demand
respond to price changes, the assessment is based on changes that have occurred elsewhere. The
methodology used was to identify the principal uses of natural gas and to evaluate the "netback" of gas
for each of those uses at prices that have been projected as likely for gas and for competing fuels.
Because fuel prices will be determined by world market prices for imports, domestic demand is not
expected to have a strong influence on the local price. The "netback" calculation is designed to indicate
if it would be more profitable to use gas than the best competing fuel in a specific sector, taking into
account both investment costs and operating costs. A positive netback value indicates that it would be
sensible to use gas. The netback value for the use of natural gas in a given project is the break-even
price that equates the cost of using gas to the cost of using the most attractive fuel alternative. Netback
values therefore take into account not only the energy cost of the alternative fuel but also differences in
equipment efficiency and other technical factors. The calculation finds the cost of producing 1 standard
unit of energy (e.g., kWh) with competing fuels, allowing for new investment or replacement investment.
The next step is to find the maximum price of gas the user would be willing to pay in order to produce
the same amount of energy for exactly the same total cost, again including any investment costs, and then
convert this (netback) to a price of gas to the producer by subtracting distribution and transmission costs.
Thb resulting value is compared with the actual price of gas received by the producer, which is in effect
the import price of gas (plus a possible margin for storage as explained below in chapter 5).

1.2 The methodology described above is applied to all the main sectors and industries where gas
is already established or where it might compete with an existing fuel. Wherever the netback value is
greater than the import price there is an opportunity to make a profit by switching to gas or by using gas
as the sector grows. The larger the margin between the netback value and the import price the greater
the incentive to use gas, the more likely that gas will be used, and the more rapidly the change will
occur.

1.3 Although this technique indicates the sectors where gas use will increase, it does not indicate
how much gas use will increase. Two other factors need to be taken into account. First is the degree
to which gas will penetrate an existing market. Not all of a particular market will be equally aturactive
for the use of gas. For example, where investment in an alternative fuel has only just taken place it will
be harder to replace this by gas than in a case where the plant is old and obsolete. The second and more
important factor is how the industrial and household pattern of demand will change. With the broad
changes that will occur in the Polish economy in the next 20 years the structure and level of demand for
inputs will change completely. Some sectors will grow in both relative and absolute importance while
others will shrink. To estimate the market for gas, it is necessary not only to know which industries it

1
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will penetrate and the extent to which it will do so, but also how large these industries will be at different
times during the next 20 years.

1.4 The experience of Western Europe is used to estimate the possible size and pattern of the
demand for gas in Poland during the next 20 years. This estimate is made purely at the aggregate level,
the next step is to examine the principal sectors and evaluate their likely use of gas in such an economy,
making sure that the netback values are consistent with the pattern derived from the aggregate data. A
final refinement is to repeat the analysis at the regional level where possible, and check demands against
any regional supply constraints. These three calculations, taken together, present a picture of the overall
level of gas demand that is similar to the gas demand observed in Western European countries at the same
stage of economic development, which appear to be profitable at the prices assumed for the import of
fuels, and that take special regional considerations into account.

Macroeconomic Evaluation of Potential Gas Demand

1.5 It has been assumed that Poland's concerns about environmental protection will become
similar to those that are in force in the EC. The sectoral demand for gas also depends on the extent of
competition and on subsidies. It is assumed that subsidies to all fuels will be gradually phased out, that
restrictions on the use of gas in specific areas will be lifted, and that competition or regulation will be
similar to that in Western Europe so that a similar structure of industry can evolve. Not only will prices
reflect the costs of fuels (possibly including environmental costs) but there will also be significant
improvements in energy efficiencies.

1.6 In order to fix the reference point for Table I-1: Selected Economic Growth Projections
Poland some assumptions must be made about its (to year 2010)
level of income in the next 20 years. Two
scenarios-high growth and low growth-are used
to set plausible limits on the estination of High Low

demand. The projected growth rates and per Projeced inda growth growth

capita income levels are shown in Table I-1.
GDP, 2010 (bn zlotys 1988) 20,000 15,000

1.7 The introduction of competition and GDP per capita (USS, 1988) 3,800 2,900
market pricing into the energy industries will
bring about large shifts in the choice of fuel and Rate of growth (1978-2010) 3.1% 2.2%

the level of fuel use. The costs of alternative Rate of growth (1990-2010) 5.9% 4.4%

fuels have been related to an assumed oil price of
$20 per barrel and incorporate transport, storage,
and distribution margins derived from EC
experience. The figures are to be taken as
constant in real terms, reflecting a view that there will be no marked increase in the trend of oil prices
over the period concerned. The assumed prices for alternate fuels are shown in Table 1-2.
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1.8 The gas price used in the netback calculations is assumed to be the border price because of
Poland's heavy reliance on imported gas. A price of $80 per 1,000 cubic meters is taken as a plausible
base case ($0.08 per CM is equivalent to $2.37 per MBtu or $2.26 per GJ). It is likely that the price
of Russian gas will rise over the next few years and that imports will come from other sources. It is
assumed that by 1995 the price of Russian gas will be at least $85 per 1,000 cubic meters (in 1990 prices)
and that the price of other land imports will be about $1 10 per 1,000 cubic meters. Assuming a higher
initial price for Russian supplies would increase the border price to $100 per 1,000 cubic meters, but in
such a case it would be less likely that the real price would increase during the next few years. After
1995 it is assumed that the real price of imported gas will remain constant.

1.9 In addition to assumptions about the level of income and the price of competing fuels, it is
necessary to make an assumption about the energy intensity of the economy (i.e., the amount of energy
used to produce one unit of GDP). At present the energy intensity in Poland is very high due to: the
industrial structure, the efficiency of the technology employed, the fuel mix, and so on. Studies have
indicated that the introductioa of financial constraints on firms, of higher energy prices, of en.rgy
conservation, and of the transformation of the structure of the economy may result in a saving of up to
56 Mtoe per year, 52 percent of which would be in industry. The speed of adjustment to this final level,
which is indicated as being sustainable by the desire to increase profits, will be limited by a number of
factors:

* Lack of information about the technical opportnities for a more rational utilization and
production of energy

- Lack of agencies, public institutions,
and service companies with expertise Table I-2: Alternative Energy Costs
in methods of improving energy
efficiency

Fuel Lowu-s41r
* Lack of local production of the Pce Coa oU ffel oil

required equipment Product -I eot

(S/ton) 40 89 104.2
* Existing management attitudes, DerWp

which may consider energy as a
fixed cost Large users 50 108 123.2

Small uers 70 .. 175.0

* Limited financial resources, which LArge residental 70 108 123.2

give low priority to improving sn rSiential 140 280.0
energy efficiency.

Calorifc value

1.10 Combining these factors results in (Gi/ton) 26.78 41.85 41.85

two scenarios for energy intensity, each based
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largely on international comparisons with Western European countries:

High-growth scenario reflects a rapid growth of GDP and a major structural transformation.
The ratio of final energy use to primary energy use is projected to increase from 64.7
percent in 1988 to 70 percent in 2010. Primary energy consumption would decrease from
1.86 toe per $1,000 of GDP to 0.9 toe per $1,000 of GDP reflecting an effective
modernization of the economy, a radical change in the structure of industrial production, and
an increase in value added per unit of output. The ratio of total to primary energy would
still be higher than in Western Europe but the difference would not be as great as it is now.

Low-growth scenario reflects a slower transformation and a slower evolution of energy
intensity. The ratio of final energy to primary energy increases only to 67 percent and the
primary energy intensity decreases to 1.1 toe per $1,000 of GDP.

1.11 These figures for energy Table 1-3: Energy Intensity, 1988 vs. Energy
intensity,combined with values for the total Intensity and Consumption, 2010
energy use in Poland, are summarized in
Table 1-3. __

1.12 Using the above figures as guides for Igg
the total consumption of energy it is possible to
arrive at a global figure for gas consumption by
again using Western European experience on the Primany (TOE/I$1,000 GDP) 1.86

share of gas in total energy use. The shares in Fin CrOE/$1,000 GDP) 0.20

Western Europe reflect the EC directive that
restricts the use of gas for power generation so
that the market for gas in Poland is potentially 2010 High growth Low growth

larger than these comparative figures would Energy intenty

suggest. Table 14 gives the values for the
projected share and levels of gas use in Poland by Primaty 1.10 0.90

2010 without making allowance for the extra FEnal 0.74 0.64

potential for the use of gas for power. Enew consumption

fo)
1.13 The estimates, based on the 134 144

assumption that gas use in Poland in the 2010 will Pd
be similar to that in an average Western European Final 88 100
country whose income per capita now is at the
level to which Poland's is projected to grow,
show a potential total demand of between 20 and
30 bcm depending on the rate of growth actually attained.
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Table 1-4: Gas Share in Total Energy Demand and Total Gas
Demand in 2010

1.14 Apart from the inevitable
limitations of such an aggregated
approach attention must be paid to Use of gas (Mtoe)
two special features. First, the use of Share of
Western Europe in 1988 as a EBergy gas (%) Low growth High growh
reference point for Poland, both in its Prim
use of energy relative to GDP and in
the share of gas in total energy, is High 23.0 30.0 33.0
justified to the extent that all Low 10.0 13.5 14.5

economies become similar when they Average 15.0 20.0 22.0
reach the same aggregate GDP. If Fg

the nature of any such relationship
changes over time due to High 28.0 24.6 28.0
technological progress, then, to the Low 14.0 12.3 14.0

extent that Poland adopts this Average 17.5 15.0 17.5

technology as it becomes available
and does not continue with the
average installed technology as of the
reference date, the predictions about the market for energy and the market for gas in 2010 will require
modification. Such changes, however, are likely to be slow and gradual in their impact so that managers
will have ample time to react to the new circumstances. The second assumption, which is more important
in regard to the sectoral analysis, is about the price path for oil (and for other fuels). It is assumed that
there will be no change in the real price of oil and no change in relative fuel prices. Temporary price
fluctuations cannot be ruled out, but the crucial assumption is that of a steady fuel price. In comparing
Poland in 2010 with Western Europe as it had evolved by 1988 there is thus an implicit assumption that
the real cost of each fuel will be roughly similar in the next 20 years to what it has been in the last 20
years (ignoring the markedly cyclical elements in the oil price).

Sectoral Analysis of the Market for Gas

1.15 In a sectoral analysis of the demand for gas there are three features that may cause the
pattern to diverge from that envisaged in the global approach:

* Higher prices and environmental protection requirements may affect the residential sector.

* The industrial structure may evolve, and the future of the iron and steel and fertilizer
industries is very uncertain.

Gas may contribute to power generation.

1.16 These factors will be addressed in the following chapters, which present estimates of the
demand for gas in the main sectors.
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1.17 Residential Sector. The residential demand for energy is characterized at present by a lack
of competition because of the dominant role of the public sector and prices that do not reflect the true
costs of supply. Space heating and water heating are provided primarily by district heating systems,
which are inefficient and cause pollution. The consumption per household is comparable with that in
other countries, but the amount of gas used for cooking and water heaing is high by Western standards,
and is expected to rise further. For space heating the picture is quite different-less than 10 percent of
residential consumers use gas for space heating (i.e., the penetration rate is low, largely due to
restrictions imposed on the use of gas) but the unit consumption of gas for space heating is much higher
than would be expected even allowing for the harsh climate. For existing consumers of gas it is assumed
that demand in rural areas will remain constant as income growth is balanced by a loss of competitiveness
of natural gas to its rivals (iquid fuels and LPG) for that market. In urban areas it is anticipated that the
number of existing customers will decline as existing buildings are destroyed at a rate of 0.5 percent per
year. The market for the conversion to natural gas consists of three different types of plants: coal stoves,
small heating plants, and district heating plants. For each a netback calculation of the value of gas to the
producer that would equalize the price of producing heating, including the capital costs of the conversion,
has been constructed:

Coal stoves are used in about 25 percent of the housing units in urban areas, most of which
are not connected to the gas supply. Tbey contribute heavily to pollution and cannot be
equipped with emission cleaning devices. Comparing the cost of condtuing to use better
quality coal with the cost per year (using a 10 percent discount rate to convert capital costs
to an annual equivalent basis) of converting to gas and using gas gives a netback value to
coal of $210 per ton. Such a value, based on the actual price of gas, implies that consumers
would not switch voluntarily from coal to gas. The situation would be more favorable for
the small number of consumers who are already connected to gas for cooking or water
heating and who use coal for space heating because the capital costs of conversion would be
much less. Experience in Western Europe, however, has shown that consumers are willing
to pay extra for the convenience of gas and the estimate is that the potential demand from
households with their own heating units will be twice the current level.

Small heating plants use coal and cannot be equipped with pollution control devices. A
survey of some 4,000 such plants suggests that about 50 percent would be suitable for
conversion to gas because of their proximity to the gas network and because of the age of
the existing plants. The calculations suggest netbacks for gas on the order of $5.5 to $7.5
per MBtu depending on the location and size. This value, equivalent to a maximum value
of $260 per 1,000 cubic meters, when compared even with the highest value of the range
of prices assumed for imported gas ($100 per 1,000 cubic meters) plus a margin for storage
costs, still indicates a strong economic incentive to undertake the conversion. It is assumed
that this conversion would be spread over the next 20 years in parallel with improvements
in the distribution network.
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District heating plants (DHPs) are coal based, generate the bulk of heat supply, and are not
equippeW with emission control devices. The size of these facilities makes retrofitng
possible and the size of the gas market will therefore depend on the relative cost of
retrofitting (assuming that this is mandatory) and the cost of conversion to gas. A detailed
analysis shows that this comparison is site speciftc and dependent on the feasibility of
connection to the gas tranEmission system (mainly a function of distance) and on the age and
state of repair of the plant. Calculations indicate that the replacement of coal-buning
facilities by gas-fueled boilers is unlikely to be economic with gas having a typical netback
of $80 per 1,000 cubic meters (which is the lowest possible cost for the price of gas).

1.18 The market for gas with new Table I-S: Residential Demand for Gas by Area,
consumers has the largest potential in the urban 1990 and Projected for 2010 (PJ)
reas because of the scale of the construction

program expected over the next 20 years in
response to the growth in the urban population Gas demand (
(estimated at an annual 1.4 percent) as well as the
rebuilding required. It is assumed that most new
houses will be connected to gas for cooking A*w 199 241

because the only alternative fuel is electricity,
which is relatively less economic in this use. It is U,hW (?J)
also likely that construction will shift to smaller Exising owsumes 10030 82.7

size projects in that gas would compete with caxvogueo 39.43 115.76
DHPs based on alternative fuels. Netback
calculations for gas against coal reveal a value of Now consumer 0.00 19330

$190 per 1,000 cubic meters for gas on a typical TOTAL 139.73 391.76

project, suggesting that gas will be an attractive Ga penetafio int (Oa) 19.11 40.84

fuel in this market Over the longer tenm (after 24.50 24.50
the year 2000) the choice between altemnative
fuels will increase and gas penetration in new Total rosidential 164.23 41626

housing will slow down. It is assumed that this of which: M 4 12.13
gas penetration will stabilize at about 50 percent, d water heating 1.61 2.23
which is in line with experience elsewhere.
Table IS shows the potential residential demand. space heaing 3.18 9.90
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Table 1-6: Commercial Demand for
1.19 Commercial Sector. Demand in the commercial Gas, 1990 and Projected for 2010
sector is linked to residential demand and consists largely of
use by laundries, bakeries, restaurants, and the space and
water heating for community buildings such as schools and Area o,'mand 1990 2010

hospitals. Although it is estimated that the service sector will Uiim (BM 0.30 3.02

grow rapidly in Poland and that gas demand will grow rapidly Ral (SM 0.07 0.07

from a low base, the importance of district heating plants in TOTAL 0.38 3.09

areas that are already urbanized will reduce the opportunities
for penetrating the "community" markets C(able 1-6).

1.20 Industrial Sector. The main energy input in the industrial sector is coal (62 percent); the
consumption of natural gas is concentrated in the chemical and steel industries. The share and total
amount of gas used is expected to drop significantly in these two industries as a result of modernization
and restructuring. The effect of new economic policies is likely to promote a more diversified industrial
sector (especially light and medium industries) and this will lead to a growing demand for more flexible
and efficient sources of energy, which could be met in part by natural gas, as has been the case in other
countries.

1.21 In the past 40 years the iron Table 1-7: Production Levels and Sources of Energy in the
and steel industry has been completely Polish Steel Industry, 1989 and Projected for 2010
restructured in Western economies, and
as a result energy consumption per ton of
crude steel has been almost halved in a Producion/energy 198 2010

30-year period. The number of
integrated plants, which use almost production (M tons) 14.8 15.4

entirely coal and by-product gas, has
declined to a point where they represent Total euerj (36)
60 to 75 percent of total production. Coal 219,984.0 182,903.0

Mini-mills, using scrap in electric Natural Gu 68,746.0 9,710.0
steelmaking processes, have only a small oil 16,972.0 0.0
demand for other forms of energy.
These current trends do not present any Elccticiiy 28,668.0 29,129.0

opportunity for natural gas. In Poland a
major restructuring of `' industry is
needed to restore comb - ton and to
reduce pollution. This rest .. turing will require a large amount of capital and will need to be spread over
a 10- to 15-year period, as in other countries. During this period, it has been assumed, the Polish
industry will become similar to those of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), and the industry-s demand per capita for steel will decrease and then stabilize at the levels
observed in those countries. Total demand will eventually increase, driven by the growth in population.
This process will be accompanied by a drastic reduction in energy consumption and by the use of the
lowest cost fuels; the substantial projected decrease in demand for gas is shown in Table 1-7.
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1.22 The fertilizer industry worldwide is Table 1-8: Potential Demand for Natural Gas by
likely to continue to suffer from excess capacity, Polish Chemical Industries, 1990, and Projected
and new plants cannot be justified given the price for 2010 (MCM)
of gas that will rule in Poland; in fact, fertilizer
plants are likely to be closed progressively. The
sulfur market, too, is suffering from excess indusay subsector 1990 2010

supply (Poland is one of the world's main
producers), and the situation is likely to worsen Nitrogen fertilizers 2.53 1.40
with the implementation of more stringent Su1fr 0.49 0.30
pollution standards, which require higher sulfur
recovery from fuel oil and coal. This industry is Other 0.26 0.50

likely to show a slow decline also. Other
chemical industries are likely to grow at a
moderate rate. Potential gas demand by the
chemical industries is shown in Table 1-8.

1.23 The sector of light and medium industries is expected to contribute substantially to the
economic recovery in Poland while its structure is expected to change considerably. To estimate the
potential for gas in this sector two approaches have been used. The first is based on the contribution of
the sector to GDP, the second on the consumption of energy per person employed in the sector. Both
approaches use international comparisons to predict the likely path of the Polish economy. A general
assumption is that the activity in this sector will become more diversified and that energy inefficiencies
will be gradually reduced.

1.24 It is assumed that this sector will grow faster than the average for the economy, 4.5 percent
in the high-growth scenario and 3.3 percent in the low-growth scenario. The share of this sector will rise
from 38.3 percent in 1988 to about 40 percent in 2010. This is comparable to what has occurred in other
countries that have experienced rapid economic growth together with deep industrial restructring (e.g.,
South Korea and Spain during the past 20 years). Assuming that energy inefficiencies are reduced over
the same period, which is one of the conditions required for success, the total energy demand in this
sector would be between 1,424 PJ and 1,068 PJ in the high- and low-growth scenarios, respectively.

1.25 This approach assumes that by 2010 all structural problems will have been resolved so that
Polish industry will be competitive with other European industries. In particular it is assumed that
existing energy efficiencies will have been improved so that the energy use per person employed will be
the same as that observed today in Western industrialized countries. In the industrial sector of Western
European economies current unit consumption of energy is about 520 GJ per person employed (this figure
appears to be fairly robust), which is about 25 to 30 percent lower than the figure for Poland. On the
basis of the European unit consumption and of employment trends forecast for the sector, the energy
demand for the total industrial sector in 2010 is projected to be about 1,750 Pi, of which 1,150 PI would
be for light and medium industries after the reduction of the projected demand for the steel and chemical
industries.
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1.26 Using the same Table 1-9: Gas Netbacks in Light and Medium Industries ($/CM)
international comparisons it is
estimated that the share of gas in
total energy supplies to this sector Convertedfwiies Newfaciitiues

would reach about 25 percent by - Hetpoes-_____p_cs
the year 2010. This reflects the Facility sire Boilers Heat process Boilers Heat process

wui-j,urative advantage of gas
over other fuels, in particular Large 0.12 0.22 0.11 0.19
liquid fuels, since these fuels are Smal1 0.14 0.23 0.13 0.22
most suitable for these industries
because of the flexibility of use
demanded by new technologies
that use automation and
regulation. Two calculations have been used to verify this. The first calculates netback values for gas
for conversion and for new facilities against liquid fuels. The results are shown in Table I-9 and indicate
that, with an import price of between $0.08 and $0.10 per cubic meter, there is substantial economic
potential for gas in this sector. Second, for a series of light and medium industries in the United
Kingdom and in France, the penetration rates are shown to be substantial even though gas is more
expensive than competing fuels.

1.27 Hence, the two scenarios-which depend on the rate of growth of GDP- indicate a potential
for gas of between approximately 1,400 PJ and 1,100 PJ by the year 2010. Table 1-10 shows the
expected industrial demand for gas.

1.28 Power Generation Sector. The
power sector is the largest single user of coal
and lignite in Poland and, because of the poor Table 1-10: Total Polish Industrial Demand for Gas,
quality of coal and the lack of emission 1990 and Projected for 2010 (BCM)
control equipment, it is also one of the largest
contributors to environmental pollution. The 20-0
long-term prospects for the economy are for 2010

an increase in the consumption of electricity
per capita. In the short run the recession lnduty 1990 High Low

brought about by the implementation of the
economic restructuring program has resulted Ion/steel 2.04 0.28 0.28
in a sharp drop in electricity consumption and Chanecals 3.28 2.20 2.20
it is not known if demand will fall further 1.6 10.20 8.41
before it starts to grow. To deal with this
uncertainty two scenarios have been TOTAL 6.98 12.69 10.90
constructed:
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A "low-growth" scenario, which assumes that the 1990 level of power generation (130
TWH) will remain constant for some years and then will recover to 145 TWH in 2000 and
thereafter grow at about 3.3 percent per annum

A "base-case" scenario, which assumes that the growth in power demand will resume at the
end of 1990 at the rate of 3.3 percent per annum.

1.29 Tbe prospects for gas in the power sector Table I-ll: Gas Netback Values in the
depend both on the overall growth rate and on the Power Sector ($/CM)
relative advantages of gas as compared with other fuels.
The use of gas, because of its cost and environmental
aspects, may possibly expand in three distinct markets:
in the conversion of coal-based plants, as a supplement t P L 1) Nb

to existing capacity (repowering), and as a fuel for new
plants (including combined-cycle plants). The New uis
economics of these three cases are considered below and Combined cy¢le 5,000 0.17

the netback values are given in Table I-11. Reowewig 5,000 0.16

Conversion of coal-fired plants to n al Combined cyce 6,000 0.15
gas. Netback calculations indicate that the Repoweing 6,000 0.15

conversion of existing plants is notjustified
on the basis of capital and fuel costs alone. v e
If an allowance is made for the reduction Recent plant 3,000 0.11

in pollution, then conversion looks more Rect plant 5,000 0.09
favorable, but it may be more economical
to retrofit existing plants with emission Oldplant 3,000 0.08
control devices (at about $250 to 300 per Old plant 5,000 0.07
kW).

* Repowering of exdsting plants. The
addition of gas turbines to existing coal-fired power plants can increase net efficiency (from
about 34 percent to 39 percent) at a cost lower than that of new power plants. The netback
values do indicate a role for gas.

New power plants. Numerous studies have concluded that the use of gas in combined-cycle
plants represents the least cost solution for power expansion due to lower investment costs
and higher efficiency. This solution also favors environmental concerns since the level of
emissions is greatly reduced.
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1.30 With the minimum import price of gas Table 1-12: Potential Demand for Gas from
at $0.08 per cubic meter the economic advantage for Power Sector in 2010 (Pe)
gas lies only with repowering and new plants. At
the limit all new additions could be gas fired, but
this would be neither prudent nor practical and so it 7ype of power plant Base case Low case
has been assumed that only a fraction of the new
capacity would be gas fired; thus, gas would supply Gas turbine (peak) 36.0 19.0
on avetage between 20 and 30 percent of total Gas turbine 106.0 113.0
generation. The projected gas demand fiom the (repowerln
power sector is shown in Table 1-12. Ihe relatively Combined cyde 314.0 241.0
small difference between the high and low scenarios (base)
conceals larger differences in the intennediae years. Combined cyde 77.0 47.0
In the low scenario no gas is required for power (Hi')
generation until 2005, while in the base case the gas TOAL (3CM is.5 12.2
could be required as soon as 1996.

s*GM3

40 ......................... ..... 1.31 The results ofthe sectoral approach have
30 ....................... op been consolidated into two scenarios. A "high"
30 _. l EwC3n&" scenario assumes a rapid recovety of the economy

20 ........................... .Residada and a rapid transition to a new economic structure.
1t includes higher estimates of industrial demand and

o0 i 0t l .. tof power generation. A 'low" scenario assumes that

0 1 2 L 2 li h the initial adjustment will be spread over a longer
1990 2010 Low 2010 High period, which reflects physical and financial

Fgu I-1: Potential Gas Demand constraints. It has correspondingly lower estimates
for sales to industry and to power generation. The

results are summarized in Figure I-1 and rable 1-12, Table 1-13.

1.32 The projected potential demand derived from the sectoral analysis is between 27 and 30 bem,
excluding power generation. These figures are closer to the higher values derived fiom the
macroeconomic approach. Moreover they do not take into account certain constaints that may delay the
introduction of gas in some sectors.

Gas Demand In Regional Context

1.33 The macroeconomic and sectoral approaches do not take into account the variations between
the regions and in particular ignore any regional constraints on supply that may exist despite the rise in
prices. The analysis is carried out for six regional zones, each selected as having common economic and
infiastructure features. Energy requirements are assessed for each zone on the basis of regional variations
from the national features used in the first two approaches. Given the greater difficulty of forasting
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regional growth rates and changes in industrial Table 1-13: Gas Demand Based on Sector
structure this exercise can be regarded only as a Analysis, 1990 and Projected for 2010 (BCM)
first approximation. It is valuable, however, in
that it allows knovn physical constraints on
production, transmission, and distribution to be 2010

incorporated into the projections. Sector 1990 High Low

1.34 The six zones chosen for analysis are Resideatial
as follows: Space heatng 3.25 10.52 10.52

Zone 1 includes Upper and Lower others 1.91 4.71 4.71

Silesia and contains about 41 percent Tota 5.16 15.23 15.23
of Poland's industrial activities,
including 78 percent of the steel Industry
industry and a large share of coal Irn and Sbfl 2.04 0.28 0.28
production. Katowice, Krakow, and
Opole are the main cities. Industrial Chemicals 3.28 2.20 2.20
pollution is high, and medium-term Others 1.66 10.20 8.41

economic prospects for the region ToW 6.98 12.69 10.90
are poor. Industrial activity is likely
to decline until the completion of Power 0.0 15.50 12.20
restructuring, and economic and
urban population growth will be TOTAL 12.15 43.42 38.33
lower than in other regions. The
widespread gas infrastructure, the
closure of coke oven plants, and the
high rollution do make the region
prime for introduction of natural
gas in the residential sector. Table I-14: Regional Variables

Zone 2 is south of Warsaw. It
is the largest industrial area Zone
excluding the steel industry. Variabls 1 2,4, 5, 6 3
Because of its location, current
activities, and population growth npiaon growth (% p.a.) 0.6 1.6 2.2
the region is expected to develop New housing growth (%) 1.1 2.1 2.7
faster than the national average.
The availability of gas Climat factor 1.0 1.05 1.15
transmission infrastructure Industrial growth (%) 3.5 4.5 4.0
should enable an early increase
in the use of gas.
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Zone 3 is northeast of Warsaw and is mainly agricultural. The gas infrastructure is limited,
and little industrial development is likely because the area will be environmentally protected.
Thus, potential for gas will be mainly in the residential sector.

Zone 4 is in the southeast, around Tarnow. Prospects here are similar to those in Zone 1,
in particular because of the decline expected in the chemical industries. For gas the main
potential is in the residential and commercial sector because industrial sales are not expected
to regain the level of the 1980s after the decline in the chemical sector.

Zones 5 and 6 have considerable potential for growth because of their location along the
Baltic Sea and the German border. They are expected to benefit from international trade and
from the availability of gas because import facilities may be located in these regions.

1.35 Regional demands have been projected by applying regional growth rates and adjusting
penetration rates in accordance with the projected timing of supplies in each region. The specific regional
factors are shown in Table I-14. Power demand does not need to be reanalyzed because the power
projections would be unaffected by these regional concerns.

1.36 A summary of the Table 1-15: Residential and Commercial Demand based on
projected total demand by sector Regional Analysis (BCM/Year)
based on a regional analysis for
residential and commercial sectors is
shown in Table 1-15 and for the Demand 1995 2000 2005 2010

industrial sector in Table 1-16. Residential 4.36 6.19 8.15 9.80

1.37 For the residential and Commercial 0.56 1.00 1.70 2.78

commercial sectors, the demands TOTAL 4.92 7.20 9.85 12.57
projected for 2010 are lower than Cooldng & water heating 2.64 3.22 3.98 5.01

those derived from the aggreg3te Spam heating 2.29 3.97 5.87 7.56
sectoral analysis. This is caused by Projeced Peak (MCMlhr)
regional constraints in zone 3, where
gas cannot be used in the early part T et risk35o4erag2
of the period because of the lack of 175 2.28 3.50 4.90 6.27
additional infrastructure. 176 2.06 3.10 4.31 5.52

1.38 The results for the
industrial sector are within the range of the higher and lower estimates derived from the aggregate
sectoral analysis.

1.39 Although the aggregate figures using the two methodologies are similar, the regional
disaggregation has the advantage in that it also shows the variations in growth rates between the regions,
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which may be important
for planning purposes. Table 1-16: Industrial Demand Based on Regional Analysis
Table I-17 and Figure I-2 ,
give a regional
breakdown for the main Deman 1995 2000 2005 2010
uses of gas until the year n la -
2010. Note that gas Iron ad 
demand in the industrial konandsteel 03 02 02 03
sector is expected to grow Chemicals 2.9 2.5 2.2 2.2
steadily in zones 2, 5, Small and medium 1.7 3.4 6.0 9.4
and 6 reflecting the TOTAL 5.0 6.1 8.5 11.9
availability of gas in the Peak demand (MC/hour)
early years and the Iron and steel 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04
potent of these areas. Chemicals 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40

Indwus demand grwth Small and medium 0.38 0.75 1.34 2.09
in zone 3 will start later a
due to the nature ofth TOTAL 0.83 1.18 1.77 2.52
demand and the lak of Less interruptible 0.23 0.45 0.80 1.25
infastructure. In zones 1
aid 4, industrial demand
is expect to dcrease in
the eaiy yea beemse of the recession in the iron and steel and ferdlizer industries and is expected to
reattain the 1988 level toward ihe end of the period.

1.40 The regional analysis confirms the conclusions of the macroeconomic and sectoral
approaches. Ihe levels of demand are slightly lower in the rmgional approach, and these values are used
to formulate a base case that is iDcorporated into the Gas Development Plan. Table I-18 allocates the total
demand in this base case to the various components of the gas system.
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Table 1-17: Gas Demand Projections by Zone, 1990-2010 (BCM)

Zone 1990 1995 20tX) 2005 2010

Zone 1

Commercial 0.10 0.16 0.25 0.39 0.59

Residential 1.05 1.16 1.48 1.81 2.07

Industy 2.73 1.45 1.56 2.32 2.99

Total 3.89 2.77 3.29 4.52 5.64

Zone 2

Commercial 0.05 0.11 0.23 0.45 0.80

Residential 0.67 0.92 1.49 2.09 2.62

Indwtry 2.17 2.27 2.84 3.62 4.53

Total 2.89 3.30 4.56 6.16 7.95

Zone 3

Commercial 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.22

Residental 0.06 0.16 0.36 0.59 0.78

Industry 0.05 0.05 0.19 0.39 0.75

Total 0.12 0.22 0.60 1.08 1.75

Zone 4

Commercial 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.23

Residential 0.85 0.88 0.96 1.05 1.12

Industry 0.76 0.27 0.38 0.55 0.70

Tota 1.69 1.24 1.46 1.76 2.06

zone 5

Commercial 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.27 0.44

Residential 0.41 0.56 0.89 1.24 1.53

Industry 0.44 0.44 0.56 0.84 1.48

Total 0.90 1.08 1.61 2.36 3.45

Zone 6

Commercial 0.06 0.10 0.19 0.32 0.51

Residential 0.53 0.68 1.02 1.38 1.68

Industry 0.53 0.53 0.60 0.79 1.45

Total 1.11 1.30 1.81 2.49 3.64

POLAND

Commercial 0.34 0.57 1.00 1.70 2.78

Residential 3.57 4.36 6.19 8.15 9.80

Industry 6.64 4.96 6.14 8.51 11.90

TOTAL 10.55 9.89 13.34 18.36 24.48
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Table I-18: Summary Total Potential Gas Demand (BCM)

Demand 1990 2000 2005 2010

Tota (ecuding power) 9.910 13.330 18.350 24.500

Power (base case) 0.545 6.515 10.806 15.521

Peak demand (MCM/hour)

Residentisacomm ircal

185 risk ooverage 2.28 3.50 4.90 6.27

186 risk coverage 2.06 3.10 4.31 5.52

Industrl 0.83 1.18 1.77 2.52

Power

Transmission 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33

Transit 0.33 6.32 9.53 10.55

Total peak at 2%

Transmission 3.27 5.01 7.00 9.12

Distribution 2.51 3.95 5.70 7.52

Transit 0.33 6.32 9.53 10.55

Totw peak at 50%

Transmission 2.45 3.88 5.44 7.09

Distribution 2.28 3.55 5.12 6.77

Transit 0.33 6.32 9.53 10.55
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Flgure I*2: Gas Demand Forecasts by Zone



2. SUPPLY

2.1 Poland imports about two-thirds of the gas it consumes from Russia. Although dependence
on imports is not unusual, such heavy reliance on a single source and the lack of a long-term contract
are neither typical nor desirable, especially when supplies from Russia may become less available and
more expensive. Gas production in Poland consists of high-methane natural gas (HMNG), low-methane
natural gas (LMNG), coke oven gas, and methane recovered from mines. Coke oven gas is likely to be
phased out in the next few years, but gas from mines may become a substantial source of supply.

2.2 Domestic production has been
declining recently because of the normal depletion Table II-1: Production from Existing Fields
of fields and because of inadequate funding for without Additional Investment (Base Case) (MCM)
production and exploration. An important part of
the Gas Development Plan is to increase domestic Sdh NhOwat
production by rehabilitating existing facilities and Per POln POland TOMtalas

increasing the effectiveness of exploration. 19 1,6SS 3,2S4 4,909

2.3 Given the estimated domestic 1991 1,571 2,906 4,477

production and the estimated total demand as 1992 1,499 1,201 2,689

described in chapter 1, an estimate of total import 1993 1,419 1,120 2,539

demand can be constructed. The increase in 1994 1,353 1,047 2,400

demand for imports, coupled with a likely limited 1995 1,292 979 2,271

availability of Russian supplies, means that 1996 1,235 967 2,202

imports will need to be diversified. 1997 1,180 906 2,086

198 1,129 850 1,979
2.4 An important feature of the demand 19" 1,079 788 1,867

for gas is the strong seasonal peak in the winter 2000 1,034 743 i,rn
months, a peak that wfll intensify as demand 2001 990 701 1,691

shifts away from industrial use and toward 2002 949 544 1,493

resident and commercial use. To meet this 2003 911 514 1,425
peak demand at the lowest cost, when it is 200 874 485 1,359
unlikely that the quantity of imports will be 20 838 457 1,295

seasonally variable, clearly will require an 20 80 434 1,240
increase in domestic storage capacity. 806 434 1,287

2007 776 411 1,187

2.5 Another important aspect of the 2008 746 369 1,115

balance of supply and demand in Poland is that a 2009 718 350 1,068

substantial proportion of the existing domestic
production is LMNG, whereas all imports will be
HMNG. These two forms of gas cannot be used

19
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interchangeably, and therefore it is necessary to determine which demands should be linked to the limited
supply of LMNG, particularly since the supply of LMNG will gradually become depleted.

Domestic Production
Table 11-2: Production of Pipeline-quality Gas

2.6 The composition of gas produced in from Existing Fields Without Additional
Poland varies with location. In southern Poland Investment (MCM)
the gas is very rich in methane (99 percent) with
a Btu of 8,200 Kcal/cubic meter. In northwest Ssm Nonhwes

Poland the gas has an average nitrogen content of Yer Polaand Poland ToW gas

36 percent and an average Btu of 5,855
Kcal/cubic meter. Some fields also produce gas 1990 1,665 2,323 3,978

with a very high H2S content (on the order of 1 1991 1,571 2,075 3,646
percent), which, coupled with the high nitrogen 199 1,488 8S8 2,346

content, reduces the calorific value further. Total
estimated gas production in 1990 was 4,909 mcm, 1993 1,419 800 2,219

of which only 3,978 mcm was pipeline-quality 1994 1,353 748 2,101

gas. 1995 1,292 699 1,991

1996 1,235 690 1,925
2.7 PGNG conducted extensive surveys 1997 1,235 647 1,827

of the gas fields, and three levels of potential
production have been calculated for each yeu 1998 1,129 607 1,736

until 20M9: 1999 1,079 563 1,642

2000 1,034 531 1,565

- A base case includes production 200 1O 501 1,491

from existing fields without any 2002 949 388 1,337

additional investment.
2003 911 367 1,278

* A second case includes additional 2004 874 346 1,220

investments for the rehabilitation of 2005 838 326 1,164

existing fields and the development 200 8 310 1,116

of "stand-by" fields. 20 76 293 1,069

* A third case includes additional 28 746 23 1,009

investment in new production. 200o 718 250 968

2.8 From existing fields without any
additional investment both the total production
and the production of pipeline-quality gas are expected to decline dramatically in 1992 and steadily
thereafter as shown in Table 11-1 and Table 11-2 (this excludes the effect of the small increment in 1990
due to new investment). Although the figures are initially quite different, as northwest Poland's gas fields
(which produce gas with low methane content) approach depletion, the figures will be fairly similar. The
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data in these tables highlight the need for investment both to maintain production where possible and to
increase production by increasing exploration and development.

2.9 The proposed investment program to rehabilitate existing producing fields and to develop
stand-by fields includes additional drilling (253 new wells, 669 workover wells, and 159 wells to be
connected to production facilities); compression in five fields; and treatment facilities for fields that
produce gas with H2S. The total incremental production is estimated to be 53 bcm (49 bcm of pipeline-
quality gas) with a total investment cost of $300 million.

2.10 The economic viability of this program is very sensitive to unit costs; some of the projects
would become uneconomic if costs increased to between 50 and 75 percent of the international level.
Because PGNG has a considerable amount of excess capacity in drilling and other field equipment (which
can be rehabilitated at low cost), PGNG's costs
are substantially lower than international costs, Table II-3: Incremental Production of Pipeline-
and it is thus possible to justify the program to quality Gas From Existing Fields Ranked by Costs
recover a relatively small amount of gas. This
situation is only temporary, however, and
PGNG's costs will rise over time. - -

Tech. coat Pmd'n InvesL PJd'n InveLa
e$ISCF) (R) (MM$ (RO) MM$)

2.11 Because these costs will rise over - - -
time, it is important to implement the most 0.2 6.1 23.5 15.3 28.4

atractive projects first. For example, given a
similar investment, the projects in northwest 0.4 10.9 72.5 20.1 78.0

Poland would yield twice as much incremental 0.6 11.5 83.6 28.2 210.5

production as those in southern Poland. The 1.0 28.4 216.4

average incremental cost of gas recovered over
the period is estimated at between $0.25 and
$0.88 per GJ, well below the likely price of
imported gas. Table 11-3 shows the relation
between production costs and the total additional amount of gas that could be obtained. As costs rise the
additional gas that can be obtained economically falls sharply, showing that at a cost of $1 per 1,000
standard cubic feet ($0.92 per GJ) virtually no extra gas could be obtained from investment in the existing
system. Figures for the annual incremental production of gas that would be economically viable are given
in Table 114. Although this source of additional gas is extremely important in the near future, it, too,
decreases toward the end of the 1990s as depletion comes to dominate domestic supply.

2.12 The production from new fields depends both on the amount of gas present and on the
amount of investment in exploration and development. PGNG's current plans call for an average of 130
exploratory wells per year for the next 20 years, and assumes new discoveries of between 40 and 100
bcm of natural gas. However, this proposed drilling program is much larger in relation to the projected
seismic surveys than has been observed internationally. PGNG's exploration costs are presently low
compared with international costs because of the availability of unused capacity, but here again these costs
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Table 11-4: Incremental Production of Pipeline-uality
Gas from Existing Fields Due to Investment (MCM)

are expected to increase rapidly over time,
The increase in these costs will be partially
offset by the use of more modern technologies y h Total gaf m

and exploration procedures (more selectivity POIN Polad aingfl&

supported by better seismic surveys, etc.). 0 60 4,038

The Average Incremental Cost (AIC) was
estimated based on the following assumptions: 1991 166 252 4,064

1992 258 1,626 4,229

* ?Potential discoveries of 40 to 1993 350 1,665 4,234

100 bcm 1994 694 2,008 4,802

Reduction of PGNG's 1995 858 1,946 4,795

exploration program by 50 1996 926 1,931 4,782

percent 1997 999 1,791 4,617

1998 938 1,649 4,323
Increase of PGNG's costs to at 1,27 4,050
least 50 percent of international 1000 83 1,405 3,800

costs.
2M0I 784 1,295 3,570

2.13 The upper and lower values for 2002 738 1,274 3,349

discoveries can be called the "optimistic" and 2003 697 1,176 3,151

"pessimisticW" cases, respectively. In the 204 659 1,087 2,967

optimistic case the projected AIC (at a 10- to 20 626 I,OOS 2,79
12 percent discount rate) ranges from $2.5 to
$2.8 per MBtu if PGNG's costs are restricted 2006 593 928 2,637

to about 75 percent of intnational costs. In 2007 563 858 2,491

the pessimistic case the amount of reserves to 2008 535 808 2,353

be discovered is too low to justify the 2009 S08 748 2,223

program put forward by PGNG for the next
20 years. The projected AIC rapidly exceeds
the projected Russian import prices of $2.0
per MBtU in 1990 and $2.5 per MBtu (in
constant 1990 prices) by 1995 (other land imports are projected to have higher costs but this is not
certain). Because the results of exploration are so speculative, it will be necessary to monitor PGNG's
program both in terms of costs and results to ensure that the marginal cost of gas discovered remains
within the limits set by alternative sources of supply. The figures for the time profile of total gas supply
from existing fields and from new discoveries (including fields with H12S) are given for the optimistic and
pessimistic cases in Table 11-5 and Table 1-6. The figures for the pessimistic case should be regarded
as a conservative estimate of what can be ob4 lined under economic conditions rather than as an
acceptance that the high levels of expenditure proposed in the PGNG program will be viable in all cases.
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Table II-5: Total Pipeline-quality Gas From Table 1-6: Total Pipeline-quality Gas From
Existing Fields and New Discoveries (MCM). Existing Fields and New Discoveries (MCM).

Optimistic Case Pessimistic Case

Sowh Nonhwest Tonal Soua MfnhwA Total
Year Poland Poland Gas Year Poland Poland Gas

1990 1,655 2,383 4,038 1990 1,655 2,383 4,038

1991 1,737 2,327 4,064 1991 1,737 2,327 4,064

1992 1,746 2,483 4,229 1992 1,746 2,483 4,229

1993 1,827 2,501 4,328 1993 1,827 2,501 4,328

1994 2,295 2,980 5,275 1994 2,179 2,856 5,034

1995 2,574 3,184 5,758 1995 2,342 2,936 5,278

1996 2,733 3,319 6,031 1996 2,413 2,976 5,389

1997 2,875 3,268 6,143 1997 2,471 2,835 5,306

1998 2,891 3,223 6,114 1998 2,419 2,717 5,136

1999 2,909 3,189 6,098 1999 2,353 2,S94 4,947

2000 2,936 3,169 6,104 2000 2,296 2,483 4,779

2001 2,946 3,136 6,082 2001 2,246 2,386 4,632

2002 2,959 3,109 6,068 2002 2,199 2,295 4,494

2003 2,980 3,097 6,077 2003 2,166 2,219 4,379

2004 2,981 3,069 6,050 2004 2,125 2,153 4,277

2005 2,988 3,049 6,036 2005 2,096 2,093 4,189

2006 3,023 3,062 6,085 2006 2,071 2,043 4,113

2007 3,035 3,053 6,088 2007 2,031 1,978 4,008

2008 3,053 3,054 6,107 2008 2,013 1,941 3,953

2009 3,050 3,036 6,086 2009 1,978 1,888 3,866

TOTAL 53,193 59,689 112,882 TOTAL 42,357 48,084 90,440

2.14 Figure I1- shows a substantial range in the total amount of gas domestically produced over
the next 20 years according to the forecast scenario. Comparison with the data in Table 114, which
exclude production from new fields, shows that even in the pessimistic case the effect of new investment
will be increasingly important after 2000. If the optimistic scenario is realized then during the decade
from 2000 to 2009, an additional 2 bcm per year should become available from domestic sources.
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2.15 The gas plan uses the pessimistic case as its central case for domestic supply. Because the
crucial new production will take several yew to come on steam, however, there will be ample time to
reduce import contracts (since these are likely to be determined successively rather than all at the outset)
if domestic production is greater than anticipated.

2.16 Total investment cost, both to increase production from existing fields and to explore and
develop new fields, are esdmated at about $675 million, of which about 50 percent wil require foreign
exchange. The fming of the production stream was calculated assuming dtat the project implementation
perod will be about five years.

2.17 The potental production of methane from coal mines must also be considered. It was
estimated that in 1989 about 1 bem of gas was liberated from coal mines, of which only 0.2 bem was
used-te rest was vented (there is a distinct possibility dhat the figures for venting were underestimated).
In addition to the lage amount of vented gas available, for which improved recovezy might be possible,
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an even larger amount of gas could be available from direct recovery of coalbed methane. Coalbed
methane resources have been estimated at 1,300 bcm (380 bcm are already documented), highly
significant reserves when compared with estimates for natural gas in place (168 to 173 bom). Cost
estimates for the various methods of recovery have not yet been calculated, but the suggested cost (capital
and operating) at the wellhead using pre-mine drainage (for which the recovery rate is highest) would be
between $8.84 and $26.50 per 1,000 cubic meters, which is well below the anticipated import cost of $80
per 1,000 cubic meters. The recovery and use of coalbed methane would not only provide direct
economic benefits by replacing fuel imports but also would provide several important indirect benefits
such as enhancing mine safety and productivity by removing the methane from coal mines and reducing
environmental damage by preventing the release of methane into the atmosphere.

2.18 At this stage it is not possible to evaluate the contriblution that coalbed methane can make
to the total domestic gas supply of Poland, but it appears likely, given the conservative figures for
reserves and the present costs, that it could yield more gas than exploration for new gas fields. Because
the increase in demand is not expected to occur until later in the decade there is still time to carry out
background feasibility studies. The nature of the gas also dictates how it would need to be used. Low-
quality mine ventilation air can be used economically as the combustion fuel for steam boilers or gas
turbine generators only when the plants are very close to the mine Oess than 2 kilometers). High-quality
gas from wells drilled into unmined coal seams, however, can be used for power or linked to the
transmission and distribution system. Use of this high-quality gas for power generation may be
particularly attractive because coal mines typically are situated near power plants, and thus some of the
required infrastructure is already in place.

Balance of Supply and Demand
Table II-7: Projected Gas Demand

2.19 Projected gas demand has been (MCM/year)
calculated based on the estimates presented in
chapter 1. A central demand scenario (see Rt8io 195 2000 200 2010

Table 11-7) was used to assess the need for
imports and the relative contribution of HMNG Region 1 2,770 3,290 4,520 5,650

and LMNG. The projected demand for each
region (see chapter 1 for definitions) indicates that Region2 3,300 4,560 6,160 7,950

the volume of sales to the "basic" market Region 3 220 600 1,080 1,750

(residential, commercial, and industrial sectors) Region 4 1,240 1,460 1,760 2,060

will more than double from 1995 to 2010. This Region 1,080 1,610 2,340 3,450

increase, although large, is similar to what was Reeon6 1,300 1,810 2,490 3,640

observed in other countries over a similar period. ROTAL 9 10 1,810 2,490 3,60

The projected sales to the power generation TOTAL 9,910 13,330 18,350 24,500

market could reach 15 bcm by 2010, although Power 545 6,515 10,806 15,521

such an increase has not been observed in
Western Europe because the use of gas for power
generation is restricted.
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2.20 Sales to the "basic" market are expected to be supplied through the existing transmission and
distribution systems after expansion. Sales to the power generation market would be supplied directly
from a "transit' system, which would carry imnports into Poland and be linked to the domestic
transmission system. The reason for this distinction is that the two systems-the transit system and the
domestic transmission sytem-have different technical specifications and operating parameters. The
"transit" system will operate at 80 bar, but the domestic transmission system will remain at 64 bar (See
Figure).

2.21 The anticipated change in the market structure, particularly for space heating, will increase
the seasonal variability of demand. Currently 47 percent of demand is used during the five winter
months; it is estimated that this will rise to 60 percent by 2010. This seasonal fluctuation in demand can
be partially compensated for by variations in domestic production and offtake flexibility with import
contracts, but both of these are rather limited (pipeline contracts generally have a flexibility of only 10
percent). Thus, PGNG must develop underground storage capacity and negotiate interruptible contracts
to ensure that the winter demand is adequately covered.

2.22 A related point is that these peak requirements will increase as a multiple of annual sales.
Peak demand has been estimated for 2 percent and 50 percent risk levels (a 2 percent risk coverage means
that the gas company should be able just to meet the extreme peak demand that could be expected to
occur twice in 100 years). Such a planning constraint does not yet exist in Poland, but it is calculated
in this report because this type of objective should become part of the planning process. The projected
peak requirements are shown in Table 11-8.

2.23 In addition to seasonal and peak demands, supply constraints must be considered:

* The different natures of the gas used (HMNO and LMNG)
* The possible flexibility in the rate of production from domestic fields
* The flexibility of import contracts.

2.24 The facts that HMNG and LMNG are not interchangeable and that the supply will become
increasingly dominated by HMNG means that separate balances for the two types of gas need to be
constructed. This issue will be further complicated if coalbed methane is developed because the gas
quality varies with the different techniques, which have different costs.

2.25 Although there is some flexibility in the rate of production from domestic fields, this
flexibility will be limited by economic considerations and by operational constraints. The peak producticn
of LMNG wili limit the total volume that can be supplied to the residential sector and to that part of the
industrial sector that cannot install dual fuel equipment.

2.26 Import contracts are limited in flexibility to about 10 percent of the daily contracted volume.
Furthermore, the timing of successive contracts needs to be reconciled with the gradually increasing
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Table 11-8: Projected Peak Requirements
demand, which may require the introduction of (MCMfhour)
large-scale temporary users (e.g., power generation)
and interruptible contracts capable of absorbing
large quantities of gas in the early years. Setor 1995 20 20 2010

2.27 Priority was assigned to supply of the ciSuk
basic market (residential, commercial, and 2.28 3.50 4.90 6.27

industrial) because of the need for continuity, 236

particularly for sectors with no altermative sources 237 2.06 3.10 4.31 S.2

of supply. The power generation market, which has Imd 0.83 1.18 1.77 2.52

alternative sources, is treated as an option that can L
be exercised according to the availability and price ian"pbl 0.23 0.45 0.80 1.25

of gas. In the central scenario it was assumed that Powe

PGNG's objectives are to cover the 2 percent Tnumimdon 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33

temperature risk by the year 2000, with minimal use TOU

of interruptible contracts. The calculated demand
for LMNG was limited to the peak supply capacity Low cm 0.00 0.00 6.99 9.32

of domestic sources, which means that only a Ba case 0.33 6.32 9.53 10.55

faction will be commercialized in the basic sectors. Tod peak C2%)

The excess LMNG could be used for a gas-based Tranrimdon 3.27 5.01 7.00 9.12

power station or, if denitrifled, to supplement Disuibufon 2S1 3.95 5.70 7.52

HMNG.
ToI peak (50%)

2.28 The results of the analysis are Ttanasskmi 2.45 3.88 5.44 7.09

summarized in Table 1-9. This is the worst case Dibuto 2.28 3.55 5.12 6.77

for imports becmse (a) it does not consider
recovery of mine-vented methane or direct recovery
from coalbeds, which could bolster domestic supply and reduce imports; and (b) it assumes use of gas
for power generation, but if gas is not used for power generation, then demand and imports both would
be reduced.

2.29 Because of the need to meet peak demand, total supply of LMNG to the basic market will
decline to below production potential; excess LMNG will be used in a power plant. lTis strategy
comnports with the policy of a long-term phase-out of production of LMNG to reduce interface problems.
Coordiation with HMNG producers and conversion of distribution systems in south and southwest
Poland will be required. HMNG is assumed to be interchangeable with imports, and in the early years
additional HMNG imports will be needed to compensate for the reduction in supply from Russia. This
is compatible with the projected interconnection of the Polish gas system with that of Western Europe.
The volume of imports would depend on the speed of adjustment in demand by the steel and fertilizer
industries.
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Table II-9: Projected Gas Balances for Basic and 2.30 For 1995, the gas balance reflects the
Power Markets (MCM) gas commitments currently being negotiated by

PGNG to replace supplies from Russia and thus
Balaco iem 1995 -0 2005 shows an excess of supply because of the

assumptions about the rapid decline of the steel

Anuau deand 10,893 19,845 29,156 and fertilizer industries and of an "overcoverage"
of th" sonrtfall from Russia. By 2000, about 10.3
bcm would be required to meet demand for the

HMNG 2,270 2,224 2,024 basic sector. Meeting projected power demand
LMN& 3,008 2,555 2,165 would increase imports by 5.0 bcm. In 2005,
CokeovenSao 222 0 0 import requirements for the basic market would

Jmort be 16.5 bcm, plus 8.5 bcm for power.

USSR 4,800 5,500 5,500 2.31 L addition to annual totals for

Oher 3,300 10,000 19,500 demand, peak load balances have been constructed
TOTAL SUPPLY 13,600 20,279 29,189 for 1995, 2000, and 2005 (see Table II-10).

2.32 In 1995, it would be possible to
obtain only 50 percent risk coverage, obtainable
only by the maximal use of imports and the use of
domestic production as additional storage
capacity. By 2000, sufficient additional
underground storage should be available to
provide 2 percent risk coverage.

Table 11-10: Gas Balances for Peak Demand Imports
(MCMIhour)

2.33 Although imports will become
Balance tum 1995 2000 2005 increasingly important in supplementing domestic
Deanad supply to meet demand, they are uncertain at this

248 3,274 5,010 7,001 time. The future of supplies from Russia is
particularly uncertain, and in the short term

249 2,446 3,882 5,444 Poland is not connected to any other supply point

smm on the European system, nor does it have facilities
Domestic 688 597 524 to import LNG. The ability to expand the use of
ExIstng storage 443 930 1,418 gas therefore depends crucially on the ability to
New stongo 588 1,703 25,113 expand domestic production and storage (for

meeting peak demand) and on the ability to find
wons firom USSR 600 688 688 ways to import supplies from new sources. In

Inpots fiom ohers 413 1,251 2,338 these circumstances it is particularly important
that Poland reduce its reliance on Russia as its
single supplier.
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2.34 The uncertainties are likely to be greatest from 1990 to 1995. PGNG strategy should be to
negotiate supply agreements, possibly short-term ones that could be implemented within the European
gas system. This may mean that domestic production, particularly of HMNG, would have to be phased
in and out to compensate for supply/demand imbalances. At the same time it is necessary to plan further
ahead and make strategic decisions on how to diversify the source of supply. The use of LNG is one
possibility, although this would involve construction of an LNG import terminal. By 1995 the reliance
on imports will become critical unless investment has been made in the recovery of coalbed methane.
By that time, however, Poland should have established its creditworthiness and should be in a position
to import gas on the basis of long-term contracts. By the end of the century, trading relationships should
be well established, and the path of domestic supply and demand should be more predictable. Thus,
although more imports would be needed, they should not be difficult to obtain.

2.35 The supplies from Russia will be crucial in the next few years. The latest information
indicates that these are likely to decline sharply in the short run and then perhaps stabilize. It is assumed
that following the supply of 8.2 bcm in 1990 there will be 6.2 bcm in 1991 and 4.8 bcm until 1992.
Thereafter it is assumed that Russian exports to Poland will rise to 5.5 bcm. To meet the immediate
shortfall, PGNG is negotiating for the possible re-export of Russian gas from Germany, Yugoslavia, and
Hungary, which could amount to between 2 and 3 bcm per year until 1993-94.

2.36 In the medium term the pipeline connecting Bremen to Berlin could provide access to other
sources of gas. It is assumed that this could provide at least 2.5 bcm from 1994 onward. Poland's
increase in demand for gas will be part of a general increase in demand for gas in Europe, which is a
result of the following factors:

Eastern European countries switching to importing from Western European sources
* *,Greater-than-forecast increase in use of gas for power in combined-cycle plants
* Concerns about environmental pollution, which are likely to switch demand toward gas.

2.37 This general increase in demand is shifting the market in favor of the sellers and exporters,
who, not pressed for new contracts, will only take clearly profitable projects. Concerns have been
expressed about the ability of Eastern European countries to bear the cost of imports and to agree to
"consortium purchases" of gas.

2.38 Outside Russia the main source of supply is Norway. That country has large reserves but
is in the process of reconsidering its gas export policy to take advantage of the market changes mentioned
above. Norwegian exports could come direcdy to Poland, through other systems with spare capacity,
or through systems built to supply several customers (similar to the Wintershall MIDAL proposal). The
situation is likely to be unclear for some time and other sources should be sought.

2.39 Another possible source is Algeria (either through direct supply or swaps), which has
recently entered an agreement to supply Yugoslavia. Algerian gas could be imported via the Transmed
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pipeline or via a new link through Spain. In addition, LNG could be imported if the costs of building
a terminal were economically justified.

2.40 Poland's gas supply system is currently isolated, and the first priority should be to ensure
interconnection with other Western and Eastern European systems. Such a connection would provide
more flexibility in dealing with load fluctuations and would provide opportunities for staged increases in
supply. Since the interconnection would be from the southwest or the northwest, it reinforces the
recommendation that LMNG should be used only for power generation. The initial five to ten years
would be covered adequately if the interconnection was established.

2.41 In the longer term it appears that a system dedicated to Eastern Europe to supply Poland and
its neighbors might be justified. The most likely source of supply would be Norway through an extension
of the pipeline to Sweden (if it is built) or through the continuation of the interconnection with Germany,
since the projected pipeline could deliver up to 15 bcm.

2.42 Assuming that deliveries of gas to Poland arrive in the northwest, with transit to neighboring
countries and delivery "en route" to power plants
and to the transmission system, the cost of Table H-l1: Import Prices for Pipeline Gas
transport of imported gas within Poland would be ($/MBtu, January 1990 Border Prices)
$0.25 to $0.30 per GJ.

2.43 Assuming that gas prices at the 
border will be similar to those in Western Europe - d X

(since the geographical conditions for supply are 1.83

not drastically different from those elsewhere) and NOUolsta3o 1.83
that the price of oil is $18 to $20 per barrel, the NomaytoWtair&w 1.68

gas delivered to the domestic transmission system Rom to Wsstm Eutop 1.80

and to large users supplied directly from the Alg, to IalY 230

transit network would be about $2.8 per MMBtu
($2.6 per GJ). A recent range of import prices is
shown in Table II-1 1.
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2.44 If it is assumed that the real price of oil will rise to $25 (1990 prices) by 1995 and will stay
constant thereafter (ignoring short-term flucuations), the CIF gas prices will be as shown in Table II-12.

2.45 Using these assumptions about the
quantity and cost of imports, it is estimated that Table ll-12: Projected Gas Prices ($/MBTU in
the total import bill in real terms will rise steadily $1990)
from $750 million in 1990 to around $4,400
million in 2010. This sum could be substantially
reduced if decisions were made to invest in h*e ($i/Mmu)
domestic coalbed methane recovery and to limit Imas 199 1995
the use of gas for power generation. Tbese
decisions will depend on the costs, on attitudes Oil p oriS(1990Ib, 18.00 25.00

toward pollution, and on the availability of Do .mtiC Suxfield 2.00 2.S0
foreign currency. Rusan mits CIP boder 2.00 2.50

OdSbr impons CIF ex tansit 2.80 3.30



3. INVESTMENT

3.1 In the Gas Development Plan, the assessed levels of supply and demand, as shown in
chapters 1 and 2, are related to the amount and type of investment that will be needed to balance supply
and demand over the next 20-year period.

3.2 The demand is split between two markets-the basic market and the transit power market.
The former covers the use of gas in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors, and includes one
power plant to balance the supply and demand of LMNG. This market should be supplied through the
existing transmission system after expansion and through new distribution systems. The structure of the
demand is expected to change dramatically: there will be a decline in the number of existing customers,
which will be offset by an increase in the demand in the residential and commercial sectors. An increased
penetration of the space heating market and the creation of a more diversified industrial sector will cause
an eventual increase in the importance of the market. A particular problem for the marketing of gas is
that the infrastructure must be in place before the market can be captured, so that PGNG will need to
invest in anticipation of market developments.

3.3 The transit power market consists of new plants (combined cycle and conventional) connected
directly to the gas import infrastructure to take advantage of higher operating pressures. These plants
will play an important part in the phasing of import contracts and the balancing of supply and demand.
Some conventional plants would need to be dual fuel and would have to be switched in and out of the
system to ensure that contractual commitments are met.

3.4 On the supply side the assessment is that domestic production will not be able to contribute
much to future supplies (excepting the possibilities offered by coalbed methane) and that this contribution
will be limited further for LMNG by the need to cover peak demand. The number of supply sources will
increase and their location will move to the southwest and northwest parts of the country. This implies
a change in the direction of the transit of gas and the use of shorter distances to reach markets,
particularly those in the north and northwest. This new pattern also shows that existing storage sites are
not well located in relation to future supplies.

3.5 Given that most supply will be imported, flexibility will be minimal, and thus domestic
production will have to be used to provide storage in the short to medium term until adequate storage
capacity is installed. The amount of storage required will have to be substantially increased, with priority
given to meeting peak demand.

3.6 The Gas Development Plan has been designed to meet the objectives described in the demand
and supply assessments and reflects the constraints referred to above. Investment costs reflect conditions
prevailing at the end of 1990, while operating costs have been estimated on the basis of modern gas
utilities' practices and current labor costs in Poland. The program has been evaluated for the "base"
case.

33
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3.7 The proposed investment program covers import facilities (pipeline), transmission and
storage facilities, and distribution and conversion.

Investment for Imports

3.8 The previous chapters have suggested that imports are likely to come from two sources: The
first is Russia, whose imports are projected to decline from their present level and hence existing capacity
will be adequate to handle this source of supply (no additional funds are required). The second is Western
Europe, through interconnection with the European gas system and one or more "transit" projects
currently under consideration. Provision has been made for investment in a link between these systems
and the PGNG gas transmission system. In addition provision has been made for other connections that
may be required between 1991 and 1995 until long-term supply contracts are established.

3.9 In addition, there is a possibility of importing LNG if an import terminal is constructed.
The earliest that such a scheme might be required, if gas is used in the power market, is 2000. Without
such a large demand for gas the scheme would be delayed. The pocential for increased domestic supplies
of coalbed methane and the restricted availability of resources for construction of an LNG import terminal
mean that such a project need not be considered until the supply/demand picture becomes clearer. The
cost of a terminal, which is based on a pre-feasibility study of a project located at Gdansk and constructed
in two stages, is about $450 million for the first stage and $120 million for the second stage, with an
ultimate import capacity of 10 to 12 bcm per year.

3.10 The investment costs for the import (transit) facilities are shown in Table 1-1.

Distribution and conversion.

Importfacilies fvipeline).

* Russia. Imports are projected to decline from their present level. Hence, existing capacity
will be adequate to handle this source of supply. No additional funds are required.

* Transmission and storage faciliies.

Western Europe. Imports through interconnection with the European gas system and one
or more "transit' projects currently under consideration will require investment, and
provision has been made for investment in a link between these systems and the PGNG gas
transmission system. In addition provision has been made for other connections that may
be required between 1991 and 1995 until long-term supply contracts are established.
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Table Ml-: Transit System Investment ($ million)

Componn 1991-1995 199-20 20002005 2005-2010 ToW

Jnamonaectl 75.0 .. .. .. 75.0

OdwsOdo1nv)

line ,. 90.0 .. .. 90.0

Comprssion .. 15.0 20.0 35.0 70.0

Other *-.. aQt V.0

TolW .. 115.5 22.0 38.5 176.0

LNG Tenuhl

Pax .. 450.0 120.0 .. 570.0

PipLn .. 800.. .. 80.0

Total 0.0 S30.0 120.0 0.0 650.0

TOTAL 75.0 645.5 142.0 38.5 901.0

Investment for Storage

3.11 Most of the gas supply will be imported, and thus there will be little flexibility in delivery
(about 10 percent). To compensate for this lack of flexibility, additional storage capacity will be required
for the following purposes:

To deal with seasonal fluctuations created by the residential and commercial demand for
space heating

To deal with short run adjustments on a weeldy and daily basis

* To provide the means of covering the risks associated with the "maximum expected
demand": in many countries gas companies are contractually bound to cover the exceptional
demand that may mate4Jalize every 50 years (2 percent risk)

To provide security of supply, which is especially important when so much is to be
imported.

These operational problems can be met by other solutions such as peak-having plants and interruptible
supply contracts, but the Gas Development Plan has been drawn up on the basis that it will be able to
cover the 2 percent temperature risk, without recourse to interruptible supplies, by 2000.
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3.12 In using storage facilities only a portion of the gas (working gas) is used to meet the
functions outlined above. The rest (cushion gas) is used to maintain a minimum pressure within the
resevoir. The cost of the cushion gas is an important element in the total costs of gas storage. The main
operational parameters of storage are the working storage volume and the maximum send-out volume,
which is a measure of the maximum hourly contribution to supply.

3.13 The ratio of these two parameters represents the maximum time contribution (in terms of
days) of the storage to supply during peak periods. Normally two types of storage sites are distinguished:
(a) short-term storage (10 to 20 days), which is usually in salt cavities or unused mines; and (b) long-term
storage (50 to 100 days), which is generally in depleted fields or aquifers.

3.14 The use of depleted fields is particularly attractive because there are no exploration costs and
the field is already connected to the transmission system (nor is there a separate need for cushion gas).
The cost is generally the lowest (about $55 per 1,000 cubic meters of working capacity). Aquifer storage
is much more expensive ($365 per 1,000 cubic meters) but offers the possibilities of large storage
volumes. The offsetting problems are those of the need for exploration and new infrastructure, which
are reflected in the costs. Salt cavities are the most expensive method of storage ($550 per 1,000 cubic
meters) and involve problems with the disposal of brine. Their advantage is that they are suitable for
high extraction rates.

3.15 In Poland during the past few years, underground storage capacity has been inadequate to
meet the peak demand in cold winters. In addition, during mild winters it has been inadequate to absorb
the excess supplies of Russian gas that has been contracted for. As a result PGNG has been forced to
rent storage capacity in Russia and to reduce domestic production in order to ensure the full utilization
of imports (in the first quarter of 1990 the production of HMNG was only about 35 percent of potential
output). Other ways to balance supply and demand include conversion of LMNG into HMNG in a
nitrogen removal plant, interruptible sales contracts, and variations in domestic production.

3.16 At present, total storage capacity (excluding that rented in Lvov) is about 500 mcm in three
depleted fields located in the southeast. A fourth field is being studied but there are serious technical
difficulties associated with this field. These storage facilities are operating in a satisfactory manner but
their location is not ideal because they are close to the source of imports. Anothier storage site in a salt
cavity is being developed at Mogilno and the first cavities should be operational by 1994. Full
development will not be achieved until 2000, however, because of construction problems relating to
constraints on brine disposal. The final capacity will be about 200 mcm.

3.17 Total storage requirements were estimated only for HMNG, since fluctuations in LMNG
demand will be met by varying production, and during the off-peak season excess LMNG could be used
in a power plant, as assumed in the base-case scenario. Storage requirements for HMNG were estimated
on the basis of ability to meet the 2 percent temperature risk demand by 2000. Capacity required to meet
peak demand was checked against the volume required to balance winter and summer demand; the higher
of the two was taken. In the early years (1990-2000) the capacity increase is limited by the physical
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Table m-2: Investment in Underground Storage
constraints associated with
each type of storage.
Meeting the 2 percent risk CbIMCIIY 1995 2M 2005 2010

peak requires larger volumes Peak required (K CM/br) 868 1686 2633 3929 5208

of storage than balancing the EsiWoSIIDSWI 280 443 930 1418 1905

summer and winter load, and Balance (588) (1244) (1703) (2511) (3303)

this implies that additional
short-term storage (salt a1 CaF.c*y
cavities) would be required. slt cavites 0 0 355 914 1574

This would account for about Depleted fields 0 588 1037 1037 1037

50 percent of the peak send- Aquf.r 0 0 311 560 691

out from storage, whereas Total 0 588 1703 2511 3303
only 15 percent of the stored Vo W d0 588 1703 251 3

volume would be stored in VolumeLRquired (MCM 406 443 942 1703 2827

depleted fields and aquifers. Exlsdnlaned 450 490 610 730 850

The projected increase in BUaoie 44 47 (332) (973) (19X)

storage capacity and the AdMdi Capachy
related investment program S C*vities 0 0 89 229 394
for a five-year period are
shown in Table 11-2 and DeIlted fields 0 411 830 1245 1245

Table m-3. Aquifer 0 0 218 504 830

Total 0 411 1136 1977 2488
3.18 The actual TOCalCapaayMcM) N 450 901 1748 2707 3318
location of additional storage
facilities will be determined by a number of factors. Three regions have Table m-3: Costs of
sufficient potential to justify immediate further work to create the Investment in Storage
additional capacity in the required time frame: ($ million)

Lowlands. Depleted gas fields in this region could be used cos
for storage. The fields are well situated with respect to future Year es milo)
supply (interconnection to the European system) and demand
(conversion of COG and possibly LMNG to HMNG) and 1990-1995 195

storage facilities could use existing equipment and connections 1996-2000 272

to the transmission system. Most of the fields were LMNG
producers, however, so a danger of gas contamination exists. 2001-2005 302

Further work is needed to ascertain whether that problem can 2006-2010 166

be solved and at what cost.
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MogUlno area. Salt deposits in this area are suitable for storage. Disposal of the brine,
which may be in excess of what can be processed by the chemical industry, may be a
problem, as may be the availability of water. The area is well located with respect to both
supply and demand.

* Western Poland. A large number of sites in this region are suitable for potential aquifer
storage. PGNG has identified about 250 possible sites and has preselected 25. Further
work is needed to evaluate the sites both for geological risk and for economic viability.

Investment for Transmission

3.19 The principal feature of the Polish transmission system is its complexity. 'Tere are three
separate subsystems and each caries a different type of gas:

Coke oven gas (COO) in Lower and Upper Silesia

* High-nitrogen, low-methane natural gas (LMNG) produced in western Poland

High-methane natural gas (HMNG) produced in the Carpathian fields and also imported
ftom Russia. This system covers the majority of the country.

3.20 The three subsystems are connected at some points (mixing stations). Some areas, such as
Katowice, receive two or three types of gas at once. Ihe transmission system, as defined by PGNG,
includes all lines operated at above 4 bar absolute. Compression facilites include compressor stations for
imported Russian gas and coke oven gas; field compressors for produced gas that is to be injected into
the transmission system; and compressors for the underground storage system. Delivery stations transfer
gas from the transmission system to the distribution networks and to large industrial customers.

3.21 The gas pipelines in Poland differ from Western technology in some important respects:

Official regulations for quality of delivered gas are far less stringent than in the West

Safety regulations defining the maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) have led to
a complex configuration with a wide range of values in the system, leading to a loss of
transmission capacity when some sections of a line must operate at a lower MAOP

* Safety regulations prevent the use of pressures higher than 4 bar absolute in cities and also
impose excessive safety distances from existing habitations, roads, and railways

Gas pipelines are not designed for cleaning with pigging devices (except for one or two
recent lines), leading to high friction factors for gas flow and added costs for compression.
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3.22 All the facilities in the system are operated in local mode manually by the continuous
attendance of personnel. There is no telemetry system between site facilities and the regional dispatching
centers; operational data are transmitted by local personnel via radio or telephone to the regional DC to
be entered into the computer system. On the national level data are collected in Warsaw by a telemetry
system between the regional and national DC (computer to computer).

3.23 The existing system was originally designed to ensure the utilization of domestic sources and
subsequently to transport gas imported from Russia. Thus, it is not well designed to accommodate the
likely future structure of supply and demand and will hence need to be modified and expanded. The main
modifications will result from the phasing out of COG and its replacement by HMNG and from the
introduction of new supplies located in the western and northern parts of the country.

3.24 System expansion will be required to accommodate the projected growth in demand, both
in terms of total volume and of peak requirements, and the projected increase in the number of delivery
points to the distribution systems and industrial customers, which will require expansion of the regional
system. Part oi zhe modification program is already under way (conversion of Upper and Lower Silesia)
and will continue over the next five to ten years.

3.25 The need to convert from the COG system, together with the limited availability of LMNG
and its incompatibility with imported gas, leads to the restriction of LMNG to a tightly defined
geographical area, Upper and Lower Silesia. There may be a power plant to absorb seasonal fluctuatons.
The use of COG was stimulated by the large amount of coal locally available, but since the late 1970s
a program to replace COG with natural gas has been undertaken and, because of environmental pressure,
is being implemented faster than was originally planned.

3.26 The Gas Development Plan foresees the conversion of the Lower Silesia region to LMNG
and Upper Silesia to HMNG. New transmission lines will be needed to achieve this. The conversion
of such a large distribution network must be performed in stages, and thus it will be necessary to supply
both COG and natural gas until the conversion is completed. In addition extra transmission capacity will
be needed because the existing coke oven gas lines operate at low pressures, resulting in limited
transmission capacity. The technical aspects of the conversion of COG pipelines to natural gas pipelines
(the formation of hydrates in the pressure-reducing station and the drying of the pipelines resulting in the
recovery of dust) have been encountered before by PGNG and should not present special difficulties.

3.27 The total length of main lines to be constructed within the next five-year period is expected
to be 287 kilometers in Lower Silesia and 85 kilometers in Upper Silesia. The conversion cost for coke
oven gas estimated by PGNG is about $200 million over the period 1990 to 2000, of which some $65
million is for transmission. This cost includes the following:

About 750 kilometers of new pipelines, including the main and smaller lines
200 new delivery stations with transmission pressure of 4 bar absolute

* The replacement of 1,200 kilometers of distribution lines.
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3.28 These costs do not include replacement of users' appliances, a cost that will have to be borne
fully or partly by PGNG. The unit costs used in the PGNG calculations are about 30 percent lower than
Western European costs, largely because of the difference in manpower costs for construction.

3.29 The transmission network will be affected not only by the impact of the conversion of the
coke oven gas system but by the shifting demand and supply envisaged in the development plan. The
main and regional transmission systems will require expansion. The expansion required to meet demand
has been estimated based on past expansion of the European gas system with similar supply characteristics
(dependence on imports, share of space heating, and multiple supply points) and adjusted to reflect the
different operating pressures of the PGNG system. The main parameter is the growth of the annual
volume of gas transported in each geographic area and the density of demand (length of line per mcm
per year). The projected capacity increases for the transmission system by region are shown in
Table 114. The table shows that the length of the transmission line is expected to increase rapidly over
the next 20 years and that there will be considerable differences in regional rates of expansion.

3.30 The characteristics of each of the three phases of expansion are somewhat different:

Phase 1 (1990-1995). DurLig this period supplies from Russia are projected to decline and
be replaced by imports from Ie West, and local production will remain at present levels.
The phase-out of coke plants will continue, probably more rapidly than originally planned.
Total gas demand will be fairly stable at its 1990 level, but demand will shift away from
industry and toward the residential sector. The significant investment features will be the
completion of the interconnection with Western Europe by the Emden-Berlin line or the
Wintershall (MIDAL) project plus connection to the Russia-Czechoslovakia pipeline. In
addition, restructuring of the LMNG system is likely to commence parallel to the conversion
of the COG system to balance market developments in south and southwest Poland.

Phase 2 (1995-2000). During this period additional gas imports from land sources will be
needed and will acquired from the West. Gas demand is expected to increase rapidly,
particularly in regions 4, 5, and 6, requiring expansion of the HMNG system. The
segregation of the LMNG system is expected to be completed during this period.

Phase 3 (2000-2010). The main issues for the transmission system during this period will
be the need to acquire extra sources of supply, either through the installation of an LNG
terminal in Gdansk together with the associated trunk lines, or through the development of
local coalbed methane resources. Further expansion of the system to meet increasing space
heating peak demand will be required.

3.31 Projected investment costs for the transmission sector are summarized in Table M-5. This
excludes investment in the transit system but does include addition of line capacity, additional delivery
points, costs of modernization of the existing system (over and above projected investments in the World
Bank Project), the development of an adequate SCADA system, and the replacement of damaged sections.
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Table III-4: Projected Transmission System Capacity Increases, 1990-2010

Rec)on 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Main qsy Om) 3,310 3,310 3,642 4,165 4,824

Main syen dest (m/MM CM/yr) 0.27 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.20

RegWi networks (kin)

Region 1 3,070 3,070 3,174 3,420 3,646

Region 2 1,870 1,870 2,122 2,442 2,800

Region 3 750 750 826 922 1,056

Region 4 1,660 1,660 1,704 1,764 1,824

ReWon S 1,175 1,175 1,281 1,427 1,649

Region 6 2,265 2,265 2,367 2,503 2,733

Totad (km) 10,790 10,790 11,474 12,478 13,708

Renal newors denlty Gm/MM CM/yr)

Region 1 0.91 1.11 0.96 0.76 0.65

Region 2 0.46 0.57 0.47 0.40 0.35

Region 3 2.79 3.41 1.38 0.85 0.60

Region 4 1.10 1.34 1.17 1.00 0.89

Region 5 0.89 1.09 0.80 0.61 0.48

Region 6 1.43 1.74 1.31 1.01 0.75

Totdal (in/MM CMSyr) 0.89 1.09 0.86 0.68 0.56

TOTAL Gm) 14,100 14,100 15,116 16,643 18,532

TOTAL DENSITY km/MM CM/yr) 1.17 1.42 1.13 0.91 0.76

Distribution

3.32 Distribution networks supply about S million residential and commercial consumers (of which
only 550,000 use gas for space heating), primarily in urban areas. The length of the networks is about
38,()0 kilometers spread rather unevenly through the country. In the recent past the gas industry has
followed a policy of systematic connection of new houses, resulting in a penetration rate of 68 percent
(which is high by Western European standards). The municipalities and cooperatives have L'een the
investors in the facilities that connect the new buildings to the gas supply, but upon completioa these
facilities have been handed over to the gas company for operation and naiLatenance.
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Table 111-S: Transmission System Investment Costs
($ million)

3.33 The distribution of gas sales by
Cot itm 1995200 201-200I5 20062010 type is shown in Table 11-6. "Commercial"

sales are low relative to residential sales
New co_fiO mainly because of the importance of district

Disllbution 114.0 132.5 136.0 heating in urban areas.

Jaduty 218.0 254.0 286.0
b - ted 3.34 Over the years the distribution of

HMNG and LMNG has increased at the
T_nmiaon 141.8 214.7 2.41.7*T i 141. 214.7 241.7 expense of COO and manufactured gas, both
Connection 107.0 124.6 137.0 through extension of the system and by

SCADA 30.0 30.0 30.0 conversion of existing customers (which has
Ollw equidpnt 12.0,0 150.0 150.0 now reached a rate of about 90,000 per year).

RqI*caesb 36.5 45.3 49.0 Although only about 10 percent of the
consumers use gas for space heating, they

*OT 7*73 951.16 account for about 40 percent of total
consumption. There are no precise statistics

on domestic sales and their distribution among specific uses, however, because most domestic
consumption is not metered individually (meters are in short supply and therefore are supplied only for
cwustomers whose consumption exceeds 3,000 CM/Y).

3.35 The technical characteristics of the distribution networks are shown in Table m-7. The
networks have been designed to supply gas for cooking and water heating only and not for space heating,
which in urban areas has been provided to new housing developments by district heating. The main
difference from modem distribution networks is the lack of subtransmission systems in urban areas. Such
systems are normally operated at a pressure of 4 to 20 bar; such pressures are not allowed in cities in
Poland, where all urban networks operate at a
pressure of less than 4 bar. Regarding materials, Table m-6: Distribution of Gas Sales (MCM)
the system still has considerable lengths of
expensive-to-maintain pig iron pipes. The steel
pipes are not cathodically protected, and the
frequency of replacement is higher than in
comparable protected systems. Pipe fittings are in 2,525 268 2,793

short supply, which increases the cost of repairs. LUNG 734 40 774

Although several construction companies can coa 862 81 943

perform the repair work, they do not compete. Msnufcuredgps 201 29 230

Use of polyethylene pipes, now common in P,spw 12 2 14

Western Europe, is limited and substandard

because of inadequate procedures and equipment.
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3.36 The main conclusions of the audit of Table m-7: Length of Distribution Networks
the present distribution system are as follows: (kilometers)

The current networks are saurated LengA (n)
and would be unable to
accommodate additional space Urba 27,S9S

heating demand without major Rura 10,731

reinforcement. B yprue

Low 26,446
The networks are not sufficiently Mctm 11,881
safe because of the lack of protection
of the pipes and the rather crude By matea
technology used. 5t. 32,19S

Pi iron 3,449
TMe conversion work that has PIdreO*Ybn 2,68

already started should be
coordinated, whenever possible, with ' 855

network reinforcements and > 30 yers 1S,330

restructring. > 0 Yarm 24,912

< 10 year 13,414
The absence of meters both
encourages wasteful consumption
and makes monitoring and planning
demand very difficult.

3.37 Safety problems and the lack of meters must be addressed whatever the nature of the Gas
Development Plan, and the extent of expansion of the distribution network will depend on the overall plan
for developing gas.

3.38 The development strategy outlined here is based on the analysis of potential demand given
in chapter 1, which indicated that most of the potential in the residential sector lies with new housing
construction because the potential in existing housing is relatively low due to widespread connection to
gas for cooking and to district heating for water and space heating. The main consequence of this
dichotomy is that for existing consumers the peak flow is expected to grow moderately from 9.7 MI per
hour in 1988 to about 12 MJ per hour in 2010, while for new customers the increase will be from 9.7
MI per hour in 1988 to about 48.7 MI per hour in 2010 as a result of the use of gas for space heating.
To cope with this increased demand three strategies are possible:

* Increase the number of injection points by adding medium- to low-pressure regulators
* Increase the diameters of pipes
* Increase the distribution pressure.
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3.39 Detailed analysis suggests that the most practical and economical solution would be to
increase the distribution pressure.

3.40 New housing construction is likely to occur in the suburbs and the costs of connection should
be fairly low, particularly if the gas network is planned and constructed at the same time as other utility
networks. These new networks would be extensions of existing systems so that modern technology
(polyethylene pipes and fittings) as well as higher service pressure could be used to reduce the cost. This
would require changes in the existing regulations to allow higher operating pressures in urban areas and
to reduce safety distances. All new consumers should be equipped with adequate safety equipment
(regulators) and meters.

3.41 The two main opportunities for modernization and improvement of the existing system
involve (a) introducing new technology during maintenance and repair operations and when pipes are
replaced and (b) converting the associated distribution facilities and installing meters when consumers of
coke oven gas and manufactured gas are converted to HMNG or LMNO.

3.42 The preliminary conclusions of the economic assessment of the market suggests that the
continuation of gas distribution to villages is not justified on strict economic grounds (excessive length
of network per consumer) except in special circumstances (e.g., proximity of pipeline). Each investment
deeision should take into account the full costs of gas supply including the distribution infrastructure, and
not just the cost of the connection to the transmission line as has been the case until now.

Table m-8: Investment Costs for Expansion of 3.43 The strategy outlined above requires
Distribution substantial investment spread over a long period

as network reinforcement and replacement

Sector uwu Amow proceed in parallel with market development.
The parameters used for calculating total

New investment costs are shown in Table m1-8.

Residential $ 487 3.44 The details of the associated

Commrcial $/GI 1.6 investment costs are shown in Table m-9. The

Ditidct heatng Pant $/ 0.3 main issue in the plan for distribution is to ensure
ReinfOrceut /m 157 the capture of the potential space heating market

ConverAm p. commer $ W4 so that gas will contribute to reducing urban
pollution. Most European countries have gone
through this process in the last 20 years; although
well understood, it is expensive and justified only
if the expected consumption materializes. It is
therefore essential that extension and
modernization of the existing system are carried
out within an overall marketing strategy.
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Table 11-9: Investment Plan for Distribution ($ million)
Total Investment Plan

Cost kern 1995 2000 2005 2010 Total
3.45 Combining

Esteodm all the figures for
New consumers 138.2 267.9 254.2 234.2 895.1 investment costs for the
Comnverson (colg sves) 3.2 15.7 15.8 15.8 50.5 base case, and allowing

commercial 10.1 23.9 38.4 60.6 133.0 for an LNG plant in the
Small district beating 1.4 4.2 5.6 2.8 14.0 period 2000-2005, yields

the figures shown in
RAiflfoz1a)tfs 31.7 78.4 91.8 94.9 296.8 Table m-10. These costs
Cinwsuioa (COCG) 81.6 112.8 0.0 0.0 194.4 can be added to the costs
Raauewa 366.0 9,034.8 1,058.7 1,097.1 3,425.6 of gas and the operadng
TOTAL 632.7 1,406.7 1,46.4 1,505.5 5,009.3 costs to give a total cost

of gas at the outlet of the
distribution system.
Taking the basic import

costs as starting at $2.0 per MBtu, rising to $2.5 in 1995, the average cost of gas in the base case of the
development plan would be $3.10 for gas supply ex transit, plus $0.73 for transmission costs. The
distribution cost would be $2.43, yielding an average cost to supply the consumer of $6.26 per MBtu.

3.46 Table 11-11 shows the total demand for gas, the total costs, and the total valuation of sales
at netback values for the different classes of user. The value to residential users is taken as $6.5 per
MBtu, which for commercial users is $4.0, for small and medium industry $4.48, for large industry $2.5,

for power $4.5, and for
transit power $3.5 per

Table HI-10: Total Investment for the Gas Development Plan Mtu. Apowegating the

value of sales and comparing

Setor 1991-1995 199 2(000 2001-2005 2006-2010 T this with costs gives a net
cash flow. The present

Impois 75.0 645.5 142.0 38 901.o value of this , -h flow is
Transmission 500.0 767.3 951.1 1,029.6 3,248.0 determined using a discount

rate of 12 percent and for
Storage 194.8 2fl.4 301.9 16S.8 935.0 th a nutya hl

* * * * ~~~~~~~~the gaLs industry as a whole
Distribuion 551.1 1,293.9 1,462.4 1,505.5 4,814.9 this turns out to be positive
Cmoverdon 81.6 112.8 0.0 0.0 194.4 at $133 million. In addition

TOTAL 1,402.5 2,562.0 3,269.4 2,859.4 10,093.3 an incremental cost analysis
is carried out by allocating
to incremental supply and
sales the investments
required for the expansion of
the system. All other
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investment and operating costs, which wouid have to be incurred to ensure the safe operation of the
system, have been eliminated. On this basis the net present value of the incremental aspects of the system
would be $1,120 million. Tnis very large difference reflects the previous lack of investment, which has
resulted in the need for a very large expenditure just to bring the system to an adequate level. Much of
this investment will need to be started in the next five years, in parallel with the restructuring of supply
and demand, at a time when total gas sales will be fairly static. The incremental analysis also highlights
the importance of the power market, which could account for more than 50 percent of incremental sales.
The decisions of the future of power development and the share of gas will be crucial for the gas
industry.

Table M-l1: Costs of Gas Development Plan ($ million)

$Yssem Gas Resdauda CommerWn, InWdMda PMWr Thwt Not
year COt& Co Vau Valte VKw Va Vau cash

1990 674 753 1,014 52 649 0 0 288

1991 678 941 995 S6 645 0 0 77

i1 681 897 977 61 632 0 0 91

1993 681 912 9S8 65 619 0 0 50

i994 684 1,044 940 69 607 0 0 (112)

1995 911 1206 921 73 512 147 0 (464)

1996 918 1,409 998 85 553 175 115 (4003

997 939 1,448 1,076 96 594 203 231 187

1998 956 1,513 1,153 108 635 231 346 4

1999 972 1,734 1,230 119 676 2S9 461 40

2000 1,042 1,967 1,08 131 717 287 577 10

2001 1,057 2,199 1,391 149 789 267 685 45

2002 1,073 2,391 1,473 167 862 287 794 119

2003 1,088 2,701 1,S56 185 934 287 903 76

2004 1,103 2,930 1,639 203 1,006 287 1,012 112

2005 1,119 3,172 1,722 221 1,079 287 1,120 138

2006 1,136 3,445 1,805 239 1,151 320 1,240 174

2007 1,157 3,703 1,887 257 1,223 353 1,359 221

2008 1,174 3,969 1,970 275 1,296 386 1,479 263

2009 1,191 4,185 2,053 293 1,368 419 1,599 355

2010 1,209 4,400 2,069 361 1,570 292 1,718 403

Net prent value at 12 percen $133 talUon
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3.47 The economic assessment of the viability of the Gas Development Plan depends crucially wt
only on allowing gas prices to rise to cover costs but also on the fact that the prices of competing fuels
will have been allowed to rise to cover their costs. Further, although a high real rate of interest (12
percent) has been used in the project evaluation, no account has been taken of the effects of possible
shortages of financial c,pital, which could raise the marginal cost of funds to a higher level. It should
also be noted that these alculations exclude the costs of the conversion from COG to HMNG that will
be incurred by households, and that may have to be totally or partially subsidized by PGNG. Finally no
credit has been given for reducing pollution, although some conversion that would be unattractive without
such an allowance has been included in the demand forecast. If the economic benefits of pollution
reduction were included, then the return would be larger. Also, were environmental credits to be
allocated, then the investment plan itself could be changed (see chapter 6 for a discussion of the
environmental aspects of the Gas Development Plan).



4. RESTRUCTURING

4.1 The present stawus of the natural gas industry in Poland dates back only to 1982, when the
various local and regional companies were separate state-owned enterprises. At that time the Polish Oil
and Gas Company (PGNG) was established as a single legal entity reporting to the Ministry of Industry.

4.2 Until the end of 1987 PGNO operated within very tightly prescribed planning parameters
that determined all key aspects of its activity, such as the choice of gas sources, the amount of
investment, the aliocation of supplies among customers, the prices charged, and the size of the work
force.

4.3 At the beginning of 1990 the Polish government embarked on a program of radical
macroeconomic reform designed to make the transition to a market economy. A Department of
Privatization was created and an antimonopoly law was enacted along with other reforms.

4.4 Energy industries are so important within the economy that restructuring them will make an
important contribution to the process of adjustment. The objectives of the restructuring will be to
facilitate the goals of expanding gas production and use, to ensure the financial viability of the gas sector,
and to improve the overall efficiency of the sector.

4.5 The first part of this chapter is organized around three main topics that relate to the present
status:

A review of PGNG's existing organization and structures
.A review of overall sector management and regulation
.An assessment of the potential for efficiency improvement.

The second part of this chapter provides a review of the options for change under four headings:

Structure of the industry
Trading relationships

* Regulation
* Ownership.

4.6 Finally, a strategy for implementation is outlined. Both regulation and ownership also are
discussed in chapter 5, where the principal focus is on the pricing system to be adopted.

49
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PGNG Organization

4.7 PGNG is a wholly sta-owned enterprise that is highly integrated both vertically and
horizontally. It embraces not only the whole of the natural gas industry from wellhead to burner tip but
also upstream services such as seismic and drilling activities as well as equipment manufacturing,
installation, repairs, and pipeline construction. It also handles exploration and production of relatively
small quantities of crude oil.

4.8 PGNG comprises a head office in Warsaw and 22 main operating entities-these are not
separate companies or subsidiaries of the market economy type; they are distinct operational units with
functionally or regionally defined responsibilides, and are in effect cost centers. They have no separate
legal status, do not produce separate accounts, and have limited autonomy in approving or financing
investment decisions.

4.9 PGNG's Board of Directors includes a number of government representatives as well as
senior enterprise managers. The presence on the Board of representatives of three national finance and
planning institutions, as well as those of the parent Ministry, indicates the importance of centralized
decision making.

4.10 The role of the PGNG Employees' Council is very important and goes far beyond that of
workers' or trade union representatives in industrialized market economies. Wide ranging powers are
established by law and include discussion of PGNG operating and development plans, as well as approval
of working conditions, dispositionof profit (reinvestment versus bonuses), and management appointments.

4.11 The Exploration Program Council includes representatives from outside specialist bodies as
well as senior management from the exploration function within PGNG. The interests of this body are
not entirely commercial (the outside members can have interests in the advancement of geological
knowledge) and this high-level body Is rather remote from operating conditions in the field.

4.12 The Warsaw Headquarters consists of three main units, other than the Board and the two
Councils already described.

4.13 First there is PGNG's Head Office, which performs the usual central management functions.
Its main role is in the planning, coordination, and financing of both operations and investments across
the whole enterprise. Under the cenal planning system it was subordinated to overall investment plans
and budget allocations developed through the national planning process. The Head Office also
incorporates the central computing function (ETOG).
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a ~~~~~~~wnf

1igure IV-1: Regional Boundaries of Distibution Companies

4.14 The second HQ branch is KDG, the central planning and dispatch unit for the national
transmission and storage system. It is responsible for planning the annual and seasonal supply/demand
match, for "buying" indigenous gas from PGNG production companies at an internal transfer price, and
dispatching supplies across the system on a daily basis. It does not negodate the terms of natural gas
imports from Russia, which ate instead handled by a State external trading company, which on-sells the
imported gas to PGNG. The gas purchasing/transmission function does not exist as a single entity within
PGNG, and indeed is highly fragmented with supplies and dispatch in KDI, physical system planning
in the Planming/Design unit, operations in the regional transmission and distribution companies, and
import purchases outside PGNG altogether. Given the emphasis that market economies place on the
natural gas sector, PGNG's organizational structure can be seen as a major weakness.
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4.15 The third branch of the HQ is Geonafta, the main center of geological expertise, which is
responsible for coordinating exploration drilling and the development of new gas projects. It also "pays"
for the seismic, well logging, and analysis work of the two PGNG geophysical companies. While it has
a high technical reputation, Geonafta is somewhat remote from field operations, which results in
duplication of expertise in the operating companies. Its decisions are also insulated from the commercial
appraisal process in that it does not have to compete for resources in an open market situation.

4.16 The 22 main Operating Companies outside the HQ comprise the following:

A system planning and design office.

* Six regional transmission and distribution (T&D) companies (their boundaries are shown in
Figure IV-1), which in turn supply gas via their local distribution subsidiaries (numbering
20 in total). These subsidiaries deliver gas in accordance with a detailed annual plan that
is much influenced by central fuel allocations at the national level. They are cost centers,
and are reimbursed by the Head Office on a cost plus basis.

Two geophysical companies, providing services to Geonafta.

Four drilling and exploration compaies, which are paid on a cost.-plus basis by the
production companies.

Three regional production companies, which produce gas on a seasonally flexible 'swing"
basis, supply gas to KDG at costs-plus internal transfer price, and also drill some in-field
development wells.

* Six equipment manufacturing and repair companies.

4.17 This complex structure has left exploration and production functions highly fragmented.

4.18 By the standards of most Western gas industries, PGNG's organizational structure is highly
integrated, and this raises the issue of whether such a high degree of vertical and horizontal integration
is conducive to efficiency.

4.19 There are four areas of concern regarding the current structure of PGNG:

The fragmentation of the key gas purchasing/transmission role

* The fragmentation of commercial decisionmaking in exploration and production (E&P)
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The fact that internal trading at cost-plus transfer prices reduces incentives for efficiency,
and that the transfer prices have not tracked inflation, thus giving rise to revenue shortfalls
and cash flow problems in parts of the enterprise

MTe bluffing of distinctions between the enterprise and national state institutions in terms of
planning, financing, and management decision making.

Sector Management and Regulation

4.20 The institutional framework within which PGNG operates gives an important role to three
main government ministries. The role of the Central Planning O9ice has diminished since the abolition
of detailed central planning, and it no longer compares in import. Ace with the Ministry of Industry, the
Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources.

4.21 The Ministry of Industry is the parent ministry of PGNG under the terms of the 1982
statutes. Through its Depar.nent of Energy and Fuel Management, the ministry is responsible for overall
energy policy. In the past it gave priority to the coal industry as a major source of indigenous energy,
employment, and foreign exchange. It approves operating and development plans as well as financing
arrangements, comments on proposed price changes, aad monitors the financial and operating
performance of PGNG. It also approves development drilling, but not exploration drilling, which is
covered by another ministry.

4.22 The Ministry of Finance sets financial targets for PGNG and monitors its financial
performance, approves investment and operating budgets, approves prices for gas, and manages the flow
of funds between PGNG and the government.

4.23 The Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources is mainly concerned with
aspects of PGNG's upstream activities and approves plans for geophysical testing and exploration drilling.

4.24 PGNG has institutional relationships with other public bodies. For example, the Mining
Supervision Office monitors drilling and production activities (including safety regulations).

4.25 The extensive powers of government authorities in relation to PGNG, combined with the
workings of a centrally planned system, have impinged on fundamental elements of PGNG's objectives
and performance. For example, PGNG has a statutory obligation to meet all demands for gas at
minimum cost, and it was originally to be judged on rate of return criteria. In practice, this legal
framework was overtaken by the central allocation of energy resources (e.g., an effective restriction on
the use of gas for residential heating) and rigid price controls, which maintained domestic and commercial
prices well below the cost of supply. Wages and salaries have also been controlled by the government
to help combat inflation.
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4.26 In effect the management of PONG has not been involved with the range of tasks usually
associated with running a business. Decisions about selling prices, gas import purchase costs, wages and
salaries, and the availability of finance have all been made by other bodies. The main role of
management has instead been in investment planning, the internal control of funds, and day-to-day
operation of the industry.

4.27 The sector management and regulation framework reflect the priorities and operation of a
centrally planned system and as such are inappropriate for an enterprise operating in a market-oriented
economy. Tbe following shortcomings are notable:

* The lack of a "hard budget' for the enterprise takes away management freedom, incentives
(to accumulate and to reinvest), and accountability.

Incentives for efficiency are not built into the pricing and regulatory framework.

Management is not judged on performance because no firm commercial objectives are set.

* Too many key elements affecting financial performance are outside management's control.

* There does not appear to be a clear policy on gas development, and different agencies have
different priorities.

Government approval of plans and financing is unduly time consuming and leads to delays
in decisionmaking.

Mhe institutional framework is complex, with multiple PGNO-government relationships, and
this further weakens accountability for performance.

4.28 The aims of restructuring should be to simplify relationships with the government, to
strengthen management accountability, and to create a framework that is conducive to enterprise
efficiency and management effectiveness.

Scale of Operations and Efficiency

4.29 Scale of Operations. Total sales of about 13 bem in 1989 are relatively low for a country
of Poland's size. This reflects gas supply constraints, the predominance of coal-fired district heating in
urban areas, the absence of gas-fired power generation, and the poor economics of supplying gas to a
large rural population. In terms of volume, PGNG's sales are dominated by a small number of industrial
users, especially the steel and chemical industries.
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4.30 PONG employs a total of 44,000 people. Almost 40 percent work in the upstream operating
companies, more than 40 percent work in transmission, and a little over 15 percent work in equipment
manufacturing and repair.

4.31 PGNG operates three interconnected pipeline systems for different types of gas. The
distribution grid of over 41,000 kilometers is quite small for an industry with over 5.7 million customers;
this probably reflects high housing densities and multiple-household connections.

4.32 For 1989 the PGNG estimates are that it supplied 63 percent of total volume to industrial
customers with a revenue of 613 thousand billion zlotys (zl) and an operating "profit" of 263 thousand
billion zl; the domestic sector received 34 percent of the total volume generating 48.5 thousand billion
zl of revenue and an operating "loss" of 138.5 thousand billion zI. These estimates of PONG's financial
results, however, are distorted by the consumer tariffs. In fact the figures imply similar supply costs per
cubic meter for both sectors, which is almost certainly not the case, because large industrial users are
supplied directly from the transmission grid and domestic sales require greater winter peak capacity on
average for the same volume of sales. If this overestimation of industrial cost and underestimation of
domestic cost had been taken into account the difference between the two sectors' performance would be
even more pronounced.

4.33 EMciency Comparisons. Physical productivity comparisons between countries are difficult
to make because of variations in national circumstances. In the upstream sector the main difficulties are
caused by variations in geological formations and the use of different exploration and production
technologies. In the downstream sector a number of external factors can affect measures of relative
productivity:

The nature of the gas supply company
The composition of gas sales
Different levels of consumption by type of consumer
Different configurations of customer location on the grid
IDifferent ancillary activities (e.g., appliance installation), which can vary in labor intensity
Different degrees of contracting out to third parties.

4.34 Generally, Polish state enterprises often undertake nonoperational activities of a service
nature (e.g., transport, repairs, social facilities) that are not provided to the same extent by Western
commercial companies.

4.35 Given the limitations of productivity comparisons detailed above, it is still useful to use
Western Europe as a benchmark because of its geographical proximity and because of its potential
competition with Polish energy products.

4.36 PGNG's two geophysical comparAes completed a total of some 4,800 kilometers of seismic
lines in 1989, a steady increase over the previous few years. Each subsidiary has 7 crews comprising
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5 explosive and 2 vibroseis crews, and the crew size is abou. the same as for Westem companies. During
the period 1987-89, the companies ran an avenage of aound 30 kilometers of seismic line per crew month.
By contrast, international data for onshore seismic activity shows a range of between 80 kilometers per
crew month in Europe and the Americas and 110 kilometers per crew month in the eastem hemisphere.

4.37 Some of this difference may be the result of Poland's shorter working hours and severe winter
weather, but the difference is so dramatic that it suggests a fundamental difference in productivity. PGNG
appears to have too many crews in relation to the work load and that the interpretation activity is also
ovennanned. The seismic equipment is not up-to-date and the level of computerization is low; both
fiators contribute to the high ratio of wells drilled to kilometers of seismic run.

4.38 Exploration drilling is undertaken mainly by the four drilling companies as subcontn^tors
to the regional production companies or to Geonafta. Most of the work is carried out on a regional basis
and the volume of drilling is split almost equally between the two main production areas. This allocation
of resources may need to be revised since geophysical surveys indicate that most of the potential lies in
the westem lowlands ther than in the south of the country.

4.39 Ihe total output of the four
drilling subsidiaries has been reasonably
steady in the range 330,000 to 350,000 meters
drilled per year since 1985. In 1989 the AJEIJI_

drilling companies employed a total of 8,200
staff and 93 rigs; the crew size is about the "a _
sane as in Westem companies. Two
comparisons of relative drilling productivity
have been examined. First, a typical U.K. p

drilling company drills about 400 to 500 __
meters per employee per year, whereas the 'AMt a iC l Oma I P I
PGNG subsidiaries typically achieve around ! b* 3 1 165. 1 152 79.2 741

35 to 45 meters. Second, European data for Figure IV-2: Employes per Barrel of Oil (boe)
onshore drilling suggests an average rig
performance of about 60 to 70 meters per day, while PONG's average is about 20 meters per day. This
evidence suggests two principal conclusions:

* A surplus of manned rigs in relation to actual drilling activity means fewer days of drilling
per employee.

* Inferior rig technology and quality of drilling bits results in lower effective drilling times and
lower driling speeds.
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4.40 Gas production is carried out by three companies, Zielona Gora in the west and Sanok and
Krosno in the southeast-Krosno is by far the smallest producer. A comparison of the relationship
between the number of employees per barrel of oil equivalent (boe) with countries with similar relatively
small onshore accumulations is shown in Figure IV-2.

4.41 The most relevant Western comparator in terms of production conditions is Austria, and
Zielona Gora's performance is very similar to the Austrian level. By contrast, the geology is less
favorable in the southeast and Sanok and Krosno together require over twice as many staff per boe.
Much of this can be explained by the fact that the Krosno company, with a staff of almost 1,600, is now
able to produce very little. Ove1all, PGNG's production companies seem to have too many staff in
relation to output and have too many marginal, low productivity wells, which may in turn reflect the fact
that no rigorous economic evaluation is carried out before new wells are drilled.

4.42 Regarding the transmission and distribution companies, productivity comparisons need to
recognize that, in general, transmission is typically a capital intensive operation that is engineering driven
and staff numbers relate most directly to the size of the transmission system. In addition, staff numbers
in distribution are typically influenced most by the number of customers to be served and by a lesser
extent to the size of the grid.

4.43 In neither case is sales per employee a very helpful indicator for cross-country comparisons.

4.44 Since PONG is currently vertically integrated between Table IV-1: Length of Grid (km)
transmission and distribution the staffing of high-pressure networks and Number of Customers per
is not separately identified. Comparisons can be made at three Employee
levels , and the comparison for the whole system is given in
Table IV-1. cg I=/ Csmers

CowY employee empoyee

PGNG transmission and distribution (5&D) compared
with other downstream gas industries as a wuole Holland 8.6 435

Belgium 7.2 422

PGNG regional T&D companies compared with Western

British Gas regions, which perform a rather similar Germany 5.1 263

function Briftin 4.9 350

France 4.5 304
PGNG city distribution subsidiaries compared with
local distribution companies in Western Europe. Polad 2.9 293

4.45 Poland has a short distribution grid per customer but this is probably due to high housing
density, so that this does not of itself suggest inefficiency. Using customers per employee as an indicator,
P3NG fares somewhat worse than the United Kingdom but is better than western Germany, with its many
local distrifttion companies.
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4.46 At the regional level, the number of customers per employee ranges from around 215-220
(POZG Gdansk and WOZG Posnan) to 350 (GOZO Zabrze) and 414 (MOZG Warsaw). In comparison,
the British Gas regions (handling regional transmission and local distribution) range from around 290 to
360 customers per employee. On this basis the PGNG companies show a wider range of variation but
the staffing per customer is only modestly greater on average.

4.47 At the local distribution level information was obtained on three "city gate" subsidiaries.
ZG Krakow had 400 customers per employee, ZG Zabrze 550 customers per employee, and ZG Warsaw
900 customers per employee. By comparison the average for Dutch and Belgian companies is 510-520
customers per employee, while many western German companies have much poorer productivity on this
measure than the first two Polish conv-nies mentioned.

4.48 On the single most meaningful measure of T&D productivity, customers per employee,
PGNO is sonmewhat below the average standard in Western Europe, and hence there is some room for
improvement in T&D efficiency. Although Poland lags behind internationally in T&D efficiency, the
gap is much less dramatic than it is in the E&P functions. This is not surprising, in that E&P is a high
technology business where the impact of inferior equipment is much more severe.

4.49 The equipment manufacturing companies are diversified in their activities and markets, while
the construction companies are substantially single activity and work for in-house PGNG customers. This
has implications for the ability of PGNG to spin off these ancillary activities, if desired. With such a
diverse group of companies it is difficult to find appropriate measures of productivity. Field visits to the
manufacturing subsidiaries showed that the equipment is often outdated, levels of mechanization are low,
the number of products is excessively high, and production runs are too short to achieve economies of
scale, while factory layout and materials flows are good by international standards.

4.50 In summary, compared with Western European experience, PGNG appears to have the
following characteristics:

Three times more seismic crews in relation to the scale of operations

Three times more drilling rigs and crews in relation to the exploration workload, even
allowing for the older technology

Up to one-and-a-balf times as many production staff in relation to production volume, with
productivity lowest in the southeast but comparable with Austria in the western lowlands

Up to 25 percent more staff in T&D in relation to the most meaningful indicators of activity

An apparent need for modernization in construction and (especially) manufacturing, with the
possibility of divesting peripheral activities.
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4.51 In broad terms, it appears that PGNG's staffing level may be up to twice that found in a
Western country with a similar mix of activities.

Industry Structure

4.52 As has already been emphasized, the present structure of the industry provides no real
incentives for developing gas production or the market in the most effective manner. It is also prone to
bureaucratic interventions in internal transfer pricing and investment decisions that distort the allocation
and use of resources. Significant overmanning in certain areas could jeepardize long-term financial
viability, while the "soft budgets" and blurring of accountability means that management has not viewed
planning for long-term financial viability as a primary task. For all of these reasons structural reform
as well as pricing reform must be undertaken if the industry is to make is fiulest contribution to the
welfare of its customers and the economy as a whole.

4.53 A number of subsidiary or "tactical" objectives for restructuring can be identified that wIll
contribute to the overall goals of gas development, financial viability, and efficiency. Structural change
is likely to be helpful if the following conditions are met:

* It provides a clear focus on the core gas business (exploration, production, transmission, and
distribution) and meeting customer needs.

It streamlines the mechanisms for sector management and establishes clear management
accountability for performance.

It strengthens incentives to re-invest in the industry, negotiates the most favorable terms with
outside suppliers, and develops the Polish gas market through effective marketing.

It creates a frzamework for arm's length trading relationships that will allow market forces
and competition to exert an influence on decision making.

* It facilitates regulation to protect consumers in areas of significant market power

* It reduces institutional or organizational barriers to desired changes in ownership

It is sufficiently flexible to permit evolutionary change.

It can be implemented without undue disruption to gas industry operations or unacceptably
high costs of change.

4.54 In practice, it is unlikely that any one structure would satisfy all these objectives, and there
will be trade-offs. A particularly important trade-off will be between the long-term benefits of structural
change and the short-term costs of implementation.
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4.55 Five key issues should be explored with regard to the future structure of PGNG:

* Relations between the upstream (1&P) and downstream (T&D) components of the industry
* The upstream structure, including geophysical operations, exploration, and production
* The relation of transmission and distribution activities

The relation of peripheral (manufacturing and construction) activities to the core gas business
* Horizontal integration-the number of companies operating at each level in the industry.

4.56 The decisions made on these issues must take into account the very different economic and
commercial characteristics of the various activities, their potential for competition, and the minimum
efficient scale.

4.57 Exploration and production has the potential to be competitive, subject to the size and
profitability of the specific province. For example, western Germany, which produces about three times
as much gas as Poland, supports six or seven main E&P companies.

4.58 Long-distance transmission has the characteristics of a natural monopoly. There are
economies of scale in pipeline operation, and international experience suggests that the existence of
parallel pipelines (as in the northeast and midwest United States) is not cost effective. However, a
monopoly in grid construction and operation does not imply that there must be a monopoly of grid access.
"Open access' regulation, in that pipeline owners are obliged to transport gas for third parties for a
reasonable fee, is now being used in both the United States and the United Kingdom in order to
enco.rage competition in gas supply.

4.59 Local distribution of gas is also a clear natural monopoly-it makes sense for only one
company to be laying gas mains and connecting households in a particular area. Distribution, however,
does have a much smaller minimum efficient scale than transmission.

4.60 Most manufacturing activities within PGNG would seem to have the potential to operate on
a competitive basis.

4.61 Upstream/Downstream Integration. The present integration of upstream and downstream
activities, although common in Eastern Europe, is unusual in market economies, where E&P interests are
usually operated as separate businesses at arm's length from the transmission business. Gas is sold from
producers to transmission companies under freely negotiated contracts, with producers competing to meet
market requirements on price, seasonal flexibility, and security of supply. If the company is integrated,
as it is in Italy, there is a strong temptation to cross-subsidize with wellhead prices that are below the
market value of indigenous gas. This results in underinvestment in the production sector.

4.62 It is also important to recognize that E&P is a very different kind of business from T&D.
It is a relatively high risk/high margin activity, tends to be characterized by sophisticated technology, has
few customers, and is frequently inteanational in character.
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4.63 It appears that restructuring should establish a clear separation of the upstream (E&P) gas
business to allow the specialist management to evolve. It is also likely that foreign investment, together
with technology and management expertise, would be more attracted if this branch were separate from
the rest of the gas enterprise.

4.64 Upstream Organization. In the analysis of the upstream organization it is necessary to
make a distinction between exploration business decision making (reserve evaluation, investment-
appraisal, risk taking, and,financing) and the management of physical drilling activity. At present there
is hardly -any rigorous economic appraisal of exploration wells. From an economic point of view the
logic of drilling exploration wells is based on the probability that reco ;erable reserves can be identified
in sufficient commercial quantities to justify investment. It therefore makes sense to ensure that
exploration and production are integrated. Under this approach, the E&P companies would be
responsible for the key business decisions in the exploitation of Poland's gas reserves.

4.65 E&P activity also requires a number of services, including seismic, drilling, equipment
construction, and equipment repair. In market economies the overwhelming tendency is for services to
be bought in at arm's length. The following reasons support a similar structure in Poland:

* tUpstream services are often specialized and it may be better to allow them to take place
within specialized industries.

Some upstream services can be provided by relatively small companies and some of the less
technical areas may be suitable for sate to the private sector.

* The separation of upstream services from the core E&P functions is likely to encourage
competition among the providers of these services.

Smaller service companies may be more flexible and committed to customer satisfaction than
the service departments of an integrated business.

4.66 Transmission/Distribution Interface. The current structure of PGNG in the downstream
is based around six regional T&D companies, each of which has some local 'city gate" distribution
subsidiaries. There are also some separate centralized transmission functions such as supplies planning
and dispatch (KDG), purchase of indigenous supplies (Head Office), and systems engineering planning
(Design/Planning Office). This structure has a great weakness in that the key transmission/purchasing
role is highly fragmented. A further issue is whether or not transmission and distribution should be
vertically integrated.

4.67 Although transmission and distribution both involve the supply of gas through pipes, the two
activities alsc differ markedly. Transmission is typically capital intensive with relatively low manpower
needs, few customers, and relatively low margins, often involving long-term planning to meet the level,
seassonal variability, and quality requirements of gas demand. Local distribution, in contrast, is generally
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less capital intensive with greater manpower needs, a very substantial customer interface and higher value
added. Whereas purchasing, planning, and engineering skills are at a premium for transmission,
distribution requires customer service, marketing, and customer accounting, as well as distribution
engineering. On this analysis of business activities there is no overwhelming case for vertical integration.

4.68 The relationship between transmission and distribution can be described by four main
"structural models":

Vertical Integration. Typical of the United Kingdom and France, this system usually
involves one transmission department and several regional distribution departments.

Single transmission company and several separate local distribution companies. This
arrangement is typical of Belgium, Denmark, Italy, and the Netherlands.

7Three-ter" system. Typical of western Germany, this system involves a few transregional
transmission companies, a large number of regional transmission companies, and a very
large number of local distribution companies.

Competing transmWssion conpanies and a much larger nwmber of local distributors. This is
the arrangement in the United States.

4.69 PGNG's structure lies somewhere between that of the United Kingdom and France and that
of western Germany, since there are effectively three levels within the integrated company. The
international evidence on the relative efficiency of these models is inconclusive, but there is some
evidence that Belgium and the Netherlands, which are not vertically integrated, are the most efficient,
while western Germany is low in productivity due to excessive disaggregation.

4.70 The arguments in favor of integrated T&D are as foilows:

Ease of investment planning and coordination because management has a view of the
industry as a whole

Ease of coordination between gas purchasing and marketing to final consumers (separate
transmission companies may find it difficult to gain an unbiased estimate of a distributor's
future sales)

* A direct incentive for purchasing gas at the lowest cost because the company reaps the full
benefits of increased margins and/or higher sales

* The opportuniy to pursue coordinated national marketing campaigns and to ensure nationally
consistent pricing and supply policies.
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4.71 In practice, purchasing and marketing are not always as well coordinated as they might be.
British Gas, for example, is trying to streamline management by eliminating the intermediate layers of
management that are common in integrated utilities.

4.72 The major arguments in favor of the two-tier structure are as follows:

Increased focus on the different management needs of the two businesses

Clear emphasis in the transmission company on "commodity trading," with the same
negotiators buying and selling to ensure "back-to-back" arrangements with a positive margin

Greater incentives for the management of the separate companies to maximize profit, as
compared with the difficulty of establishing "profit centers" within an integrated company

More responsiveness to local market conditions on the part of the regional/local distributors

An opportunity to compare the efficiency and effectiveness of the various distribution
companies through "yardstick" competition, thus providing a spur to improved performance

The opportunity to pursue ownership policies at the distribution level that are different from
those at the transmission level

In the longer term, providing greater scope for introducing more competition in direct
supply by moving to an open access system, and allowing distribution companies to purchase
directly from producers.

4.73 The three-tier structure is perhaps the one that PGNG could most easily move to, but the
arguments against it are the additional complexity of trading relationships with an extra set of
transactions, the extra overhead costs, and the sub-economic size of very small local distribution entities.

4.74 The multiple-pipeline company structure is not a viable option in Poland and is unlikely to
be cost efficient, even though it has provided a vehicle for intense competition in the United States.

4.75 On balance it may be best to separate transmission from distribution within a two-tier
structure in order to gain the advantages of clearer accountability of separate managements, yardstick
competition at the distribution level, increased flexibility with respect to ownership, and the greater
potential for increasing competition in the long run. Tlis restructuring would entail the liquidation of
the third tier of local distribution enterprises and the preservation of PGNG's regional gas supply
subsidiaries as regional transmission and distribution enterprises.

4.76 The responsibility for the national (high-pressure) grid should be removed from the regional
companies. It would be more efficient to bring together all the key transmission functions-supplies
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planning and supply/demand matching, gas purchasing, system planning, high-pressure grid development
and operation-within a single national transmission company.

4.77 Manufacturing and Construction. The relationship between PGNG's peripheral
(manufacturing and construction) companies and the core gas business is of two types. Those companies
(e.g., ZUG and ZNTS Gazomet) that work mainly for organizations other than PGNG could easily be
established as entirely separate enterprises. Companies that work almost exclusively for PGNG (e.g.,
in construction) are in a more difficult position because there may be enough work on long-distance
transmission lines in Poland for only one company. Separated off, BUG Gazobudowa might not be able
to survive in the face of foreign competition and it would in any case be facing thf national transmission
company as a monopoly purchaser of its services. In such a case it may well be v4ter to integrate the
construction company with the transmission company.

4.78 Number of Enterprises. A key issue is the number of companies that should exist at each
level of the industry. For upstream (E&P) it is necessary to distinguish between seismic (geophysical)
and drilling companies. It is uncertain whether the volume of new seismic work in Poland will be
sufficient to support two viable companies, but there is a clear need for competition in order to improve
efficiency. One solution would be to maintain both companies but to recognize that one or both should
seek some relations with an international seismic company in order to obtain access to a larger market
outside Poland as well as to improve technology to international levels.

4.79 As the minimum economic scale of a drilling service company is small, there is no reason
why the four companies should not continue to survive. However, each will need to reduce its size in
order to provide a basis for financial viability. Access to Western technology will also be required.

4.80 At present, Poland has three E&P companies, bat the company at Krosno is by far the
smallest and now produces very little oil and gas. It should certainly be merged with the Sanok company.
Although Sanok itself could be merged with the Zielona Gora business to form a single Polish E&P firm
with greater strength in dealing with third parties (foreign companies or the national transmission grid),
some strong arguments could be brought to bear against such a merger:

Benefits of introducing greater competition in production
* Opportunities for yardstick comparisons of efficiency
* Opportunities to introduce competitive b'dding for licenses between the Polish companies
* Avoidance of distorting investment patterns through cross-subsidies
* Avoidance of another layer of management above the two regional offices
* Avoidance of complete monopoly in purchase of upstream services from Polish companies.

4.81 There are also several options with regard to the number of regional transmission and
distribution companies. Since the six regional companies vary a good deal in size and customer mix it
is reasonable to consider whether they will all continue to be viable or whether there should be some
consolidation. The move to a less distorted pricing pattern, as discussed in chapter 5, will tend to raise
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domestic prices more than industrial prices, so that regions with a greater mix of residential sales will
fare best, whereas regions with a larger share going to industry will do less well. Without a detailed
study of cost and demand conditions it is impossible to make firm predictions on future viability.

4.82 International comparisons of size, measured both by customers per company and sales per
company, show that even the smallest company in Poland is substantially larger in these terms than vi3ble
and efficient companies in Belgium and the Netherlands. Provided there is economic consumer pricing
and a reasonable level of efficiency there is no reason to suggest that the present companies will not be
viable in the future. Indeed, the number of regional transmission and distribution companies could be
increased to allow a greater sensitivity to local needs and priorities. In the Polish situation, strong
arguments militate against moving rapidly toward a situation with many small distribution companies:

- It would introduce excessive fragmentation of the regional transmission function or the
preservation of a "three-tier' structure in the downstream gas industry.

Transmission needs to be coordinated across large geographical areas.

lTe local companies would be in a very weak bargaining position with the centralized
national transmission company.

* If they were moved under municipal control, local companies could be used as a source of
cross-subsidy, as appears to be the case in some other countries.

4.83 The present structure seems most able to provide a commercial counterweight to the national
transmission company and most able to attract the levels of finance envisaged in the Gas Development
Plan as outined.

Trading Relationships

4.84 If the structural change in the Polish gas sector is to yield the expected benefits, much will
depend on the nature of the trading relationships that are established within the new industry structure.
ITe six key sets of trading relationships are as follows:

* The provision of manufacturing, construction, and equipment repair services to the industry

Seismic and drilling services provided by upstream companies to the E&P companies

Sales of gas at the wellhead from E&P companies to the national transmission company

Bulk supply of gas from the national transmission company to the regional transmission and
distribution companies
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Sales from the national transmission cciipany to large consumers (power stations) directly
connected to the national grid

* Sales from regional T&D companies to all other consumers on medium-pressure
transmission or low-pressure distribution systems.

4.85 If the E&P companies retain ownership of underground storage there will also be a need for
storage contracts between them and the national transmission company. In addition the transmission
company is likely to be negotiating on a commercial basis for imported gas.

4.86 Consistent with the goals of gas market development, efficiency and financial viability, the
trading relationships should be designed to do the following:

* Phase out direct government intervention in pricing

* Allow market forces and commercial incentives to operate, while protecting the public
interest from abuse of monopoly power

* Supplement commercial pricing arrangements with other arm's length contract term
obligations to deliver, penalties for failure to perform, etc.

* Allow the maximum scope for the emergence of competition in the provision of services
and, where appropriate, in gas supply.

4.87 The provision of manufacturing, construction, and repair services should be on commercially
negotiated terms and market prices; these activities follow naturally within a market economy.

4.88 For seismic and drilling services similar remarks can be made. Day rates would be
negotiated between the service industries and the E&P companies.

4.89 Producer prices should reflect the commodity value of the output, in comparison with high
load factor import prices, and the capacity value in terms of seasonal supply flexibility, which reduces
the need for underground storage. The mechanisms for setting the price are discussed in chapter 5; the
key point being that flexible indigenous gas should be sold at a premium wver high load factor imports,
rather than being sold for a fraction of the price. Maintenance of excessively low producer prices will
lead to underinvestment in E&P, which will result in excessive gas imports and storage or a failure to
develop the gas market. A rapid transition to economic prices could result in windfall profits in respect
of older, low cost developments so that a system of upstream revenue taxation might be reouired.

4.90 In addition to new prices between the E&P companies and the national transmission
company, there will be a need for contracts to cover such items as delivery and offtake obligations, gas
quality, metering, billing and payment, penalties for failure to perform, and force majeure relief. These
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should be freely negotiated terms although there may be some need for initial government involvement
given the limited commercial experience of the companies and the degree of public interest.

4.91 Bulk gas supplies from the national transmission company to the six regional companies will
also require a contract, although the pricing arrangements will probably comprise a published Bulk Supply
Tariff. Details of such pricing proposals are included in chapter 5.

4.92 The direct customers of the national transmission company are likely to be very large, such
as fertilizer plants, steel mills, or power stations. As such they either have, or are capable of having,
alternative fuel options, such as dual firing. For seasonal load balancing, it is desirable for Poland to
develop seasonally interruptible sales contracts, similar to those in the West, with these customers who
can easily switch to other fuels. In general such contracts should be negotiated between the parties and
are likely to be simple and standardized.

4.93 Regional sales to customers should probably be on a published tariff basis, particularly
because of the strong monopoly element in this supply link, which requires a greater degree of
transparency than is normally required.

4.94 A general question of trading relationships that cuts across the specific issues discussed
above, is that of the national transmission company's role and, in particular, the option of moving toward
open access to the grid. The arguments for open access (breaking of monopoly of gas supply) and against
(increased risk and uncertainty) are still controversial in Western Europe. However, the practical
experience of the difficulty of introducing such systems (with transport tariffs for use of the grid as well
as a gas tarift) is such that it would be premature to move to this system in Poland at the present time.

Key Features of Recommended Structure

4.95 Figure IV-2, Figure IV-3 presents the recommended structure of the natural gas subsec!or.
In what follows, each of the stages of the production-distribution chain is examined.

4.96 Exploration end Production. Two integrated oil and gas exploration and production Q3&P)
companies should be created from various parts of PGNO including the three existing production units
currently within PGNG. It is recommended that the number of E&P companies be reduced from three
to two as it is unlikely that one of the existing production units (Krosno) will be financially viable as an
independent company. The two new companies would be vested with operating and production licenses
for the areas in which they currendy operate. All new licenses would be open to comrtitive tender.
It should be noted, however, that legislation currently in preparation requires successful foreign tenderers
to take one of the new Polish E&P companies as a partner. This would provide the Polish companies
access to foreign expertise and technology through participation in new field developments.

4.97 Transmission. It is recommended that a single joint stock transmission company own the
high-pressure gas network and act (at least initially) as the sole buyer and seller of gas transported on the
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high-pressue transmission network. lhis structure will retain the benefits of network coordination and
dispatch and ease the transition to fully commercial gas trading, including the possibility of open access
to the transmission network. To ensure that the company does not abuse its monopoly position, its
activities would be subject to tgulatoiy supervision. In the longer term, when the necessawy expertise in
bulk gas purchasing and sales has developed sufficiendy in Poland, other companies could be permitted
to negotiate for bulk supplies and sell them to large consumers, paying the transmission company charges
for the use of its high-pressure grid.

4.98 Distribution. Six joint stock
regional companies should be formed fiom the Hyd,arbm Exploraton and Prdac

six existing businesses owned by PONG. In Iim a
common with the electricity subsector, the _

stence of fixed local transmission and
distribution networks will mean that these _

companies wii bave a monopoly in their local Gas Tra-smlslom Company |
as. In contrast, however, it is sincompaony 
ecommended that relatively few distribution -=^t ds and igk usm
companies are created in the gas subsector (in
the electricity subsector at least 15 are 4
ecommended). This is a reflection of a Ga Distrlbud Companies

number of facors, in particular the following: 6 indexvdait comp
*Regional franWdva

*Sdato fi usaea

Ite need to coordinate regional
gas transmission networks across Figure IV-3: Recommended Structure of the Gas
large geographical ara. Subsector

The projected major expansion in gas sales, which is likely to require the new gas
distribution companies to make significant investments. It is possible that companies smaller
tn those proposed could not generate sufficient funds to finance these projects intemally.

lhere are likely to be significant benefits fiom retining the six regional companies in terms
of continuity and ease of implementation.

Ihe final decision to proceed with six regional companies will need to be supported by more detailed
projections of their fitmre financial performance.

4.99 Ancillary Companies/Common Bodies. Independent upstream service companies,
providing contract services (seismic, drilling, etc.) competitively to the E&P companies should be
established at an early date. The activities of the other existing ancillazy enterprises (including
manufacturing and construction work) should be reviewed to establish which, if any, would provide
essental (noncontractible) services to the new companies, and that it may therefore be appropriate to
integre into the new gas companies. This is only likely to be an issue with constuction activity; there
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is a strong case for establishing the manufacturing units as independent companies. Where the enterprises
are not reintegrated and where there is a reasonable expectation of them being financially viable, they
should be transformed into joint stock companies and privatized.

Regulation

4.100 As Poland moves toward a market economy and creates incentives for managers to act in
the commercial interest of their own firms, there will be instances when the operation of market forces
will lead to an abuse of monopoly power contrary to the public interest. The Polish government has
already recognized this by passing a general law in February 1990 to counter monopoly practices.

4.101 A number of gas sector organizations will be placed in monopoly positions in the
restructured industry. The national transmission company will initially be a monopoly supplier at the Bulk
Supply Tariff to the regional T&D companies. In addition, the regional T&D companies will be
monopoly suppliers to customers who do not have dual firing.

4.102 In each case some form of price regulation will be required and this is discussed in detail
in chapter 4. Two short-term aspects that will require regulation are the monopoly of the Zielona Gora
production company to supply low-methane gas to the national transmission company, and the market
power of the E&P companies in their roles as sources of seasonal supply.

4.103 Apart from the issue of price regulation, moves to a more independent and competitive gas
sector are likely to create a need to define other means by which the government can monitor or influence
key aspects of the sector both in the upstream (E&P) and in the downstream (T&D) sectors.

4.104 Upstream. Regulation can differ considerablv from one country to another in the upstream
sector. Common activities include licensing, taxation, safety, and environmental issues, but other
elements may be discretionary (e.g., depletion policy, approval of field development plans).

4.105 Regulatory intervention may have several forms:

* )Direct regulation by government departments (e.g., as in the U.K. and the United States)
Regulation through a state agency (e.g., the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate)

* Indirect control by a strong national gas/oil company (e.g., AGIP, Italy; Statoil, Norway).

4.106 The first form of regulatory control is the most prevalent and gives the government a clear
link between upstream policy and other, litical objectives. However, it can create conflicts of interest
that remain hidden from public view. One clear potential conflict is between the maximization of
upstream output and safety, as is evidenced by the recent Cullen Inquiry into the Piper Alpha disaster in
the United Kingdom, which exposed the inadequacy of safety monitoring by the Department of Energy.
In order to avoid such direct conflicts, if upstream development policy is to be handled by a ministry,
then health, safety, and environmental policy could be passed to a separate agency.
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4.107 The principal advantages of a separate agency, such as the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate,
is that it has the oppormnity to build a specialized team of gas experts, outside the mainstream civil
service, who can take a more independent view of safety, environmental, and resource management
issues. The ageacy can report to different ministries on the various issues involved.

4.108 The approach of exerting indirect policy control through a state gas (and oil) company has
the advantage that the preferential treatment for national enterprises will maintain employment and output,
but there is the danger that the lack of incentives will lead to inefficiency, and, as argued above, this is
a serious concern in Poland.

4.109 It appears on balance that the best solution would be the creation of a semi-independent
upstream regulatory authority reporting to the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resoi.:ces. The
likely creation of an entirely separate national agency for all health and safety matters would remove one
potential area of conflict with the ministry. There may be a shortage of suitably qualified staff but some
of the existing Geonafta staff could take on a new role in upstream regulation, for which their skills and
expertise would be very appropriate.

4.110 Downstream. Regulation here is quite different from the practice upstream. The key
function is the monitoring and regulation of gas prices. Four principal models can be used to describe
the institutional framework for carrying out this finction:

* Direct determination or approval ofprlces by a ministry. This is the case in France and the
Netherlands.

Regulation by an WIdependent government agency. An example is OFGAS ir the United
Kingdom.

Regulation by a representative body. This is the case with the Supervisory Committee for
Electricity and Gas in Belgium, which includes reprsenives from the manufacturing
industry and trade unions, as well as from the government.

* Regulation by competon authores. In some cases regulation, rather than being carried
out by sector-specific bodies, is done by competWion authonities in accordance witiF
antimonopoly legislation. This is the case in western Germany.

4.111 Direct price control by a ministry is common in countries where the gas i-dustry is owned
by the ste. It ensures that gas pricing is handled with due regard for political sensitivities (e.g., the
impact on low-income groups). However, these closed-door negotiations are rarely based on clear
principles, and concern for efficiency and financial viability are often suborbinated to macroeconomic
concers. such as counterinflation policy. Because the aim in Poland is to remove the gas industry from
state ownership, this model would be completely inappropriate.
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4.112 The creation of a separate govemment agency, responsible to Parliament rather than to the
Ministry, removes gas pricing from the directly political arena and provides stability of pricing policy,
which is attractive to investors. There is a need to ensure that the body is not of an excessive size and
that setior appointments are not politicized.

4.113 The Belgian tripartite body, although designed to achieve a consensus between three interest
groups, is very cumbersome, although it does achieve a high degree of transparency of both costs and
prices. In Poland, such a body is likely to become caught up in differences of view regarding the pace
of economic reform.

4.114 The German approach of avoiding formal regulation altogether, while allowing the
competition authorities to intervene in the event that companies' pricing breaches animonopoly
legislation, has meant that in practice there is very litte regulation. Gas prices are almost universally
negotiated and not published, so that it is very difficult to identify abuses.

4.115 It appears that the best solution in Poland would be the creation of a semi-independent
government agency that could regulate prices and other relevant matters in the downstream. Legislation
would be needed to establish its powers. The Ministry of Industry is likely to have to play a key role
in drafting the legislation and establishing the mechanism for the reguladon of gas prices, as is discussed
In chapter 5.

Ownership

4.116 It is important to implement the new industry stuctre, commercial relationships, and
regulatory framework before changes of ownership occur, because this pattern is likely to be more
effective than changing ownership before these other changes are made. Once the restructured PONG
has been transformed into a set of independent joint stock companies, then a number of ownership options
can be considered:

* Sale of assets or equity into private hands
* Formation of new joint venture companies with a private investor
* Transfer of part ownership into municipal hands
* Direct sale of shares to the public (through a bond or voucher system)
* Employee or customer share ownership.

4.117 Ownership patterns in the gas sector are varied. Some trends do emerge, however, for the
three main levels in the sector.

4.118 Upstream Sector (E&P). In the upstream sector there is a need to acquire inaratonal
technology, improve productivity, and, where possible, to gain accem to markets outside Poland. These
goals are more likely to be achieved by jo,nt ventures with private foreign investors than by remaining
in the hands of the government.
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4.119 The proposed licensing scheme is an important factor in the decision on the form of
ownership. If foreign bidders for new licenses are obliged to do so in partnership with a Polish E&P
company, then th, latter (as nonoperator) will benefit from the foreign investment and will have the
opportunity to learn from the international operating company's management expertise and use of
technology. However, signi;icant investment in the equity capital of the Polish E&P companies by any
single foreign company might be prejudicial to attracting a wide range of foreign bidders for new
licenses, since the Polish companies would no longer be independent. A model in which private Polish
and foreign investors could participate in the equity capital, while maintaining majority state ownership
and limiting any single corporate investor to a maximum of 10-20 percent, might achieve the best balance
of interests.

4.120 National Transmission Company. The transmission part of the gas sector will be of
considerable strategic importance in the restructured gas industry since it -'ill have the primary
responsibility for importing gas, planning and operating the national grid, and for providing gas supply
security at reasonable cost. It has a "natural monopoly" position as network owner and its commercial
behavior will have a significant impact on the balance of payments, the prospects for expanded gas
production in Poland, and the viability of its customers (the regional gas supply companies).

4.121 For the reasons mentioned above, it is common even in market economies for the state to
maintain a substantial ownership interest (often 50 percent or more). However, British Gas is 100 percent
privately owned but heavily regulated, with most of its shares in the hands of financial institutions and
small shareholders. Both British Gas and Ruhrgas, which is largely privately owned, typically earn a
much higher return than the Western European transmission companies with greater public ownership.
iTis illustrates the general point that private investors have higher profit expectations than the state itself.

4.122 One model that does not seem to work well is where potential gas suppliers are allowed to
take equity holdings. TIis policy was tried and then reversed by Swedegas because it created conflicts
of interest when the board met to make key gas purchasing decisions of a commercially sensitive nature.

4.123 Perhaps the best system for Poland would be to retain majority state ownership with the
minority private stake bringing in greater commercial expertise, best practice engineering, and improved
management practices, as well as reinforcing the separation of the company from the state itself.

4.124 Regional Gas Supply Companies. Central government ownership ofdistributioncompanies
is rare in Western Europe, but municipal or private/municipal joint venture companies are commor,. The
establishment of arm's length trading relationships between the national transmission company and the
regional companies is likely to be better established if the pattern of ownership is different at the two
levels. However, in the short term the financial viability of some the regional companies with
predominantly domestic/commercial sales may require some form of cross-subsidy at the bulk supply
tariff (BSD) level. Any early move to establish different ownership structures could make it difficult to
operate a cross-subsidy arrangement, so a cautious approach to ownership change will be required until
the level and structure of gas tariffs has been established.
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4.125 After the period of price transition, there does not seem to be any case for maintaining 100-
percent centr&i government ownership in this part oi the gas industry. The most important government
objectives (e.g., consumer protection or preference for natural gas on environmental grouinds) can be
achieved through other means such as regulation and taxation.

4.126 Some local government (voivod or municipal) interest could be useful in that it distinguishes
regional ownership from that of the national transmission company while it increases local control and
reinforces links between gas distribution planning and urban land use planning. There are, however,
dangers in allowing a substantial degree of local ownership in terms of limited commercial understanding,
overriding political objectives, and the risk of cross-subsidy from gas to other loss-making municipal
enterprises.

4.127 There is likely to be a long-term need for massive investment in gas distribution networks
(see chapter 3) and this suggests a need to draw on external sources of capital. The current interest in
bidding for distribution concessions in Portugal suggests that there are a number of potential investors
interested ir this part of the industry, as well as in E&P. Part ownership may be an effective way to gain
access to marketing, engineering, and financial expertise.

4.128 oome customer shareholding may also help to strengthen commitment to customers, but there
would be little direct benefit to the company. An eclectic approach to regional company ownership, in
which central and local government, domestic and foreign capital, and some customer shareholding are
all involved, is a reasonable approach. The arproach need not be standardized across all six regional
transmission and distribution companies.

4.129 Manufacturing and Construction Companies. For companies that it does not make sense
to retain in the gas sector, there could be advantages to early privatization ahead of the rest of the gas
sector. There are no new regulatory mechanisms or institutional arrangements that need to be established.
Part owntohip or joint venture arrangements with foreign companies could bring advantages in terms
of access to foreign markets, capital, management, and technology.

4.130 Employee Shai e Ownership. There could be a useful role for a modest scale of employee
share ownership in many of the successor enterprises to PGNG because of the benefits of increased
employee identification with the business interest of their enterprise. However, considerable
disadvantages may result if employee ownership constitutes more than a small stake:

* lnThere is a current shortage of capital in private hands

Inequity between employees who were working for a profitable enterprise and those who
were not
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The possibility, confirmed by recent Yugoslavian experience, that inexperienced employee
owners may take a short-term view and favor increased dividends at the expense of sufficient
reinvestment to safeguard the long-term future of the enterprise

Inadequate commercial and management expertise.

Implementation Strategy

4.131 Following the preliminary phase of agreement on the fundamental restructuring plans and
timescales, the restructuring priorities suggest three phases of implementation:

* Phase 1-restructuring and commercialization
* Phase 2-corporatization (with 100 percent government ownership)
* Phase 3-ownership change.

4.132 Phases 1 and 2: Restructuring, Commerdczation, and Corporatdzaton. The principal
changes involved in the Phase I restructring involve the following steps:

* The separation of upstream (E&P) from downstream (&D) activities

The integration of exploration and production as a single business activity, with upstream
services bought in from independent companies

* The integration of the key national transmission functions, together with the separation of
national transmission from regional distribution to final customers.

4.133 If PGNG is to be transformed as a whole to a joint-stock company, in order to facilitate
restructuring of a more thoroughgoing kind and to overcome rigidities within the framework of the
existing state enterprise system, then this should happen early in phase 1.

4.134 For restructuring to achieve its objectives, it will need to be accompanied by:

* A program for achieving materia efficiency improvements
* The creation of a new regulatory framework and regulatory bodies with clearly defined tasks
* The replacement of administered internal sales prices by arm's length commercial contracts
* Definition of investment priorities for each enterprise
* A move toward economic levels of gas prices.

4.135 To meet the Polish government's restructuring aims most effectively, this paclkage of changes
should be implemented as a whole, since each element depends on the other for its efficacy.
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4.136 The question of staffing and manpower changes is discussed furher below. At the
transmission and distribution level, somc manpower reductions appear t be required but these could
probably be handled through "natural wastage." PGNG's upstream businesses employ about twice as
many as would be needed if they had access to efficient technology, so that there will need to be a radical
down-sizing in order to increase the prospects for survival in an open and comnetitive economy.

4.137 It appears that it would be best to make substantial progress with phases 1 and 2 before
embarking on ownership changes. Unless the industry is restructured and commerciized, it will be
unattractive to private investors and, once it is privatized, it would be much more difficult to implement
restructring and regulatory changes.

4.138 Recent experience elsewhere suggests that corporate restructuring, the development of
conrcts for commercial trading relationships, the establishment of new regulatory frameworks, and the
sale of assets require an enormous amount of concentrated effort over a period of 2-3 years. While the
industry itself can play a part, there is a clear need for some central "steering" of the change
implementation program. As PGNG's parent ministry, the Mimistry of Industry will play an important
role. However, its energy sector is relatively small and has to face the restructuring of several major
energy enterprises at the same time.

4.139 Elsewhere in Eastern Europe holding companies have been created to oversee restructuring
and privatization and to push forward the industrial as well as the governmental aspects of the process.
The creation of a specific holding company for the Polish gas sector would be one possible solution. The
role of the holding company would be as follows:

* To steer and facilitate the PGNG restructuring, including the allocation and movement of
key staff and the dfing of trading contracts

To own the gas sector enterprises created out of PGNG as subsidiaries on behalf of the
government, pending their complete or partial sale

To set specific (bigh-level) financial objectives for each gas sector enterprise while it remains
in state ownership

* To collect dividends from its subsidiaries and pay dividends to the government as
shareholder

To manage the sale of subsidiaries into private ownership and the formation of joint
ventures, by verifying company valuations and ensuring that such arngements yield the
maximum possible value to the government

* To act as a buffer between the government and the enterprises during the transitional phase
of restructuring.
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4.140 The holding company is to facilitate change and not to coordinate day-to-day operations-it
must not act as a surrogate PGNG headquarters. It should have quite a small staff with a natrow range
of strategic functions. It is also essentially temporary and, once the process of restructuring and
organizational change is complete, it should be dismantled, passing any remaining central government
gas sector interests back to direct state ownership.

4.141 It would also be desirable to establish two holding companies-one for the upstream and one
for the downstream in order to reinforce their separation at the earliest stage. With a need for a small
staff of 30 to 50 (including secretarial and administrative support) for each holding company, the creation
of two rather than one company should not be constrained by a lack of suitably skilled manpower.
Secondments from government administration (e.g., Ministries of Industry, Finance, Environmenal
Protection and Natural Resources) as well as appropriate senior management from PGNG itself should
provide the needed manpower.

4.142 The first major step in the restructuring strategy would be to Acap badge" PONG staff in
order to identify them with their new organizational units. In some cases there would be little change
(e.g., geophysics, regional transmission and distribution, manufacturing and construction); the major staff
movements are likely to be as follows:

From Warsaw head office (e.g., KDG), the Design/Planning office in Wroclaw, the regional
supply companies and possibly BUG Gazobudowa into a new national transmission company

* From Geonafta and the drilling companies (as well as the existing production companies) to
the new E&P enterprises

From various sourres into the new holding companies and regulatory bodies.

4.143 There may also be selective movement of individuals out of the Head Office to strengthen
senior management at the operating company level. At the same time measures will need to be taken to
address the most serious cases of overmanning.

4.144 Once the new staffing patterns have been established, work can begin to produce new
contracts for trading between the new units, even prior to corporatization. The principal "internal"
contracts will need to cover:

Sales of gas from the E&P companies to the national transmission company

Sales of gas from the national transmission company to the regional gas supply companies
(at the Bulk Supply Tariff)

The provision of services (seismic, well logging, drilling, equipment manufacturing nd
repair, etc.) from the ancillary companies to the core E&P and T&D.
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4.145 The first two categories are likely to be covered by long-term agreements with appropriate
mechanisms for quantity and price adjustments. Trading for the third category w uld ultimately take
place under case-by-case contracts, probably involving competitive bidding in some instances. In the
short term it may be appropriate to develop one-year "framework" agreements that provide general
guidance on commercial terms until management of both sets of companies gain experience negotiating
individual deals.

4.146 The next step will be to establish the new regulatory institutions, their terms of reference,
reporting mechanisms, and regulatory mechanisms. This will require legislation; the key elements will
be as follows:

Downstream price regulation, covering both the BST and final consumer prices
* Downstream safety, gas quality, and customer service standards
* JUpstream licensing and development approvals
* Upstream taxation

Specific application of health, safety, and environmental standards to the gas industry.

4.147 Once the new staffing, trading and regulatory arrangements are in place then restructuring
can move to corporatization. This would involve the transformation of the restructured enterprises within
PGNG into autonomous joint stock companies operating under company law but owned 100 percent by
the government through the relevant holding company. The recent Law on Privadzation would be one
method of effecting this transformation.

4.148 There should then be a period of operation of the new trading and regulatory relationships,
while under government ownership. At this stage it would still be relatively easy to adjust the trading
and regulatory regime in the light of experience while no nongovernmental interests are involved.

4.149 Phase 3: Ownership Change. It may well be that interest will be expressed by private
investors before phase 2 is completed. Once corporatization has taken place, the respective holding
companies will be free to become more proactive with regard to ownership change within the framework
of government policy on this issue. The scope for different kinds of new ownership will depend on the
financial and operational strengths of particular gas sector enterprises and the development, in the
meantime, of legal and institutional mechanisms (e.g., capital markets) appropriate to Polish private sector
investment.



5. PRICING

5.1 The recommended pricing strategy is based upon the following observations: present gas
prices are not high enough to sustain the development of the gas sector in Poland and do not reflect the
resource costs of obtaining and supplying gas; continuation of the present prices would require the
continuation of the present central government subsidy, the presence of which would reduce the badly
needed inceatives to increase efficiency; existence of a long-term subsidy would not be consistent with
the pattern of economic reforms envisaged by the government or with the objective of improving the
central government's own finances.

5.2 The institutional structure proposed for the gas industry determines what commercial
arrangements will be required for the purchase, sale, and transport of gas. Given the restructuring
proposals discussed in chapter 4 it follows that there must be separate tariffs for the purchase of gas from
producers, a tariff for the bulk supply or resale of gas, a transport tariff, and retail tariffs for the final
users. A key point in this structure is that there should be a separate transport tariff tbat does not conceal
the cost of transporting the gas within a single retail tariff. This separation is designed to encourage the
efficient allocation of resources by indicating the price for transport. In addition, it facilitates the
regulation of the natural monopoly position of the transport company.

5.3 The central principle of the recommended pricing strategy is that of marginal cost pricing.
There are of course financial and practical constraints that would make it impossible to set all prices
exactly equal to marginal costs, but the general approach of charging the marginal customer the extra cost
that their supply imposes on the gas system provides the correct signals for investment not only within
the gas industry, but also between industries where all industries follow competitive pricing strategies.

5.4 The structure of this chapter of the report is that the general principles of efficient pricing
are first discussed together with considerations of the methodology of applying such principles. The next
section examines the costs and other factors that a .^ -eded to construct an actual set of tariffs. The
recommended prices thus calculated are then compared with the values in other countries, and the effects
on individual and macroeconomic behavior are examined. The effect of the proposed tariffs on the
financial viability of the gas sector and the treatment of excess profits are then discussed. The problems
of transitional pricing, which are discussed in more detail in chapter S of this report, are considered along
with the implications of the pricing rules for the regulation of the industry.

Principles of Efficient Pricing

5.5 Prices play a crucial role in the allocation of resources (i.e., in determining the use of
resources for one purpose rather than another). In a market economy prices tend to move toward market
clearing levels and reflect the cost of producing the last unit of output and the price that the marginal
consumer is willing to pay. Tbis coincidence ensures that the industry is the correct size (i.e., that it does
not leave output too low at a level where some consumer would be willing to pay more for some extra
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item than it costs, nor too high where the price paid does not cover the cost of providing the last unit).
Application of this principle across all industries ensures that it is not possible to reallocate resources and
produce an increase in national output and welfare.

5.6 This "first best" pricing rule requires that certain conditions exist throughout the economy.
There must be competition in all markets so that no company can make excess profits-if a company
could make excess profits, then other companies would enter that market and eliminate such profits
through competition. This assumption in turn requires that no natural monopolies exist whose cost
advantage is such that no rival could threaten their excess profit. Were there to be such natural
monopolies, then for marginal cost pricing to be efficient, it would be necessary for the monopolies to
be regulated so that they set prices equal to their marginal costs, even though this does not maximize their
profits.

5.7 In addition to the requirement that all markets be priced at marginal costs, the optimum
competitive solution requires that no externalities be involved in the production or consumption of goods.
In addition to the standard cases of public goods and merit goods, which require government provision
financed through taxes, there is also the case where there is an externality that is susceptible to the price
system. Pollution is one of the most important examples-the output of an industry produces pollutants
that affect individuals who are not buying the product and hence whose welfare is not reflected in the
price set by the interaction of supply and demand. The market price does not take the welfare of this
group into account, which results in an overlarge production by this industry and a correspondingly too
small an output by other industries. Since the production and consumption of fuels are a major source
of the very high levels of pollution in Poland, concern for the environment means that this must be taken
into account when making plans for each fuel. Gas is generally the least polluting fuel so its use should
be encouraged while use of other fuels should be discouraged or prevented to reduce pollution. The
principles of optimal pricing need to be adjusted to take into account the marginal costs or benefits of
pollution. This issue is examined in chapter 6 of this report but the main conclusion is that the use of
sub: idies to encourage the use of gas relative to other fuels is not the best way to proceed. Not only
would this have a cost to the central government, it would also send the wrong message to the industries
that are causing the most pollution through the use of coal and heavy fuel oil. Only by taxing the
polluters, or requiring them to clean up their emissions, will the proper signals be given directly to those
for whom straight market pricing would produce too high a level of output.

5.8 The gas industry has an important monopoly element in the transportation sector. It would
be difficult and inefficient to attempt to introduce any competition into the transportation of gas.
Duplicating pipelines would merely result in raising the cost per unit transported since there are natural
economies of scale in pipelines. To satisfy the criteria for efficient pricing in the transportation of gas
it is not possible to rely on competitive forces to bring about prices equal to marginal costs. Instead the
sector must be regulated so that prices are set to equal the marginal costs of supplying customers. Such
prices will explicitly need to take into account marginal capital costs as well as variable costs, as will be
explained below. If this framework is adopted then it is possible for the sector to have both efficient
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prices and financial viability, which would ensure revenue sufficient to cover operating costs and the costs
of investments necessary to maintain supplies.

5.9 Financial viability is a primary requirement in determining the level of gas tariffs. If the
prices and tariffs based on marginal costs yield insufficient ro- renue to cover the actual accounting costs
of enterprises in the gas sector then some tariff components would need to te increased to obtain the
additional revenue (the case of excess revenue is discussed below). The choice of which element to
increase should, if possible, be based on criteria that are economically efficient and hence that have the
least effect on the pattern of demand. This probably can be done most simply by altering the fixed
component of a tariff. There may be considerations of income distribution that affect the government's
attitude toward pricing but from the point of view of industrial performance it is better if the correct price
signals are maintained and help is given to target groups through income subsidies rather than through
subsidized prices on certain commodities.

5.10 In choosing the optimal approach to pricing it is important to recognize that the appropriate
marginal costs are the total increment in costs of increasing the supply by one more unit. Such costs will
include the cost of incremental capital as well as the cost of the extra gas itself. If the system has been
optimzed to meet a given demand (which may involve a given degree of slack) then when demand is
increased by one unit, more output would be required, which in turn would require additional investment.
The industry would voluntarily supply the extra amount of investment only if the consumer is willing to
pay enough to cover all these costs. If there were a shortfatl the government could finance the extra
investment through taxation, which would mean taking resources away from sectors where prices did
cover costs in order to increase the output of an industry where prices did not cover costs. Since prices
represent value to a consumer in a market economy, such a procedure would produce an output of lower
total valuation. In short the marginal costs of nongas supply (the investment costs) provide the correct
signals for making decisions about whether it is worthwhile to increase the capacity of the system. For
the gas itself, the appropriate measure of marginal cost is the cost to the supplier of acquiring incremental
quantities of gas for resale. Often, but not always, this will be the price at which the gas is purchased.
The details of this are covered below. When supply is rationed so that there is unsatisfied demand at a
price that covers all the costs of supply (e.g., were imports of gas at world market prices from Russia
to be limited for some reason) then the price should reflect the value consumers place on the goods.
Prices should be allowed to rise until there is no excess demtad. The excess profit (economic rent) can
be secured by the government by taxation for the benefit of society as a whole, since the industry does
not need this extra amount in order to make the optimal investment decisions.

5.11 The application of strict marginal cost pricing also implies tariffs that distinguish the various
aspects of supply itself. For example, the cost of supplying a consumer has three main components: the
costs of metering and collecting payment, which are largely independent of the amount or nature of the
supply of gas; the costs of mainining sufficient supply in the pipes to the consumer's premises, which
can be linked to the peak requirements of the consumer; and the purchase or productio-n cost of the gas
itself. Changes in the pattern of demand affect these components in different ways so that the best pricing
approach would be a multipart tariff with a fixed component and a variable component.
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5.12 This example also serves to show why the optimal pricing strategy should not be a cost-plus
determined price. A cost-plus price, which is an average cost plus a margin, although simple to operate,
does not assign costs correctdy between categories of customer. Because efficient resource allocation
requires that costs be correcdy assigned, it is important to set the structure as well as the general level
of tadffs correctly.

5.13 If an industry is competitive and there are no extensive economies of scale then competition
will tend to bring about prices that are equal to marginal costs. Any firm that does not set prices so that
they reflect costs will find that it is forgoing profits and that its rivals will be more successful. In such
a case there would be no need to prescribe the tariffs because the market would bring them about.
Moreover there would be a strong incentive to become more efficient and reduce the costs to increase
profits. In the absence of competiton, for example where there is a natural monopoly, not only is there
less incentive to improve technical efficiency, but also the level of prices set will not reflect marginal
costs unless the industry is regulated. Economic analysis shows that unregulated monopolies, seeking
the maximum profit, tend t restrict output by raising prices above tle marginal cost level. This results
in a misallocation of resources among industries-resources could be bid away from other industries,
where the pric) paid for the goods they produce just covers their cost, and diverted into the monopoly
industry, which produces an output valued at more than the marginal cost of the same resource unit. As
a result of this potential misallocaion, brought about by the presence of the natural monopoly, rules for
regulating the price and output of the firm must be determined, while at the same time maintaining the
maximum incentive for the managers of the firm to improve its performance.

Application of Efficient Pricing Theory to the Polish Gas Sector

5.14 Although the ideal solution is to price at marginal costs, this is not always a practical solution
if there are no data available upon which to estimate the costs of supplying extra units of gas at the level
of output taken as the target for the industry. The best method is to base estimates of marginal cost on
such data as is available (PNG's recorded costs) and to check these against Western European
experience. Tbus, each link in the chain of the proposed restructured Polish gas industry is examined
in this report.

.15 Purchase of Gas Supplies from Produce". PGNG, at present and in the future, will
import most of its gas and will obtain some from domestic suppliers. The imported gas will be obtained
at something like a world market price, the details depending on the form of future Regotiations with
Russia and the availability of alternative supplies. Such supplies are likely to lack quantity flexibility,
judging by present contracts, so that domestic supplies are likely to be much more variable. Domestic
supplies will be provided mainly in the peak season (i.e., they will be the equivalent of marginal storage
fields for the support of the winter seasonal load). Domestic producers not only should receive a
(variable) component equivalent to the price of the alternative supply (import price) but also a fixed
margin equal to the inventory charge for holding supply ready to meet the winter peak. This scheme
ensures that domestic producers have the maximum incentive, consistent with economic efficiency, to
develop and maintain supplies. They will produce and sell to PGNG if the marginal cost of production
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is below the market price of imports. If the supply of imported gas is not rationed this provides the
necessary competitive pressure to encourage the domestic private production sector to price optimally and
to cut costs, provided that the private industry is attempting to maximize profits. If there were a reason
why this sector did not wish to maximize profits, then the price might need to be regulated so at least the
correct signal for future investment would be generated. The production sector appears to be the sector
with the greatest inefficiW, 1 . estern standards and therefore the one where the most severe
adjustment is required. The setting of alterative goals, such as a limit to the speed of adjustment in
order to avoid massive redundancies early on in the restructuring, weakens the desire to maximize profits
and hence may affect the tendency to set the optimal prices for investment and resource allocation.

5.16 Transport Tariff. Gas transport is a natural monopoly that results from the scale economies
of larger pipe diameters and the geographically fixed nature of the transport technology. Hence, left to
itself, this sector would not develop a competitive Sructure or competitive pricing. An unregulated
monopoly seller has an interest to restrict output by raising prices above marginal costs. To ensure that
the optimal pricing is followed it is necessary to regulate this sector and to do this effectively it must be
possible t identify the price charged for the transportation of gas. For large industrial customers and
the Local Distribution C,mpanies (LDC) the economic infrastructure for separate metering is already in
place and the demands are sufficiendy great that it is both practical and desirable to design separate tariff
scheules. The firm transport tariff should consist of two components: a capacwky component and a usage
component. The usage component should reflect the amount of gas purchased and would relate to short-
rn operating costs. The capacity component should reflect expenses such as capital expansion and/or
replacement that are marginal in the long run. "he determining factor is that the system is built to reflect
peak usage since there is little domestic storage. In this case the principle is that where the same capacity
is used by all customers, fixed transport capacity costs should be attributed to customers based on their
utilization of the pipeline at the pealc (peak ustmers should bear all the capacity costs and none shoAjld
be borne by off-peak custmers). The most convenient measure of peak usage is the daily equivalent of
the sum of the "annual" and "seasonal" supply nominations. Following the same principle the marginal
transport cost for "interruptible customers is only the variable transport cost.

5.17 Resale of Gas from the Transport Company to arge Industrial and LDC Users. Most
gas will be imported and the price is likely to vary, perhaps being indexed to the world oil price. PGNG
should be able to pass on gas cost changes fully without altering the transport cost component. It is also
desirable that if it is necessary to contract for a year at a time for gas supplies, then the large industrial
companies and LDCs should also nominate (specify) their requirements for a year, in a way that
corresponds to the arrangemts for contracting for supplies.

5.18 Retl Sale of Gas to Customers of LDCs. Considerations for the retait sale of gas to
customers of LDCs are similar to those for the transport of gas at the national level. Individual users face
both marginal capacity costs and marginal usage costs. The capacity costs include the cost of installing
and reading a meter, rendering bills for service and mainenance of the meter and customer connection,
and the costs of the distibution facitlities. The marginal commodity cost is the cost of providing the gas
at different times of the year. Since gas costs are likely to be higher in the winter, reflecting the need
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to use more domestic supplies that are compensated for by the storage factor, the marginal cost Is also
seasonal. It bas been common not to assess LDC customers for a capacity charge; instead, a declining
block tariff has been used, with the second block reflecting the short-run marginal commodity cost.
Here, a capacity charge is recommended because it shows most clearly the nature of the nonusage costs.

Link Between Theoretical and Practical Pricing

5.19 The gas purchase tariff must reflect Table V-1: Gas Purchase Tariffs (imports at
the price of imported supplies and also include a $80/1m3

storage charge for domestic supplies when these
are used to meet peakl winter demands. Since the ,_ ___

Polish gas sector uses several varieties of gas, Tiu IMfNG LVMU Cob
which differ substantially in calorific value, it is
recommended that the tariff scheme equate prices uk p (zkKy1l,000m) 760,000 481,900 380,000

on a calorific basis (the lower volume used by V,ruO, hok s p 170,100 107,900 8S,000

higher calorific gas is countered by the fact that
such gas is shipped greater distances while no
allowance is suggested for distance at present).
Because there are no appropriate data available
for assessing the seasonal holding charge on Polish gas, a figure, based on U.S. experience, of $15.18
per cubic meter of seasonal nominations is chosen. At the same time Jt is assumed, for illustrative
purposes, that the import price of gas will be $80 per cubic meter. The full set of the associate tariffs
for the purchase of gas from the domestic suppliers is given in Table V-1.

5.20 The transport company should sell gas to its customers using a bulk supply tariff for the cost
of the gas itself in order to recoup the costs of purchasing the gas from the exporter or the domestic
production company. The key feaure here is that the supplies of imported gas are not flexible, hence
a system is needed that ensures that the amount purchased by the gas supply companies is taken by the
users of gas. The method suggested is for firm customers to nominate (specify) the amount of gas they
wish to purchase on a consistent daily basis and pay the bulk supplv tariff when purchasing this annual
contract quantity. In return they would be guaranteed 1/365 of this quantity every day (assuming that
the import contract is on a yearly basis). Annual nominations force customers that want high-volume
firm deliveries to pay for their minimum deliveries whether they take them or n',t, so by tking the
nominated amount they receive the lowest per unit price of gas (the import price). Similarly, firm
customers also nominate quantities for specific seasons-if the "winter" season is defined as six months,
then they are guaranteed up to 1/180 of their seasonal quantity every day. The charge for the unit of
seasonal gas would equal the import price plus the seasonal holding charge. Again, by taking the full
amount nominated, the buyer minimizes the per unit cost. The bulk supply tariff is the same as the gas
purchase tariff in Table V-1; it is the amount per unit nominated for flrm supply. Customers that do not
need firm supplies prefer to have interruptible contracts. Because there are no long-term obligations to
such customers they should not be charged any capital costs, and it is recommended that sales of
interruptible gas be based on individual negotiations, subject to generl regulatory oversight.
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5.21 It is recommended that Table V-2: Transport Tariff (zlotys)
the costs of the transport of gas be
covered by a two-part tariff. The l
fist part is a capacity charge to cover Tolf

the fixed costs, and this allocates POfd, HMNG LMNG C

fixed costs to customers on the basis
of their reserved share of peak Monty demand charge r-
capacity (whether or not they actually unit of pak capacity 4,004,000 2,539,000 2,002,000

use it). The fixed transport charge is Volunieo chatp per 31,00 19,700 15,60

based on the annual transport _ubl _______31_100 _19_700_1___00

expenditures contained in the
proposed investment plan plus a
return on existing assets plus current estimates of overhead costs such as materials and labor. The
estimated figures are based on 1989 peak deliveries; in the future actual nominations will be available.
The second part of the tariff is a volumetric charge that recovers the variable transport costs (e.g.,
compressor fuel). Again basing the calculation on 1990 costs and 1989 deliveries the transport tariff can
be calculated. The estimated values are shown in Table V-2.

5.22 At this stage it is recommended that tariffs should not be related to distance of transport even
though the ca,sts of transport increase with distance. This is for reasons of simplicity because the gas
flows are often compilicated and at present there is no way to monitor these distances. Interruptible
customers will agait be charged only the volumetric part of the tariff.

5.23 It is recommended that the retail tariff structure distinguish four groups of customers-
residenial, commercial and small industrial, large industrial, and district heating. The industrial
customers have already been taken into account through the bulk supply and transport tariffs. For the
smaller retail customers a two-part firm tariff is recommended. The first part would be a monthly
demand charge that varies by customer class. Every customer in the same class would pay the same
monthly charge while they remain connected to the system. This charge would cover various fixed
expenses: annual customer charges such as billing and meter maintenance; fixed distribution expenses and
fixed transport charges incurred by the LDCs. Although setting only four separate sets of tariffs woi :d
mean that not every individual would pay their exact marginal cost, it is necessary, for the sake of
simplicity, that only a few sets be used. With more information on customer types (e.g., by region) a
more varied set of tariffs could emerge. The total fixed charge is calculated by adding together the sum
of the proposed investments, a return on the existing assets, and 1990 estimates of overhead costs. Per
customer retail demand charges were computed by dividing these expenses by weighted customer totals.
The weights ensure that each customer class receives a share of total costs propdtional to its wutlization

of the distribution system. The second part of the tariff is a variable charge based on the actual amount
of gas used and would have separate winter and summer prices. The summer price would include the
variable distribution cost, the variable transport cost, and the annual gas price. The winter charge would
in addition include the storagebased holding charge. Residential customers should be subdivided into
space-heating and non-space-heating customers. Because of the large number of meters and the
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infrequency of meter reading, these customers would pay the same vaiable charge all year. With regard
to connectng potential non-space-heating customers-who would use gas only for cooking-the gas
compjany would have to consider whedher it is economically feasible to make the investment in the
distribution system and to undertakdng the operating expenses for the relatively small amount of gas (150
cubic meters) such customers would consume. The costs and proposed tariff for the residential sector
thus must be carefilly analyzed to avoid penetration into an economic environment not viable for the
company. Table V-3 shows the recommended retail tariffs for LDC customers.

Table V-3: Retail Tariffs for Local Distribution Company (LDC) Customers

M*AIflXd &Uw VwaL IWsri
S4*Wo dhee(rwp cAa.p)d e WAovphM chawe (1okeAn)

Cooking/water heating 35,900 922 922

Spaceheatfng 282,400 922 922

Comzneial/a wuznal llsy 212,800 864 950

Dbtso heating 9,250,300 864 950

LOW Me_e M

Cooking 35,900 S84 584

SPa"e atin 282,400 54 S84

Comm_ca 212,800 S48 602

Diuri heaing 9,250,300 548 602

cowe

Cooking 35,900 461 461

SPc MeaOWnS 2400 461 461

Commeracil 212,800 432 475

Diuk heating 9,250,300 432 475

Town Gas

Cooking 35,900 427 427

Space headtg 282,400 427 427

Commercial 212,800 400 440

Ditik heating 9,250,300 400 440
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5.24 These tariffs are applied to representative units to obtain the expenditure under the proposed
scheme and the expenditure that would be incurred under the existing scheme. It is assumed that
customers made the following purchases of gas per year: residential cooking and water heating, 800 cubic
meters; residential space heading, 4,500 cubic meters; commercial and small industrial, 3,300 cubic
nmters; and nonlimited industrial, 549,000 cubic meters. The results are shown in Table V4.

Table V-4: Average Total Annual Bills for High-methane Natural Gas Customers (zlotys)

ed d g &9MWer wale WRer sw*ble TOW
CZ= of cwtomr (ON) IJ, * ) chrge (oty) WV

Thdng 24,000 17,250 17,20 58500

Propoed 430,800 69,150 69,1S0 569,100

Diffirence () 1,695 301 301 873

stlyn 24,000 92,000 92,000 208,000

Proposed 430,800 368,800 368,800 1,168,400

Differeno (56) 1,695 301 301 462

E4sdi_g 36,000 258,750 776,250 1,071,000

Proposed 3,388,800 1,037,250 3,111,750 7,537,800

Diffeence(%) 9,313 301 301 C04

Ebiding 50,400 777,000 1,540,000 2,360,400

Ptoposed 2,553,600 950,400 2,090,000 5,594,000

Difference (X) 4,967 23 36 137

EB"dung 142,135,000 76,767,480 203,842,560 420,745,040

Proposed 422,800,000 1S6,384,000 349,600,0V0 928,784,000

Difference (%) 197 109 72 121
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5.25 The tariffs and average expenditure shown in Table V-3 and Table V.4 are for large limited
industrial companies with meters and devices for recording hourly flow. Companies that are nonlimited
and whose usage is measured solely by meters should be charged in a different way. There should be
a two-part tariff with a fee for each unit of daily capacity as determined by the size of the meter. The
variable charge would be the variable charge faced by residential and commercial retail customers. The
retail tariff for large industrial nonlimited customers is shown in Table V-S.

5.26 The tariff scheme proposed is likely Table V-5: Tariffs for Large Industrial LDC
to encourage nonlimited industrial companies to Customers (zlotys/m)
request flow meters so that they can receive the
lower transport and bulk supply tariff offered to MoWU Sba.me WiWter

limited customers. The reason for this lower vfd vaAl vadabk
charge is that existing limited customers do not cwue cAae cdace

utilize distribution facilities. Any retai industri Fuc( (51001) (zlO) (loys)

customer wishing to bypass its distribution
company should pay for the interconnection with
the transport pipeline. Low m 7,660 548 602

Coke 6,039 432 475

5.27 Therestructuringproposalspresented Town S 5,598 400 440

in chapter 4 recommended that LDCs should
operate the town gas networks. Accordingly it is
proposed that town gas customers should pay the
general retail price, and this has been
incorporated in the above calculations.

5.28 The tariffs proposed above would produce large percentage increases in gas prices if they
were introduced immediately. The issue of transition is discussed in the last section of this chapter, but
it is useful to compare these prices, as possible long-run targets, with the levels of current prices in other
countries. Average prices are determined by the individual tariffs and by the pattern of gas consumption.
Exchange rate variations also make exact comparisons difficult. The comparisons given here are
indicative rather than a precise guide.

5.29 Table V-6 shows delivered prices (1988) before tax for six European OECD countries for
industrial consumers, power generation, and for households.

5.30 These tariffs are to be compared with the proposed values for Poland, which, weighted by
the present structure of consumption, would produce an average price for industry of $110 per 1,000
cubic meters at an import gas price of $80 ($135 at an import price of $100). Proposed prices for
households would range between $210 and $235 in these two scenarios. The proposed household price
is certainly likely to be lower than that in Western Europe despite the very large percentage rise shown
in Table V4.
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Table V-6: Delivered Natural Gas Prices in
5.31 When compared to economic costs Seleted OECD Countries before Tax
(usually based on border krices), energy prices in (US$/1,000m)
Poland are too low. Furthermore relative prices
do not reflect the relative costs of the delivery of
different fuels to the consumer. A comparison of In t PowrHouuholds

relative prices for industrial and household
consumers in Poland and in the OECD countries is 105 85 265

shown in Table V-7. It shows that for industry the F 122 NA 331

prices of other fuels relative to steam coal are ermany (FRO) 122 114 254

higher than in Western Europe, with coal being lJy 82 59 338

underpriced. In the electricity and gas sectors the N.hedads 149 NA 215

relatively high prices for industrial consumers are
used to cross-subsidize prices for households with Ud Kingdom NA 210 230

the result that the relative prices of these fuels are WEIGHTED AVAGE 116 117 272

lower than in Western Europe. This shows why
the figures reported in Table V4 show the largest
percentage rises for households. (It should be
noted that these relative price figures for Poland were calculated for the situation after July 1990 when
there were substantial increases in the prices of electricity and gas to households).

5.32 The revised tariffs will raise the expenditure on gas, and increases in other fuel prices will
produce an overall increase in the share of the household budget used to purchase fuel. However, tl-e
share of household expenditure on gas is low, around 0.5 percent, and thus the substantial increases in
tariffs will have only a modest impact on the total cost of living. Households using gas only for cooking,
where the current bill is 0.4 percent of the existing average wage, will not be much affected. Households
the. also use gas for water heating
would find that their total payments Table V-7: Relative Fuel Prices in Poland and in the OECD
for gas would rise to between 6 and 8 Countries (Price of 1 GJ of Steam Coal for Power Plants = 1)
percent of the present average wage. 
This impact would be modified if hiduatry Household

they economized on the use of gas. O OECD
Households that use gas for space
heating would face the largest
increases. The current gas heating Steam coa 1. 1.1 1. 3.7

costs of 8.5 percent of the average Iaigi 2.5 1.4 NA 2.9

wage would rise to about 50 percent Natural gas 3.2 1 f 1.4 3.2

of the average wage. There are only wed&cty 10.3 8.3 11.0

350,000 households that use gas for
space heating and these are usually
high-income single families with high Nowe: Th us of healn oil in Pohnd as a household fi.l is negligible.

per capita housing space, for whom
the costs would be a lower proportion
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of their income. They would be able to minimize the increase in their costs by heating a smaller part of
their total housing space. At present the average consumption of households with gas space heating is
higher in Poland (4,000 to 4,500 cubic meters) than in Western Europe (3,200 cubic meters), which
suggests that despite the climatic differences, the very low price of gas encourages an unnecessarily high
use of gas for space heating.

5.33 There may be households for whom the rise in gas costs would be very severe, particularly
during the period of transition of the economy. If it is necessary to protect these people, it would be best
to do so either by an income subsidy or by a subsidy to help with the fixed costs of the tariff. It is
important not to subsidize operating costs because such an action would send the incorrect signals for the
demand and supply of gas.

5.34 Becaue gas is used as an input to many economic sectors, the proposed increase in gas
prices will be passed on in the prices of other products. The total effect on prices can be analyzed by
using the pricing impact model developed within the UNDP/World Bank Project on Energy Planig.
In the short term it is assumed that the price changes do not bring about substitution between production
factors or between fuels. In the longer run in a market economy firms will substitute away from higher
price factors and this will reduce the impact on inflation. The possibility that wages adjust fully to the
higher prices (thus forcing up labor costs and prices still firther) and that the exchange rate adjusts to
offset the loss of competitiveness of exports (thus
Increasing inflation via a higher price of impos) Table V48 Inflationary Impact of Gas Price
can also be taken into account. The results are I nary (mCanGe)
shown in Table V-8 for the higher border price of Incres (% Change)
gas. L

w _ Yes No Yes No

5.35 The figures in Table V-8 represent g.z.weaij No No Yes Yes

the highest case-the highest likely border price co|me pricd 4.2 2.4 S.1 2.8

of gas is used and no substitution between factors
or fuels is allowed. It is also assumed that prices - 2 32 9.1 6.6

are fully passed on while in a competitive
environment strong competition from imports wil
reduce this effect. Only if increases in energy prices were used as an excuse for uncontrolled price
increases (as in 1988) or for a substantial increase in real wages (as in 1989) would the effect on the rate
of inflation be large.

Financial Viability of the Gas Sector

5.36 The tariff proposals set out were designed to ensure that each sector is able to finance the
costs of continuing in operation, including the replacement of existing capacity and investment in new
capacity. Individual companies engaged in transportation and distribution may experience poorer than
expected results, or even experience losses, over short periods, for at least three reasons. The first
reason is that actual costs may be higher than the anticipated costs at the time the tariffs were actually
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set. The second reason is that prices may be subject to regulatory controls that assume cost and
efficiency levels for the sectr that it is unable to achieve. The third reason Is that demand may fall
below the level expected so that revenue suffers. It is important to organize the companies so that they
can deal with these flucuations, which are likely to become less severe as more experience is gained of
the free market behavior of consumers and of the firms themselves. In the production sector, where
exploration is by its natre risly, there will certainly be the possibility for losses although companies
would expect to make a larger margin on capital to compensate them for the risks. The involvement of
foreign companies in this sector would also help to spread such risks.

5.37 The effect on publi fimances begins with the presumption that initially the component parts
of the Polish gas sector are publicly owned. This would be followed by a sequenti privatization after
restructuring has taken place. The requirement that the sector be self financing, even though the actual
conditions for imports are still uncertain, means that there is unlikely to be a net transfer of fimds from
the treasury. On the contrary, through txation and the sale of assets and companies, there should be a
return of fimds to the treasury.

5.38 The issue of taxation to acquire excess profits for the Polish people occurs only after
privatization, and interacts with the success of privatization, since excessive taxation would reduce the
interest of any potential buyer. There are two major sources of "economic rent" (profits greater than
those needed in order to keep the business running efficiendy) in the Polisb gas sector. The first is the
rent that would accrue to any domestic gas producer whose costs are less than the domestic gas purchase
tariff. The second is that which may accrue to the LDCs or the transport company if price rationing were
used to alleviate problems relating to shortages and excess demand. It is preferable to let any such rents
accrue to the transport company since it avoids treaing the various LDCs differeny and it also gives the
government a better oppornity to secure the rent.

5.39 The government can also raise large funds by committing to the gas service prices in excess
of costs and then selling the assets at the higher values that would result (which is in effect an indirect
tax on gas consumption). An alternative way to achieve the same end would be to burden the new
company wit a debt, interest on which is payable to the govnment. The extra cost of the debt would
be reflected in higher gas prices. The offset to these possibilities, which are not justified in resource
allocation or efficiency terms, would be the higher level of inflation that would result. Also, given that
it is desirable to encourage the use of gas becuse it causes less pollution, unnecessarily high prices would
have undesirable side effects oni the environment.

Taxation

5.40 It is assumed that the gas sector would be subject to the same forms of general taxation on
profits, Income, and employment as other sectrs of the Polish economy. The purpose of this section
is to consider whether there are any grounds for additional taxes specific to the gas sector.
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5.41 Economic rents (profits in excess of those needed to provide the incentives for production)
can arise with the production and sale of a natural resource. The major example is the Polish gas
deposits that the state as owner appropriates. Rents also arise due to the presence of monopoly power
as in the case of the transportation and distribution networks. These rents can either be allowed to
materialize through earning excess profits or else the government can suppress them through regulation.
The former also would distort the efficient pricing and allocation of resources and there is also a tendency
to try to conceal such profits by inflating staff and other costs. The regulation of such cases is discussed
below.

5.42 There are several alternative ways to attempt to capture the economic rent from exploration
and production. The simplest approach is to auction the rights to explore and produce on a field-by-field
basis. Participants would estimate their costs and likely benefits and these would determine the maximum
they would be prepared to bid (which would equal the rent they would expect to receive from the field).
Such an arrangement would result in the government obtaining all the rent while not interfering with the
incentives to produce efficiently. The effectiveness of such a scheme is reduced if the companies'
expectations are incorrect (they might bid less than the actual rent) or if they use a very short time
horizon to obtain quick profits (thus placing heavy weight on early production from the field). Bidders
may also anticipate that the government would change the regulatory and tax system if the exploration
turned out to be very successful, or if the price of gas were to rise sharply. In such a case they would
underbid even if the government had no intention of altering the system. If the price did rise sharply,
then the unforeseen profits earned by the company would be a target for the government.

5.43 The first alternative or supplementary approach to an auction scheme is the use of joint
ventures (assuming that the public sector would be less efficient than a private firm in exploration and
production). This spreads the risk and may encourage more investment, but it does not allow all of the
rent to be captured. Additional financial instruments would be required to attempt to capture all the rent.

5.44 One method for capturing the rent is a revenue tax (which could be progressive to reflect
the fact that rent tends to be larger on larger fields). If a field turns out to be more productive than
expected or if prices rise unexpectedly, then the tax captures a share of this extra rent. The disadvantages
of revenue taxes are that (a) they distort the marginal incentive to produce (and would distort the bidding
if used in conjunction with an auction system), (b) they do not remove the burden of risk from the
company, and (c) they ignore cost conditions and by averaging they risk the nonexploitation of reserves
that could be brought to the market at lower cost than imported gas.

5.45 A more desirable form of tax would be a profit tax since this is affected by cost conditions
and is targeted on the economic rent itself. However, it also suffers from the disadvantage of not being
field specific and it will only capture part of the rent from an unexpected rise in prices. Finally there
is an incentive for the firm to inflate its costs in order to reduce stated profits. If profits taxes are to be
used to supplement the auction system then it is preferable that they be progressive with the lowest rate
at zero so that the incentive to supply incremental gas is not weakened. The highest rate should not be
such that when combined with the general corporate tax, incentives were severely weakened.
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Regulation

5.46 The nature of the downstream gas industry is such that there is inevitably a degree of
monopoly power in the transmission system and loCal monopoly power in the local distribution system.
There is no way in which either of these markets can be made directly competitive. Hence if they are
to be returned to the private sector it is necessary to ensure that their behavior does not result in a
misallocation of resources. Hence a regulatory authority is needed with legal powers to control the
actons of these sectors.

5.47 It is recommended that there be only a single regulatory authority for the gas sector. This
would promote consistency in dealing with the various LDCs and also allow the introduction of
comparative competidon by some form of 'yardstick" regulation if so desired. Whether the same
regulatory authority should cover the entire fuel sector is more complex, although a shortage of skilled
resources, particularly in the immediate future, would support such a point of view.

5.48 The object of a regulatory authority is to ensure that the regulated firm behaves as if it were
operating in a competitive environment. This requires a balance between incentives for the firm to
produce efficiently and the need to protect consumers from unnecessarily high prices. It is also important
to make sure that the quality of service (e.g., speed of connection, customer complaint mechanisms) does
not deteriorate and to prevent the firm from disciminating between different customers (e.g., buying gas
at a lower price from low-cost producers than from high-cost producers).

5.49 The most important constraint preventing the regulatory authority from carrying out this
program is the availability of information. Without detailed knowledge of a firm's practices, the
regulatory authority cannot properly assess a firm's claim that high prices are needed to generate enough
profits given the (possibly) inflated cost levels. It is also necessary, for regulation to be successful in the
long run, that the actions of the regulator be set by predetermined rules. If the regulator can change the
rules for intervention whenever it pleases, then the incentive for the firm would be much reduced-for
example, innovation or cost-cutting plans would lose their appeal if the reguiator could change the rules
to absorb any resulting profits.

5.50 Legislation is required to provide the regulatory body with enough powers to carry out its
duties, but fist it is necessary to define what these duties are, in terms of the protection of the consumer
and the ability of the regulated firm to earn enough profit to finance its business.

5.51 The principle object of the regulator will be some form of price control. However, the
regulator will not have enough information to know exacty what the price should be. Knowledge of the
profit level will not be adequate becase managers can conceal overhigh prices by inflating their costs
by, for example, paying themselves and their staff larger salaries, increasing staff benefits, and so on.

5.52 One method of price confrol is through "cost of service' or "rate of return" regulation. This
allows firms to set prices, which for their given costs yield a specified return on investment capital. The
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parties can determine together acceptable levels of costs, the value of capital assets, and the appropriate
rate of return. This system ensures the financial viability of the regulated firm. The main disadvan'ige
of this approach is that it offers little uncentive to the firm to cut its costs because any such gairz are
retained by the firm only for a short period, depending on the length of the regulatory review. It also
encourages overcapitalization because it is only by increasing the capital base that a greater total profit
can be sustained in the long run.

5.53 The alternative method of regulation removes the dependence of prices on costs and the size
of assets by imposing a 'cap" on prices. Ihis gives the firm every incentive to innovate and to improve
efficiency because it can retain the profits. The difficulty with this method is to choose a price cap that
will allow the firm to earn normal, but not excess, profits. Changing circumstances also need to be taken
into account. This can be allowed for by permitting the price cap to change in line with the cost of
cerain pre-specified items. In the context of the transport and distribution companies price caps should
be adjusted in line with the general level of retail prices and changes in the Input cost of gas. It is also
necessary to periodically review and adjust the price cap on the basis of identifiable costs, which will
inevitably involve consideration of the rate of return. Hence the price cap has some of the elements of
"rate of return" regulation with a longer (and pre-specified) regulatory lag, which might be every three
or five years under normal circumstances.

5.54 In the case of distribution companies, once they have been established as separate private
entities, it would be possible to use "yardstick" competition (i.e., each firm would be required to match
the achievements of the rest of the industry).

5.55 It is important for the regulatory body also to preserve the quality of service. Firms subject
to price cap regulation have a natural tendency to lower unit costs by lowering the quality of service
(since they cannot benefit from improved services by raising prices to the levels that consumers would
be willing to pay), to increase profits. The regulatory authority must be able to monitor various aspects
of service (e.g., the speed of connection, the number of customer complaints) and must have the power
to "punish" the firm through adjustments to the price cap if there is a marked deterioration in the quality
of service.

5.56 The ability of the regulatory authority to increase efficiency by encouraging competition is
rather limited in the gas sector, although there may be opportunities to allow large firms to buy gas
directly from the transportation company, which would put pressure on the distribution companies to keep
prices low enough so that this is not an attractive option.

5.57 Diminaion by undue preference toward producers or industrial customers should be
explicitly prohibited in the firms' licenses, and at the same time it should be the duty of the regulator to
curb any such practice. To do so the regulator must have the powers to obtain and verify the information
possessed by the companies.
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5.58 Reguatd finms that also cany out ucngulatd business presen a pea & difficulty because
of the possibility of cromsubsidization. Ovedieads and ot typ of capital expenditure may be
appropiated to the regulated business in order to justif ina its prices. It is important that the
egulaor have sufficient power to cc the allocatian of such coo betwee tho vaous pats of dte
finn's busines.

5.59 A set of dtiled pr.-posals for the formal duties and powen of the ga reglatoy authority
is set out in appendix A, and a set of _wuaoty infomation rirments are set out appendix B.

Transitional Arrangements

3.60 The priing discussion indicates that ther ar two distinct phases in he tuaition. Fir there
is the phase of restructuring and the move to efficient pricing by the publicly owned gas companies. The
tarffs discussed above are viewed as the ptices that publicly owmnd companies should chare in otder to
obtain the maamum economic efficiency. Te pnces will also provide a srting point for the
ecmpanies once they are pivatiued. e shoter the peiod of public owneship, the less time is availale
to adjust prices to these ide levels. Ie expenence gained in using and setting these tarff stucres is
likely to be import becas this will be carried over to the private sector and the market-orieted
raoi undedying them (e.g., bsurng that capital cos are propedy tkn into account) wil be needed
at ta stage.

5.61 Once the compaes have been pnvadzod e thee tariff schedules will not be operative,
although the gener principles of two-pt picig could be etaied by legislation. Ihe various LDCs
will raduay set dffern pries so that an important part of the second tnition during the early yeas
of private ownership would be to ensure that regional pices did not divere to an wuceptable degree.

5.62 More difficult issues for the firt transition period, wben prices are rised toward efficient
levels, occur in the macroec'omic context The price increae will have an impact on the rate of
inflation, which may be reflected in higher wage claims. It is important to recognz tat the altemaive
of not raising final gas prices, when the price of imported gas has isen, would require a govemment
subsidy, and that the associated fiscal deficit would also stimulae infion. The parllel case of coal will
be important, since the more rapidly coal prices are allowed to rse toward border pries the easier it will
be to do the same for gas.



6. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE GAS DEVELOPMENT PLAN

6.1 The Gas Development Plan is ntmaely tied to concems about the environment in Poland.
Pollution levels in Poland an exceptionally high and much of this is due to the nature of the fuels used
and their associad tchologies. In plaing for the future, it is imporant to make allowmes for the
positive eftct te use of gas will bave on pollution. Where dirct economic benefits are not strong
enough to use gas to replace other fuels, it may stil be best to encourage the use of gas because of the
reduction in pollution that would mult.

62 To howwtat it is desble to encouage the use of gas beyond the point where a direct
competitive maket would lead, it is necessy to establish the fac about the lls of pollutamts in Poland
and to link ths to the output of differet fiels. It is then possible to esmae the polution levels that
would ocur if gas wereallowed to te up its efiw mark position. Although thismayreslt in a
major drop in polution levels, the total poluion level may still be above the acceptable theshold. In
such a case it is posible to find the least cost ways to reduce pollution still fiuther by encouraging the
use of gs for applications where it would not pen e if left to market forces.

63 This cpt b s wih a brief oudine of the pattem of energy supply and use in Poland.
From this pattem emerges a picture of the emissions of vaious pollutants. Te next step is to review the
likely pollution levels th will occur if tie Gas Development Pla is arried out and oter fuels adjust
in a similar way to fiee muaret conditions. Following this a methodology to assign values to the

;envinmental benefits assoited with gas use is desctited so that a comparison of the direct costs of
extra as use and the extma benefits of the asod ed pollution reduction can be made.

Energy and Pollution In Poland

6.4 Poland has a high eney intensity but this does not represent a profligate way of life-the
primay enery use per capita was comparable with that for Westen Europe in 1990. However, the ratio
of primary energy use to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was excio nally high (almost 0.8 tonnes of oil
equivalent [toe] per$1,000 compared with 0.4 toe per $1,000 in Westem Europe). This is lagely because
coal is used in energy intensive industries such as power generation, steel and engiering and for space
heng by consmers (coal acounts for pp ely 75 percet of all primaiy energy). This coal-
dominamed eney supply has changed little in the last decde and Poland st has one of the word's most

economies.

6S5 Te oad used in the power and hsectors is of poor quality, which result in emissions of
lare quanities of dust and aes into te atmosphere. he coal has a high ash content, is high in slfur,
and has a low calorific value (most domestially used coa is unwashed). The efc of extensive use of
this oal a shown in Table VI-1.

97
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Table VI-1: Emissions of Gases and Dust by
Fuel Type (1988)

6.6 Ihe data in the table confirm that coal is
the dominant source of SOQ, particulates (dust or

Fue sO, NO CO, DM PM), and C02, but show that coal is a less dominant
emitter of NO.

Coal (ae) 68.7 36.6 57.8 74.0 X

L1k 19.1 7.7 12.3 9.9 6.7 The sectoral distribution of emissions is
Oil 5.4 40.8 10.2 - shown in Table VI-3. The power sector is the major
on 2.9 4.6 - source of emissions. Emissions of SO2, NO,, and
Cobe 2.7 - 6.1 - large particulates from tall stacks can be transported,

and their effects felt, far from the power stations.
0dwt 4.1 12.0 9.0 16.1 Low stacks (which account for about half the

tTAL emissions) are potental hazards to local air quality.
(AMI> tomes) 3.8 13 46.0 2.1

6.8 Data on trends in emissions for the
period 1980 to 1988 suggest that for SO2, NO,, and
CO2 there has been a slight increase over time. Only
for PM, because of removal plants, has there been
improvement.

Table VI-2: Emissions of Pollutants by 6.9 The concentration of emission sources
Voivodship in 1988 (tonnes/kma varies gready across the country. Throughout the

E______________________ Katowice voivodship and in the cities of Krakow,
VOWup so, PM AV Warsaw, Lodz, and Gdansk. Table VI-2 shows

average emission levels for the worst voivodships and
Wanaw 3S 35 19 the Polish average in 1988.
Jela Oo0 49 21 5

Katowoeo 119 S7 40 6.10 Domestic pollution is also affected by the
K*owio. 119 15 5flow of pollutants into and out of the country.
Koein 32 15 S Table VI4 shows "exports" and "imports" of
Kokow 35 33 19 pollutants estimated for 1988. Local concentrations of
Kegbu. 22 6 2 high net imports are also problems, but detailed data
Lodz 44 47 19 on pollution deposition are lacking for Poland.

?iokow 56 8 14 6.11 A fiuther pollution problem is the
Tatobrz.s 30 9 8 leakage and venting of methane from the gas system
Polad 12 7 4 during exploration, production, transmission, and
(avotage) handling. For 1989 total estimated losses from the

gas system were about 2.3 percent of production (14
PJ) compared with a world figure of 1 percent or less.
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Much of this leakage is due to the age of the
pipes, which are cracked and corroded. The

Table VI-3: Sectoral Emissions of Gases and pipes are expected to be replaced by 2000, so
Dust (1988) methane losses should decrease substantially.

__________________, ______= There is also leakage of methane from produced

Sector SO} NO2 CO, Dust coal mine gas and from coal mines. Although
methane contributes to global warming, its effects

PPP (shamos) 36.6 30.1 33.9 36.6 compared with those of CO2 produced by
IPP 17.5 11.0 17.5 23.6 combustion are only about equivalent to a factor

of two hy weight. Hence emissions of methane
Otber indushy 7.5 24.0 17.6 17.5 from the natural gas system (0.3 million tonnes)
MHP 2.1 1.8 2.6 2.5 are equivalent to about 0.6 million tonnes of C02,

Tranport 1.1 11.8 3.0 <1.0 about 0.2 per cent of Poland's annual emissions.
Roddonial/ 18.9 21.3 25.4 19.4
commerc 6.12 Some areas of Poland have more
TOTAL (mu3 3.8 1.35 460 2.1 detailed figures on the ambient concentrations of
tozansa) major pollutants. Average levels for sites in

Katowice and Krakow voidvodships are presented
in Table VI-5. These figures must be compared
with the ntonal standards in Poland (which are
somewhat lower than the WHO guidelines) for
SO2 and PM, shown in Table VI-S, Table VI-6.

6.13 Comparison of the data in these two tables shows that the averages for Katowice and Krakow
grossly violate national standards; individual locations show even greater extremes of pollution.

Valuation of Environmental Benefits Associated with Gas Use

6.14 It is necessary to analyze the
potential benefits of using gas more extensively as
a way to reduce the high pollution levels to devise Table VI-4: Exports and Imports of Pollutants
a method to trade off the costs associated with (1,000 tonnes)
higher pollution, which would result if gas were
not used, againstte higher direct costs of the gas w ofpawoa SO$, NO2
itself. The concept of "value in use" has been
developed for such situations. The 'value in use" Ipoa 1,008 123
is the opportunity cost or the economic value awo, 1,032 165

added by using gas. In situations when gas is the
only fuel, the value in use is the value of the
product less the cost of production, including the
cost of the gas itself, properly defined. When an
alternative fuel actually
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could be used, then the value Table VI-5: Ambient Concentration of Pollutants (mg/m3)
in use is equal to the
difference in the costs of the

Anu avetage HeaJJAg season aversge Mainu dauy
gas and the alternative fuel Volvodaldp ad po wanw oonwwooion conenwaon conew*n

after adjusting for other cost
differences (the value of the Kao,e. vodahlp (1987)

product being the same). soa 61 98 480

6.15 Because gas is PM 200 230 683

more environmentally NOX 107 117 342

friendly than other fuels, the Krakow voidp (16)
inclusion of environmental In & d$y
concerns will generally so 75 95 381

increase the value in use of
gas. Where the PM 62 95 333

environmental benefit is NOx 56 61 254

larger in one use than in b. Outws e cly

another, a change may occur so 45 59 28
in the ranking of priorities of PM 40 56 311

projects for which gas should
be used compared with that NO1 53 Sl 229
arrived at on a straight
monetary basis.

6.16 One of the central approaches to evaluating environmental damage has used the idea of dose-
response functions. These attempt to establish the sensitivity of a particular damage category to changes
in a particular pl lutant, and then place a monetary value on the damage caused or avoided. This
approach has been used successfully to assess damage to crops by SQ contamination. More recently a
particular dose-response function has been increasingly utilized in such studies-this postulates tkat there
is a "critical load" of pollution below which little or no
detectable damage occurs. Above the critical load the Table VI-6: National Air Quality Standards
incremental damage is assumed measurable and is (mg/m3)
treated as if it increases linearly with the load. The
implication of the linearity assumption is that the
marginal benefit of reduction in pollution is Avcrge ann vrage daily

independent of the prevailing load of pollution POR""" em coCtOn

(provided that the latter is above the critical level).
SO: ~~~32 200

6.17 The second step in the analysis is to assign PM so 120

a monetary value to the benefit of marginal reductions NO, 50 1S0

in pollution. A variety of techniques are available and
have been used in different circumstances. Empirical
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studies carriea out for OECD countries have a number of important implications for the approach to
damage estimation:

The estimates for a particular damage category can vary widely, so results must be viewed
as being subject to considerable uncertainty.

It is d;fficult to apportion the relative costs of damage among different pollutants where there
is more than one pollutant; hence it can be difficult to link the benefit of reducing
environmental damage to the reduction in deposition of individual pollutants.

* From existing studies it is not possible to conclude that a particular damage category
dominates the costs of environmental damage.

From these points it can be seen that it is not valid to simplify the analysis of environmental damage by
concentrating on one or two types of damage category alone.

6.18 The analysis of critical loads must be Table VI-7: Pollutants and Damage
carried out for each pollutant and for each damage Categories
category. The study focuses on the categories as
shown in Table VI-7. POUtan Urlm aas Rui aras

6.19 For CO2 emissions the critical load S a NOx Heath ForeVs
approach is not appropriate since all emissions add to
a global total that is well beyond any threshold effect. B O*er

The assumption is that SO2, NO., and particulate AOgU=I

concentrations are not sufficiently high to damage P atouaw Het

health or buildings in rural areas. The main damage
from particulates is related to the inhalation of
suspended particulate matter, which affects respiratory
functions.

6.20 To derive an estimate of the change in the value of gas that results when environmental
considerations are included, it is necessary to identify the change in emission of each pollutant per Btu
of gas substituted for another fuel (also allowing for indirect changes in emissions fiuther back in the fuel
supply chain) and then to place an economic value on the changes in the levels of emission for each
damage type. The identification of changes in emissions per Btu of gas substitution should not only
account for changes at the point of fuel combustion but also for changes in the emission of S02, NO.,
PM, and CO2 from fiuther back in the supply chain (e.g., NOQ emissions from compression stations on
the gas transmission network, or NO, and PM from the transport of coal). In practice these indirect
effects are small-fuel use in the supply of gas is less than 1 percent of the energy content of the gas
transmitted-and they can be ignored.
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6.21 For the valuation of the emissions the benefit of the reeaced emission in a given application
will be set by the lesser of (a) the cheapest means of reducing emissions in the specific application, other
than by gas substitution or (b) the monetary value of the change in emission levels that would be caused
by the substitution of gas in the application.

6.22 The benefit of reduced emissions in the given application might arise either in the form of
reduced marginal damage costs or in the form of displaced expenditure on abatement of other emission
sources at the margin, or a mixture of both. Gas cannot be credited with the full value of (b) if it is
cheaper to reduce the emissions by another means, such as by the installation of pollution abatement
technology, nor can it be credited with the benefit of avoiding the full cost of abatement if the monetary
value of the damage itself were less.

6.23 To produce results it is necessary to make some simplifying assumptions:

Emission sources are divided into high- and low-stack sources and costs of abatement are
analyzed separately for each category.

'MTe geographical dispersion of pollution sources is separated into rural and urban so that
there are four possible patterns of dispersion (e.g., from high-stack to rural).

* Such a high proportion of the pollution deposited in Poland is above the critical load that
little error is introduced by assuming that all pollution abatement reduces damage.

Monetary damage functions are linear functions of deposition above the critical load so that
the marginal value of a ton of avoided deposition is the same -herever this takes place,
irrespective of the severity of pollution in a particular location.

6.24 A consequence of these assumptions is that the benefit of reducing a ton of emissions from
each high-stack source is identical whatever the location of the source (which does assume that an equal
weight Is given to the exports of pollution). A similar rule holds for low-stack sources-the different
dispersion coefficients for the two sources means that the benefits from reducing pollution from them are
not necessarily equal. Hence for a particular source of emissions an equation can be written:

Value of reduced emissions from high stack = [Effects of high-stack emission on urban
depositions x the lesser of (the marginal costs of abating urban depositions, urban marginal
damage)] + [Effects of high-stack emission on rural depositions x the lesser of (the
marginal costs of abating rural depositions, rural marginal damage}]

6.25 A critical element in the analysis involves the assumptions about the dispersion coefficients
from the high- and low-stack sources to rural and urban locations. In the absence of more detailed
information it is assumed that the deposition in other countries of pollutants that arise in Poland has the
same rural/urban split as in Poland and that the marginal damage cause is the same as in Poland. For
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dispersion coefficients, see Table VI-8, Table VI-8: Assumed Dispersion Coefficients
which shows that 25 percent of the SO2from
low-stack emissions is deposited in urban Dkpeian cok*nt

areas and 75 percent in rural areas.
Poutan ond $souce Urba Rsur

Pollution and Environmental Targets
503 anld NO1

6.26 To evaluate the range of iGO-sck somuces 0.05 O.9S

possibilities for air pollution, three scenarios Low-cksour 0.25 0.75

were evaluated: (a) The Base scenario , e .
assumes that the national energy system
develops to meet expected growth while
optimizing the use of fuels and technologies LWs-ak r 0.45 0.55

according to costs-within the limits imposed
by the need to meet national environmental
targets. (b) The Do Nothing (DN) scenario imposes no environmental constraints. (c) The Gas scenario
assumes that gas supply is unlimited-imports of LNG representing the marginal supply. Table VI-9
shows the total and energy industry emissions for the 1980-90 period and the three scenarios.

6.27 Unconstrained emis-
sions of SO2 in the DN scenario are Table VI-9: Pollutant Emissions: Historical Record (1980-90)
p.rojected to rise; NO. levels will and Three Scenarios (million tonnes)
increase even faster (argely because
of rapid growth in road transport). &.a.j1y,° NsOr PM C0

PM emissions should decline
because of fuel switching. sioac rscod

1980 3.6 (2.6) 1.3 (0.6) 2.9 (1.7) 460 (47)
6.28 To achieve the target 1988 3.8(2.9) 1.4(0.6) 2.1 (1.4) 46026)
levels of pollution emission in the

1990 3.2(2.6) 1.1(0.5) 2.0(1.4) 377(230)
Base case or the similar Gas case
would require major reduetions in m °8
the power sector. S02 emissions 2000 3 (2.6) 1.5(0.6) 1.7 (1.1) 430(264)
need to be 60 percent below the 2010 3.8 (3.1) 1.8(0.7) 1.5 (1.0) 511 (317)

1980 level, and PM levels need to Base case
be 74 percent down. If these 2000 2.5 (1.8) 1.4 (.S) 13 (0.8) 427 (27 

targets are to be met by alternative 2010 1.8 (1.1) 1.6 (0.6) 0.9 (0.4) 473 (279)

fuel use, the additional discounted G
costs would be 213 billion zlotys
(1984 prices) for the Base case and 2000 2.5 (1.8 1.4(0.5 1.3(0.8) 423
188 billion zlotys for the Gas 2010 1.8 (1.1) 1.6 (0.6) 0.9 (0.4) 474(P0

case-approximately $1 billion or
$0.9 billion in 1990 prices. Nw. Frp in pafentes an for ho asiy Induies.
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Future Air Pollution and the Gas Development Plan

6.29 To quantify the environmental impact of the Gas Development Plan the net reduction in
emissions as a result of displacing coal or oil by gas are estimated. The emission factors for gas (NO,
and C02) and those for the fuels replaced depend on the applications themselves. Small consumers
generally use better-quality coal (with lower SO2 and PM) than large consumers, gas competes with oil
in industry, and it is assumed that new coal-fired power plants will be fitted with flue gas desulfurzation
(FGD) equipment and other equipment to reduce pollution. Table VI-10 shows the emissions of various
pollutants that would be avoided by the adoption of the Gas Development Plan.

Table VI-10: Avoided Emissions Arising from Adoption of the Gas Development Plan

&Wins Avoided (tows)

Sote AddWl Gao Volms (P1) SO, PM (10) NOx (1(f) CO,

Reddegl

Gas stoves 21 19 13 <1 1.4

New consumers 161 121 85 19 7.5

Smil DH pant 47 35 24 6 2.2

commercial 84 63 45 9 3.9

:Iduy 265 158 0 64 5.1

Power

Exting 120 157 71 15 5.3

New 360 84 12 56 23

TOTAL 1060 640 250 170 48

6.30 To reach a more complete picture of the levels of pollution in Poland an allowance has to
be made for the transboundary flows of SQ and NOQ. A simple extrapolation based on existing emission
scenarios taking into account supply and demand as well as national targets for emission control suggests
that by 2000 the imports of SO2 will have fallen from 1.062 million tonnes in 1988 to 0.762 million
tonnes, and that for NO. imports will fall from 1.492 million tonnes to 1.225 million tonnes. After the
year 2000 it is assumed that imports will remain constant reflectng a balance between growth of demand
and pollution control. For exports it is assumed that for SO2there will be a continuing decline until 2010,
while for NO. there will be an initial decline tollowed by a return to the levels of 1988. The overall
production, import, and export figures are shown in Table VI-1 1.
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6.31 From the figures for emissions and the net Table VI-11: Exports, Imports, and
trade in transboundary flows, figures are calculated for Domestic Emissions
pollution loads (the amount eventually deposited in
Poland). It is assumed that there is no PM flow into or S- . of jomegoc
out of Poland. Table VI-12 gives the projected values. o w ipoaru Epons

6.32 Estimating the regional impact of reducing POila 198 2000 2010 198 2( 2010

pollution requires a model of the regional impact of all so 4.83 3.28 2.56 1.02 0.69 0.54

flows. This is not available, so it is assumed that loads
are reduced pro rata across the country. Table VI-13 Nox 2.84 2.62 2.86 1.52 1.40 1.53

gives projections of concentrations of pollutants in
Katowice and Krakow voivodships in 2010 on the basis
of a 47 percent reduction of SO2, a 60 percent
reduction in PM, and no change in NO,. These levels
correspond to the highest- and lowest-polluting areas in the samples.

6.33 The data in the table must be compared with critical load estimates to see if pollution is
likely to be reduced below the critical level in these areas, which are among the worst in Poland.

6.34 Table VI-14 gives critical loads
^for various pollutants for the different damageTable VI-2: Projected Pollution Loads (million categories as assessed for a series of studies

t -nnes) in Europe. It appears that the critical loads
---- bfor damage in materials and health would still

POWa 1988 2W0 2010 be exceeded for all pollutants in both
voivodships for at least part of the year. The

so, 3.8 2.6 2.0 projected levels of PM concentration are of
NOx 13 1.2 13 particular concern; by comparison the current
PM 2.1 1.3 0.9 urban concentration in the UK is about 15

mg/m3 and for S02 it is less than 40 mg/r 3 .

More detailed assessment of the pollution
values for individual areas suggests that the
figures are fairly accurate; certainly accurate
enough that the prediction that pollution will
exceed the critical load level is correct.

Alternative Methods of Emission Control

6.35 Despite the extensive substitution of gas for other fuels foreseen in the Gas Development
Plan, pollution will remain high in 2000. Hence, an anaysis of alternative abatement costs is used (a)
to consider the cheapest alternative cost in any application; and (b) to examine the marginal cost of
abatement for a given target level of reduced emissions.
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Table VI-13: Projected Ambient Concentrton of
Pollutnts, Two Voivodships, 2010 (mg/n3)

6.36 The analysis includes separte
estimates for the bigh- and low-stack sectors
because the damage is different in each. The Concentratlon (ndillarams Per cuIc meter)
analyses are integrated once the overall srategy Volvdshap/ Heating season Daily
for po.uton a.ant . m Pollutant Annual aerage averaae ma)dmum

Katowke

6.37 High-StaCk EIsosL Substantial sOz 10-60 20.90 60600
emissis ar prduced by th power ad disrct PM 60.90 80.220 210430
hatig iusries (for which about two-thds of NOx 80.180 90-190 160-760
sources are high-stack emisin). To set figures kow
for t ct for pollution abatment so2 10-50 20.70 60.270
it is necesay first to obtain the margi PM 20-60 20.90 100.340
abatemen coss for a trget level tha is broadly NOt 50.60 50.60 230.250
conste wi reaching the critical loads. The
trget levels used im this repae those of
current Polish policy: 30 percet for S02, 50
percent for PM, and 10 percent for NO,, Table VI-14: Critical Loads for Mor

6.38 For S02 te lowest-cost way to reiuce Damage Categories
emissions bys 5 percent in the period 2000-2010 is to use
high-quality hard coal instead of high-sulfur ligite for _Ina _L
power geneaion. Imprving energy use efficiency can ,hk
lead to a reductidon of SO2 emissions A reduction of
more than 30 percen can be achieved by reducing the Adb 320 mg 8 m 4

rato of energy cauption to GDP to the levels in s w 0mgno mg y'
Westen Europe. On the other hand, a 30 peent cps
reduction would require coal preparaton and extesive Rye sr (50, saveo) 10 mg SO, m4
use of flue-gas lfiat (FGD) facilities in new
and exstg power and district heating plt. About 60
percent of Polish cod used i the dhigstack sector is d 50 mg SO m4
unwashed, so there is consderable scope for Nutient imbance 100 mg N e4 y
improvement in qudity and calorific value. The sa
methods, press and equipment for these pedure dy 240 mg s se
are well eablished and are alreay in use in some Polish Odi41soils 40mg 5 se y'
plts. The waste from cleaning the cod, which is °
largely fine solids suspensions, will be localized ad in Gmcdwakr 50 mg NO, m4 y'
piineiple is amemble to sirah rwvard treaent A malty 20.30 mg SO, m4

number of FGD technologies are available for reducing R.. wa 40 60 mg S0 m4

SO2 emissions Regenerable systems, which have
.Wssentially no waste product are environmentally 40-60 m8 PM m4

attractive, but their cost are high, and they could pesent 150 mg NO, vni
problems for dispoal of the sulfuiic acid produced.
Nonregenerable Systems use limese or lime as the
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agent to combie with te sfur dioxie and produce a sludge fiom which diy gpsum can be produced for
sle. For an existing plant tie cost of a wet-waste FOD proce is about $1,100 per ton; this is te marginal
tchnique needed to achieve the 30 pet reduction in SO, so this cost is tamen as the marginal cost of
abatment

6.39 For PM redction the use of rrofitting and electostatic precipitators at exsting power and
beatng plans, as well as upgradg and better mantenc of existing plants, are all possible methods of
improvemen However, the margil cost of abatemaet to the level shown will be deterined by FGD
costsand the marginal costs of abement of PM are esmated at $250 per ton.

6.40 For NO. it is asmetd that aLl new plants will have low-NO. bune and that old plants will
be retrofitted by 2000. This would maintain current levels of NO. emissions. Achieving the target reduecin
would rquire use of Fluidised Bed Boilers, which have an abatment cost of $9,000 per ton.

6.41 Low-Stack Emissions Emissions from low-stack sources are the major cause of w- pollution-
related damae to human bealth and buildings. Options for reducing emissions:

o Ener efficieny in all sctors
o Col prpaion for al coal users where coal is currently unwashed
o Modification of estig coal-burning equipment or new installations
o Switching from coal or high-sufuir fuel oil to low-sufur fuel oil where possible
o Retrofitti bogs with pollio control equpment
o Conves of existg boile for fluidised bed combustio

6.42 Meaures to mprove eer fficiency will also reduce emissons of SO2, PM and NO. because
they reduce fuel constion. The use of clean coal technologies such as fuidised bed combustion will have
simia effects. Coal prepration and switching from coal to low-slfir fuel oil will reduce emissions of SO2
and PM while switching frm high-slu fuel oil to low-sulfur fuel oil will reduce ony the SO2 emission
Of the opt mentioned above, switching from coal or high-sufur fuel oil to low-sulfir fuel oil and
retofitng boilers with pollution corol eqipment are not reaistic opions for the majority of low-ack
sces located within urban centes, but they may featue in reductions from meditmn-size industrial sources.

6.43 Opportunities exist to improve energy efficiency in indu proceses, buildings, vehicles,
domestic appliances, and so forth, and exerien in Europe suggess that the economic potential for
hmproving en efficiecy in end-use sectors is subaa However, ther e subsantial bawiers to

inproving enery efficiency, and it is likely that incentives and public programs will be needed to bnng about
signifant improvent in Poland. A siificant number of energy efficiency improvements will be cost
ffective, but it may be wortwhile, for the sake of pollution abatement, to undertake enery efficiency

measrs tt are tot directly finncaly atrative. Experience suggests tat in the timescale of dte Gas
Development Plan only about a 20 to 30 percent improvement will be achieved and that this will not reduce
pollon to the cical load, leaving the cos of marginal emissions rducfion unaffected.
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6.44 One relatively straight- Table VI-15: Marginal Costs of Abatement ($ per ton)
forward way to reduce SO2 emissions
is to switch from high-sulfur fuel oil
(2.5 percent sulfur) to low-sulfur fuel s&uel
oil (1 percent)-at current prices this POu COSt ° '" /t) ASWptof

implies a cost of about $500 per ton wo4Ia
of SO2 reduction. An additional so, 100 Asuming30% reduction target
option is to switch from coal to low- 2 A r
sulfur fuel oil in large boiler
applications at a cost of about $4,000 NOx 9,000 Asming 10% reducontat

per ton of SO? reduction. These L _
margins are very sensitive to shifts in ;A, 9,000 gnornguasmed befit from PM reduction
relative fuel prices-a 10 percent fall PM 6,000 gno sumd benefit from S02 edutio
in the coal price and a 10 percent Nox 9,000
increase in the fuel oil price would
increase the cost of SO2 reduction by
about 40 percent. Switching from
coal to low-sulfur fuel oil would also virtually eliminate PM emissions from this source at a cost of about
$2,000 per ton (on the basis of fuel prices used in the GDP). The key strategic question is whether it
would be wise to encourage widespread switching to fuel oil given Poland's reliance on imported oil and
the uncertainties of the world oil market.

6.45 The Gas Development Plan projects significant penetration of gas use into the residential
heating sector. For coal stove conversion, driven primarily by environmental concerns and secondarily
by convenience, this switch would eliminate S02 and PM emissions from these sources. However,
significant reductions in PM, and some SO2 reduction can also be achieved by other means:

* Upgrading the quality of coal used where relevant
* Switching to natural or manufactured smokeless fuels
* Modifying existing coal-burning equipment
* Installing new modern coal-burning equipment.

Where coal is unwashed (e.g., in parts of Krakow), washing and cleaning will reduce SO2 and PM
emissions at a relatively low cost. More significant reductions can be achieved by switching to smokeless
fuels, which can reduce PM emissions by up to 90 percent and SQ emissions by up to 40 percent. The
costs, however, are high-about $9,000 per ton of S02 emission reduced, about $6,000 per ton for PM.
Since the two are reduced together the calculations must take into account the associated reductions in
pollutants. It appears that in most cases the marginal costs of emissions reductions from the low-stack
sector would be set by the costs of switching to smokeless fuel. In the low-stack sector there are few
options to reduce NO, emissions apart from those associated with increasing energy efficiency. The
marginal cost of abatement is set at the costs of using catalytic converters on cars, costed at around
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$9,000 per ton. The costs of abatement for high- and low-stack emissions have been calculated as one
measure of the possible environmental credit for gas. The figures derived are shown in Table VI-15.

Monetary Value of Benefits of Pollution Reduction

6.46 Comparison of these estimates (Jerived from a variety of sources on Poland) with estimates
in other countries reveals that for damage to forests, agriculture, and health, estimates appear to be
reliable and may be low. The estimate for damage to buildings, one of the largest in the total, diverges
from other countries' experience. Given that it was rather arbitrarily assumed that pollution damage
shortened building life by 20 years, the figure for building damage h2s been reduced to $600 million.

Table VI-16: Pollution-related Damage Costs
Table VI-17: Production-related Damage

-aiw --- -dw ($ #mm, Costs (1990 prices)
Value (bllion Value 1$ million,

Cato,y 1987zio*yw) 1990pdca)

Mining d_mge 56 130 $ millon
-0 degmdation 649 1,600 ADnage ara (7990 pdka) % GDP

Soildqpsd 649 ~~~~~~1,6Q00-

Air polltion 1,022 2,530 Forests 90 0.1

Heallb 183 450 Aguotute 160 0.2

S5uetum 736 1,820 Health 450 0.6

Agriu1u 51 120 Buildiwgs 600 0.8

Soil acidification 13 30 'TOTAL 1,300 1.8

Fores 38 90

Watepalndon 268 660

Trasport 119 300

TOTAL 2,114 S,220

6.47 For the purposes of the gas study the damage costs allowed amount to $1.3 billion in 1990
prices (1.8 percent of GDP). The costs included are shown in Table VI-17.

6.48 These figures make no allowance for disamenity or for damage to soil and water where the
main pollutants are produced by nonenergy industries. However, these estimates are based on internal
administered prices rather than on border prices, which are likely to be a better estimate of the costs in
a market-driven situation. It is estimated that average prices and hence average damage costs need to be
multiplied by a factor of 2.5 to raise them to border price levels.
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6.49 The studies on which the above figures are based do not apportion air pollution to the
specific pollutants, but it is necessary to assign such values in order to calculate environmental credits
for various investments. This is done by making some simple working assumptions. The aggregate
damage cost for each category (forests, agriculture, health, and materials) is divided among the three
major pollutants according to the overall loads of these pollutants and their relative harmfilness.
Table VI-18 shows the relative effects on a given damage category of the different pollutants at the
margin. This table is based on empirical data but these are subject to some uncertainty.

6.50 Deposition of PM is assumed as below
critcal oad amag to gricltur andforets.Table VI-18: Relative Harmfulnesscritical load damage to agriculture and forests. (weighted by deposits) of Various Pollutants

6.51 These figures can be combined with the by Damage Area
figures for overall damage costs evaluated at border
prices (data in Table VI-17 multiplied by 2.5) to yield Damage ama SO, PM NO,

figures for the cost of damage by pollutant and damage
category expressed in dollars per ton deposited as Agicultur. I 0 0.3

shown in Table VI-19. Foree I 0 0.3

Health 1 1.2 0.2
6.52 The data in Table VI-19 provide a measure
of average damage costs; it is derived by dividing total 1 03 03
damage costs by total depositions. Hence marginal
damage costs may be understated because damage is in
fact caused only by depositions above the critical load.
Furthermore the estimates also omit losses of amenity
value, which would be reflected by willingness to pay
measures, as opposed to the loss of production
approach used by necessity in this study.

Environmental Credit for Gas Table VI-19: Damage Costs From PollutionDeposits (per tonne)

6.53 In paragraph 6.45 the marginal costs of
abatement were derived and in paragraph 6.52 the Damageama SO, PM NOS

marginal costs of damage were estimated. These two
costs can be combined to deter ine the size of the Arlcutle 90 0 90

environmental credit associates h the use of gas. a so 0 so
Marginal abatement costs are exl -bed as a cost per TOTAL RUMU. 140 0 140

ton emitted while marginal damage costs are per ton
deposited. The least cost strategy for pollution
abatement should compare the marginal cost of abating MdtUal 1,700 400 1200
a ton deposited with the cost of the damage per ton TOTAL URBAN 2,600 1,300 1,600

deposited. The lower of the two sets the limit on the
value of reducing deposits. Although it is possible to
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carry out the analysis in terms of depositions it is Table VI-20: Abatement Costs For Emissions of
easier to present it in terms of emissions and this Various Pollutants ($ per ton)
is the method adopted in this report. Under
certain conditions, which are applicable to S
Poland, the results deduced for emissions are Sowce SO, PM

equivalent to those for depositions. H 1,100 2SO 9,000

6.54 The estimates of marginal damage LowBacks 7,900 3,880 9,000
costs were expressed in terms of dollars per ton
deposited in urban and rural areas. These are
converted into values for the damage per ton of

Table VI-21: Damage Costs from Emissions
Of

Various Pollutants ($ per ton) emission from high- and low-level sources. To derive
these figures it has been assumed that depositions
outside Poland cause similar damage to depositions

SOW"e Sol PM vox inside Poland. Table VI-21 presents the estimates of
the damage cost from emissions of the various

High dwbcks 26S 60 180 pollutants.
Low stacks 650 720 460

6.55 These figures are to be compared with the
marginal abatement costs given in Table VI-20. In this
table the figures for S02 and PM in the low-stack
sector reflect the cost of switching to smokeless fuel,
which can achieve S02 reductions of only 40 percent,
so that for a target in excess of this it would be

necessary to switch to gas. The figures for NO. reflect the costs of catalytic converters. The figures in
these tables show that in every case the costs of abatement are very much higher than the costs of
pollution. It must be remembered that the damage estimates reflect only lost production rather than
willingness to pay, while the estimated damage costs are average costs and not marginal costs, which
would certainly be higher. There is also considerable uncertainty surrounding the actual magnitudes.
For S02 and PM it may be that a fill analysis would show that abatement was less costlj than pollution,
but for NO. it appears that in Poland abatement is not cheaper than pollution.

6.56 The implication that the target levels of abatement are higher than the levels that could be
justified on the basis of damage cost estimates may be questionable. In most countries emission
reductions are perceived as worthwhile, although recent work in OECD countries raises similar questions
on a strict economic basis. Moreover, the targets for percentage reduction set for Poland seem reasonable
in that they are broadly similar to those adopt,d in OECD countries. Indeed, if national targets for
emissions reductions are adopted then a value of damage is being imputed that at least equals the
associated cost of achieving the reduction. More specifically, if the target level of reductions is taken
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as a fixed constraint, then the implied credit for reducing emissions must be increased to a level that
reflects the marginal cost of abatement. Pailure to do this when setting the environmental credit for gas
would risk the adoption of more expensive measures than gas substitution in seeking to meet the targets.
Hence, we propose to increase the marginal damage estimates to reflect the above observations.

6.57 For SO2 the marginal damage estimate must be increased by a factor of around 4 to equate
the marginal damage estimate with the marginal abatement cost for the high-stack sector. A similar
scaling factor Is applied to the SO2 marginal damage estimate for the low-stack sector in the absence of
better information (note that there is some overlap in the types of damage caused by high- and low-stack
sources so that there is some justification for this approach).

6.58 In the case of PM, if the policy objective is to reduce PM deposition in urban areas, then
the relevant criteria is to equate the marginal damage cost with the marginal cost of abatement for the
low-stack sector. The high-stack sector would not be relevant in this context because the abatement of
high-stack PM emissions could only reduce urban depositions by about 5 percent; any plausible target
for reductions would be above this level and so would definitely require action on low-stack PM emission
sources. The resulting scaling factor for PM marginal damage estimaes would be just over 5. Note that
when this scaling factor is applied to damage from high-stack sources as well, abatement of high-stack
emissions becomes worthwhile; although the marginal damage associated with high-stack sources is an
order of magnitude lower than the damage associated with low-stack sources, the cost of achieving high-
sck abatement is also lower by an order of magnitude. A policy could be adopted that sought to reduce
high-stack PM emissions since these are relatively cheap to achieve, but did not impose a "smokeless
fuel' policy in urban areas. In the latter case, the marginal damage estimates would be scaled by a factor
of 4 instead of 5.

6.59 The marginal abatement cost for NO,c reduction is so much higher than the marginal damage
estimate that no plausible upward adjustment to damage estimates could make them equal. In essence,
this result implies that the 'cheap' means of NOx abatement, such as the fitting of low NO,x burners, may
be worthwhile, but that the adoption of expensive NOx control measures, such as postcombustion control
on power stations or catalytic convertors on cars, should not be given any priority in pollution abatement
strategy. To set enviromenal credits for gas we use the marginal damage estimates for NO,%, but adopt
the crude assumption that they should be scaled up by a factor of 4, as for SOS, on the grounds that
similar underestimates of damage costs might apply to NOx as to SQ.

6.60 Accordingly, a revised set of valuations for marginal emissions reflecting less ambitious
targets is shown in Table VI-22. These values for marginal changes in emissions can be converted into
limits on the environmental credits for gas, expressed in $ per GJ, by combining them with emission
coefficients for different fuels and end-use sectors. These implied values place a limit on the
environmental credit for gas because the credit must be the lower of the cheapest means of abatement and
the monetary value of the change in emissions.
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6.61 In some sectors the abatement option Table VI-22: Monetary Valuation of Changes in
in specific applications will set credits below those Emissions ($ per ton)
implied by the valuation of marginal changes as
given in Table VI-22. Tbis is the case in those s SO PM NOz
sectors of industry that use high-sulfur oil where
emissions of S02 can be reduced at a cost of 160 ,ack, 1,100 250-320 700
around $500 per ton. It is also the case in the 1200 280-320 700
power sector where the costs of fitting FOD to L acb 2,500 2,800.3,880 1,800

certain plants are below the marginal cost of
abatement in the high-stack sector. Table VI-23
shows the environmental credits that are
attributable to gas in each end-use sector.

6.62 The values for PM show the implied credit for two scenarios: (a) a policy to abate emissions
in the high-stack sector, and (b) a policy to enforce the use of smokeless fuel instead of coal in cities.

6.63 Ihe main implication of Table VI-23 is that the environmental credit for gas could be
substantial-it could be as high as $4 per GJ in the low-stack sector, where this credit is set by the
marginal cost of abatement. The use
of a lower marginal damage estimate Table VI-23: Environmental Credits for Gas ($/GI)
for PM would reduce the credit to
between $2 and $3 per GJ, but this is
still about the same as the cost of the sector so, PM NOZ
gas itself. The largest element of the RMIIW

credit relates to S0~ the credit for 2.5 2-2.5 <0.1

NO,, can effectively be ignored. N2
Some fiuther observations follow: N-w com 2.0 1.S-2.0 <0.2

SmallDH 2.0 1.5-2.0 < 0.2

The total environmental o _mac 2.0 1.5-2.0 <0.2

credit is larger in the !edut

low-stack than in the
high-stack sector, Cl 2.0 1.5-2.0 <02
particularly for PM. HPO uS 1.0 < 0.2

Oa oiluse 0.5 - < 0.2

The environmental credit Power. d Di
is shown as being Eg.W: 23% sWfr coal 1.5 0.1 <0.1

similar across end uses
in the low-stack sector
because the same Exstn: 0.6% sWf&r rige 0.5 0.1 < 0.1

abatement option New: 1.2% hlfiurool 0.2 < 0.1 < 0.1

(switching to smokeless
fuel) is assumed.
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The environmental credit is larger for gas used in existing power stations than in new power
stations, mainly because a new gas-fired power station is in competition with a new coal or
lignite station, on which FGD is assumed to be required.

6.64 The table does not take into account any potential environmental credit for CO, abatement.
The potential size of this credit can be estimated using the following assumptions:

* The carbon content of gas is about 14 tonnes per TJ, of coal about 22 tonnes per TJ.

* Where gas and coal would be used at similar levels of efficiency, the saving in C02 emission
will be equivalent to 0.008 tonnes carbon per GJ.

Using an estimate of $10 per ton of carbon for the shadow cost of abating CO2 emission,
the implied credit would be about $0.1 per GJ.

* Methane leakage in the gas supply system might offset up to 30 percent of the CO, credit.

6.65 The resulting level credit of around $0.1 Table VI-24: Projected Market Demands for
per GJ is unlikely to have major implications for the Gas in the Gas Development Plan (n)
Gas Development Plan.

Sor 1988 2000) 2010
Implications for the Gas Development Plan

Reddeia 124 212 337
6.66 The chapters on e future demand and
supply for gas in Poland have estimated netback values 'imw 1 34 95
for gas. In some cases these implicitly had already Idy 239 211 408

included an environmental credit-gas is assumed to Power - 0-233 426-532

penetate the residential market despite low netback TOTAL 374 460-680 1,270-1,370

values because of the associated environmental benefit.
This benefit must not be counted twice.

6.67 The demand analysis, based on a sectoral
approach, is shown in Table VI-24. All sectors show considerable potential for growth in the demand
for gas, but about half of the growth potntial is in the power generation sector.

6.68 Netback values are shown for each of the markets in Table VI-25. In principle these values
can be compared with the cost of gas supply.

6.69 In principle the inclusion of environmental considerations within the assessment of gas value
in use could alter the priorities for allocating gas between the various end markets and alter the total
volumes of gas that it is worth developing or importing.
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6.70 The environmental credits implied in Table VI-23 can be compared with the netback values
given in Table VI-25 to show the effects of allocation of gas to end-use sectors.

6.71 The main conclusions are as follows:

The envirommental credit for the use of gas in the conversion of coal stoves may be
sufficiently large to justify supplying gas to this market segment for environmental reasons.
This supports the assumption that consumers should be given the incentive to switch from
coal to gas on environmental grounds. However, this part of the gas market is projected to
be fairly small so that the impact on total demand will be slight.

The size of the environmental credit is higher for the low-stack sector than for the high-stack
sector; the difference, which reflects the fact that postcombustion control and switching to
smokeless fuels is expensive in the low-stack sector, could be about $2 to 3 per GJ,
sufficient to reverse the ranking of some high- and low-stack gas allocations and place a
premium on gas use in urban areas.

* Environmental considerations are unlikely to change the ranking of gas relative to other fuels
in low-stack sectors. Tbis is because the environmental credit is similar across most
applications, which in turn, results from the fact that the environmental credit is set by the
benefit of the avoided damage.

Table VI-25: Netbacks for Gas in the Gas
The environmental credit for existing Development Plan ($/GI)
power stations appears sufficiently
large to reverse the order of
allocating gas in the power Natback (
sector-making it more economically oas stovo conveson 2.9

attractive to use gas for repowering sma bah0. 7.7

existing power stations than for new 2.2
power stations.

Industra procese:

6.72 In some situations the SO2 and PM eistng 6.0A6.4

abatement required to reduce pollution to the 53-6.1

critical load can be achieved with relatively low- hdua boiles:
cost methods, such as coarse-coal preparation. 3.3 3.9
This might achieve an abatement of up to 30
percent for S02and up to 80 percent for PM at a 3.0-3.8

cost equivalent to $0.4 per GJ of gas. This size Powerplans:

of credit might be insufficient to justify the e2dwn (oriwon) 2.0-3.0

promotion of gas in such instances. However, the eitg (epowig 4.1-4.4

indications are that coarse coal is used in
new 4.3 4 8

relatively few urban centers.
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6.73 Turning to the total volume of gas use, the results imply that:

The environmental credit for most end-use sectors is a significant element that might justify
furiher production/imports at the margin.

The environmental credit appears sufficiendy large that it could become economically
worthwhile to import gas in situations where it would not be economic in their absence.

* Environmental considerations are unlikely to significantly alter the economics of gas use in
new power stations where gas is competing with other fuels in new stations, which are likely
to be required by regulation to have FOD.

6.74 To meet Poland's targets for emissions reduction, it Is clear that gas will play a large role.
Without increased gas use, the projected emissions in 2010 would be higher than otherwise by amounts
equivalent to:

17 percent of the 1980 level of S% emissions
9 percent of the 1980 level of PM emissions
13 percent of the 1980 level of NO. emissions

6.75 These figures must be seen against the policy for a target of national reductions of 50 percent
for SO2 and 70 percent for PM by 2010.

6.76 The discussion has focsd at the national rather than at the regional level. Some evidence
suggests that SO2 deposition for Poland as a whole might be similar to that for the Krakow voivodship.
This reflects the fact that both high and low stack emissions are widely dispersed. As a result it would
not be expected that sharp priorities for regional allocation would be obtained from a regional analysis.
For urban centers, however, the position is quite different. The bulk of deposition in a town is likely
to be from sources in or around the town. Thus a major reduction in urban emissions can greaty
improve urban air quality. This suggests that the allocation of gas, on environmental grounds, should
be significandy distorted in favor of low stack sources in or around urban centers.

6.77 Using Krakow as an example, the assumptions on dispersion suggest that the bulk of
deposition in a town originates from sources in or near the town. If all the coal in Krakow were washed
and graded before use, then the deposition of SO2 might be reduced by up to 25 percent and that of PM
by up to 75 percent, although this might still leave ambient concentration levels above the critical load.
A wholesale switch to gas would eliminate both S2 and PM and reduce total deposition to a very low
level, which would attract an environmental credit against the coal preparation option of around $2.5 per
GJ. Against the alternative of switching to smokeless fuel, which would reduce SO2 by 30 percent and
PM by 85 to 90 percent, gas would attract a credit of as much as $4 to $5 per GJ. This would have to
take into account the cost of laying the gas distribution network and the cost of retrofitting gas pipes in
existing buildings.
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6.78 The implications of these remarks for project appraisal will depend on individual cases since
there is clearly quite a wide range of credits involved. However, two general points can be made. First,
in the low-stack sector the environmental credit for gas is set by the benefit of the damage avoided,
which, by its nature, is independent of the project in question so that the broad sectoral conclusion is less
likely to be reversed at the individual level. Second, in the high-stack sector many of the projects will
be large scale; as such it is more desirable and more feasible to require an explicit account of
environmental factors that will be taken into account in decisions about gas allocation to these projects.

6.79 Turning to implementation, there are four broad options for influencing decisions on gas
allocation so that enviromnental considerations are taken into account:

* If the state were to retain a controlling interest in POGC, then the government could require
project appraisal procedures to into take account environmental factors.

* JUse of environmental taxation that penaiizes different fuels in accordance with the degree
of associated emissions as proxy for environmental damage.

- JUse of emissions taxes, or a system of tradable permits

Regulation.

6.80 Differential taxation has the greatest attraction for those sectors where the environmental
impact of fuel use is dependent largely on the choice of fuel. Differential taxation is appropriate for low
stack users where the fuel-using equipment cannot be readily adapted to control emissions, but it is less
appropriate for high-stack sectors where the level of emissions will depend on the plant in which the fuel
is used.

6.81 As Poland moves toward a market system, approaches based on emissions taxation or
tradable permits become more viable. Meanwhile regulation is likely to be the most viable form of
pollution abatement with or without other measures.



7. LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR UPSTREAM
INVESTMENT

7.1 Prior to 1989, there was no clear legal or contractual framework under that international
companies could invest in upstream operations (oil and gas exploration, development, or production) in
Poland. The 1989 Foreign Investment Law appeared to give some guidelines for foreign investment in
all sectors of the economy, but did not provide any of the specific safeguards and assurances that firms
operating in the international arena require. Elements that were not covered or were treated in an
inadequate or unsatisfactory way were as follows:

* Foreign exchange rights, especially regarding the proceeds of export sales

* Types of investment vehicle allowed, given that oil companies prefer to operate abroad using
locally registered wholly owned subsidiaries (in the case of U.S. firms, these would be
Delaware corporations licensed to do business in the host country)

Licensing authority, with regard to which there were conflicting claims of regulatory
authority in this area from the Ministries of Industry and of Environmental Protection,
Natural Resources and Forestry, as well as from the holding and operating entities, and
POGC and Petro-Baltic

* Level and stability of fiscality, which was murky because applicability of income and other
taxes to petroleum exploitation activities was not clear, and (worst of all) the authorities
were given wide discretion in the imposition of differential royalty rates and other levies,
with express provision for punitive rates in "unusually profitable circumstances."

7.2 The basic question of ownership of mineral resources was subject to interpretation; defined
as belonging to the "Narod" or People, this was argued by some to mean that such resources belonged
to the workers in the public enterprises exploiting theml In addition, there were few clear guidelines
pertaining to the protection of the environment, an area that the new post-communist regime sought to
make a top priority.

7.3 In 1990, one positive development occurred when a single authority (the Ministry of Natural
Resources, Environmental Protection and Forestry) was designated to license activities in the mineral
sector (for both exploration and exploitation/production). The ministry then created a functional unit
within the ministry to oversee concession issuance and supervision, the Bureau of Geological
Concessions, headed by an experienced geologist. Against this background, the consultants engaged by
ESMAP to provide advice and support to the Polish government on establishing a Legal and Contractual
Framework for oil and gas investment in the country began work. Collaborating closely with their Polish

119
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counterparts in the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry, the Ministry
of Industry, and POGC, they identified the following plan of priority action:

* Identify and analyze the existing legal, regulatory, and contractual framework for operations
in the sector, especially with regard to investment by foreign companies.

Compare the resulting environment in its various constituent parts with the situation that
exists in countries with which Poland must compete for the investment budgets of
international companies.

* Suggest alterations to the Polish framework that would make Poland more attractive to such
investors while providing appropriate safeguards to the national interests of Poland,
including environmental protection.

* Draft legal and regulatory texts and a model contract that would effect the improvements
suggested, and explain the reasons for any necessary and significant departures from
customary Polish practice.

Promote interest in Poland on the part of the international oil and gas industry, through the
organization of a promotional campaign, which, using the newly drafted legal and
contractual materials (to the extent they are accepted and put into effect), would publicize
the new investment climate in Poland.

Capitalize on interest generated through the campaign to negotiate and execute new
investment agreements with reputable foreign firms.

7.4 The brief of the consultant team retained under the Legal and Contractual Study was defined
to include all but the last two elements, and the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources
and Forestry engaged a consultant directy under the Environmental Loan from the World Bank to assist
with the promotion and negotiation aspects. POGC had already retained a firm of experienced technical
consultants to prepare the geological, geophysical, and geochemical data packages that international
companies require in order to evaluate investment opporturities in a new country. The following section
describes the process of carrying out the work plan described above.

Analysis of the Existing Polish Enabling Environment

7.5 Sector-Specific Statutes. Activities pertaining to underground resources are regulated in

Poland by two basic laws (Ustawas), the Mining Law of May 6, 1953, and the Geological Law of
November 16, 1960. The precise relationship of these two instruments is not altogether clear or
consistent. As one would expect in a Marxist command system, the main function of both appears to be
the definition of the attributes and authority of various overlapping and sometimes competing state
sectoral organizations such as POGC, the Higher Mining Bureau, or the State Geological Enterprise. For
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example, the competent Minister had the right to alter royalty rates in various ill-defined circumstances,
which is totally unacceptable to potential international investors. This did not constitute a problem when
the only operating entity in a position to pay such royalty, POGC, was a public company with no balance
sheet or financial accountability.

7.6 General Investnent Laws. The formation and activities of companies in Poland are
regulated by the Commercial Code of 1934 and the Civil Code of 1964. Companies pay various forms
of income taxes and other levies in accordance with the Tax Liabilities Law. Responsibility for
promoting and regulating investment in Poland by foreign companies has been attributed to various bodies
over the past few years. In 1986, a law regulating the acquisition of shares in Polish companies by
foreigners was passed (the Law of April 23, 1986, on Companies with Foreign Capital Participation).
This foresaw that the oversight agency for such activities would be the Ministry of Foreign Trade, which
has since been replaced by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations. The 1986 Law was superseded
by the 1989 Foreign Investment Law, which named the Agency for Foreign Investment as the supervisory
body; the 1989 Law was replaced in 1991 by a further version, which abolished the Agency for Foreign
Investment, whose functions were to be assumed by the Ministry of Ownership Changes. The latter is
currently (April 1992) in the process of being merged into a new economic superministry.

7.7 The various laws regulating, and attempting to encourage, foreign investment in Poland go
some distance toward creating an enabling environment for general foreign investment, especially in the
manufacturing and service sectors. However, international petroleum companies will not readily operate
in a situation with no recognizable sector-specific guidelines, or where the existing guidelines are
inappropriate to the special nature of energy resource extraction. This involves, among other things, the
role of the risk element at the exploration stage: companies accept the fact that their initial investment
may be totally unproductive; as a result, they are reluctant to compound their loss through the expense
and complication of contributing capital to the formation of a local joint-stock or limited liability
company, when they are normally permitted to operate through a locally registered, wholly owned
subsidiary of a foreign-incorporated vehicle.

7.8 Oil companies are very reluctant to enter situations where the repatriation of foreign currency
is linked to profits (or worse still, to the share capital of the company); the various versions of Foreign
Investment Laws in Poland have included both of these stipulations. As a specific, but crucial, example,
such firms absolutely require the right to carry forward exploration expenditures made in early years until
a discovery has been developed and production begins; many general tax codes treat such investment as
losses in the year incurred and limit the maximum period of carry-forward (in Poland, to three years).
Neither the sector-specific nor the general legislation address such concerns, and on many issues of
importance to investors the texts are elither inappropriate, silent, or confusing.

The Draft Unified Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Law

7.9 The ESMAP team therefore advised their Polish counterparts that a radical solution was
required, and the draft of a single Petroleum Law was produced and provided to the Ministry of
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Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry for discussion. The draft was intended to be
the basic legal feature in a package of elements that would eventually include the Model Petroleum
Exploration and Production Contract described below. As the detailed rules and regulations governing
oil and gas operations would be set out in the specific licenses and concession agreements based on the
Model Contract, the Law could be a brief enabling instrument. This is consistent with good recent
international practice and is the preferred route of most serious investors. The tenets of the draft law
included the following:

Clear definition of the key questions of ownership of petroleum resources and authority to
license and supervise activities in the sector

Statement of the legal and contractual basis for oil and gas operations by all parties, Polish
public and private as well as foreign

* Principal qualifications required of prospect;ve applicants for rights as well as the main
rights and obligations conferred by virtue of the licensing process

Basic procedure for submission of applications for exploration and exploitation concessions

*Statement of applicability of taxes, duties, and levies giving the details of such imposts that
apply to foreign companies engaged in petroleum extraction as well as applicable exemptions

Specific provisions regarding natural gas, training obligations of rightholders, the
environment, and unitization.

The draft law further provided for the subsequent issuance of more comprehensive regulations, which set
forth the detailed procedures and rules for operations. This is the preferred course as the intent is to
provide a framework enabling law that would not require frequent amendment or replacement, as changes
in the international environment or investment criteria could be reflected at the level of the regulations
rather than in the law.

7.10 The Polish reaction to the draft Petroleum Law was not enthusiastic: legal experts pointed
out at length that such a step went counter to existing Polish legal practice. Officials familiar with the
political process expressed deep pessimism about the prospects for replacing the disparate and largely
inappropriate corpus of legislation that applies to petroleum operations with a single comprehensive
Petroleum Law. There were many reasons given, but perhaps the main one is this: Getting any new law
passed through both houses of the fledgling Parliament is a difficult proposition at best. Even if a
separate law were passed for petroleum, however, the sectoral protagonists concerned with the extraction
of other substances classified as mines under Polish law, notably coal, which by virtue of its importance
to the economy has a substantial lobby in Poland, would clamor for separate treatment as well. Whatever
the full reasons, the lack of a recognizable Petroleum Law in Poland must be seen as a continuing
disincentive to investment in the country by international oil and gas companies. As the government's
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stated objective is to encourage such investment, the enactment of a modern statutory basis for activities
in this area must remain a priority.

7.11 1991 Amendments. The ESMAP team made it clear to the government that the enabling
environment disincentives would limit the level of oil industry interest in consummating investment
ventures in Poland; several potentially interested firms provided similar comments, some in dramatic
language, direcdy to the Concessions Bureau. In April 1991, both the Mining Law and the Geological
Law were amended, with part of the stated intention being to clarify the enabling conditions for foreign
investment. The Amendments for the first time set forth clearly the question of Stat ownership of
mineral resources, and resolved the formerly vexing question of sharing royalty income between the State
Treasury and local authorities (Woyewodas and Ginas). On a more pragmatic level, the Amendments
designated the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry as the sole focus
of authority for mineral licensing and supervision. Unfortunately, none of the other main industry
concerns was effectively put to rest. Of most concern was the retention of the Minister's discretion as
Concession Authority to raise royalty rates, and other ambiguous or inappropriate stipulations. The basic
purpose of the Amendments may, as with the Mining Law and Geological Law before them, have been
to clarify bureaucratic turf boundaries. While this is not unimportant-specially in the light of the
internecine tug-of-war that had characterized administration of the sector in the past-oil companies to
whom the amended laws were shown commented that they would have great difficulty operating in such
an environment.

7.12 Contradual Solution. In the light of the current bottleneck regarding enactment of a
comprehensive legal framework, the ESMAP team and their Polish counterparts concentrated on devising
a contractual solution. This would aempt to adapt to the existing overall framework by creatng a strong
and comprehensive agreement including as many as possible of the elements that were to have been
included in the new law. The efficacy of such a solution, which is used successfully in a number of
countries (Egypt is one example), depends on the possibility of achieving a sufficient status in law of the
executed agreement that it overrides any conflicting provisions in the statutes or regulations affecting
operations in the sector. It was thought that this could be achieved by a ratification process whereby the
Council of Ministers, or possibly even the Parliament, would approve the signed contract and thus confer
the needed status in law upon it.

7.13 The team proceeded to draft a Model Contract that would provide all the basic provisions
that oil companies look for when they evaluate a new investment "province." This was the intent all
along, but the original outline was made substantially more comprehensive; among subjects covered in
detail in the draft, and that would have (n the opinion of the ESMAP team) been more efficiently dealt
with in a unified law, were foreign exchange, tax exemptions, a detailed description of the Minister's
authority to contract, and procedures for moving from an exploration concession to an exploitation
concession (production lease) in the event of a commercial discovery.

7.14 The following section describes the draft Model Contract submitted to the government in
May, 1991, which was distributed to the oil industry at a series of promotional seminars held in July and
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December 1991, in London, Houston, and Calgary. In it the term contractor has its usual meaning in
such documents, namely the private party to the contract with the State. The contractor may thus be one
company or a number of firms allied in an unincorporated joint venture association common in the
international oil industry. Petrolewn means both crude oil and natural gas.

The Model Petroleum Exploration and Production Contract

7.15 The draft Model Contract was submitted to the government for comments on May 28, 1991.
The ESMAP team at first began work on a type of contract that has been used successfully in many
countries to attract investment in exploration and production activities, the production-sharing contract.
These contracts are generally favored by oil companies because, while leaving the ultimate ownership of
resources with the government, they give the company an ownership right on oil produced under the
contract, which after all is what they are interested in. However, the Polish reviewers of the preliminary
version of the contract pointed out that Polish legal and tax tradition would fit in much better with a tax-
and-royalty or "concession" arrangement. The drafters then converted their early work into a draft tax-
and-royalty arrangement. It dealt with the main issues usually covered by such instruments in a way
consistent with recent international documents that have been successfully used for the dual purposes
involved: (a) promoting interest in the host country on the part of the international industry and serving
as a basis for negotiations, and O) protecting the reasonable interests of all parties, first of all the State
party, in executed agreements based on the Model.

7.16 As a major international energy company had already tabled a draft exploration and
production contract, selected provisions of this document were used as the basis for treatment given the
relevant issues in the draft Model, although most clauses were either replaced or extensively revised to
reflect the fact that the Model is the government's initial negotiating position rather than that of a
potential investor. As with the ESMAP team, the company had originally tabled a production-sharing
agreement, which was replaced with a tax-and-royalty draft after the Polish legal experts gave their
unfavorable opinion about production-sharing. The following is a summary of the key issues and a
reasoned description of the treatment given them in the Model:

7.17 Ownership and Control of Petroleum and Parties to the Contract. The ownership
question, mentioned above, was setfled by stating that the ownership and control of all petroleum (oil and
gas) existing in Poland or under its territorial waters belongs to the Polish Nation, while control of
petroleum resources being vested in the State Treasury of the Republic. The delegation of concession-
granting and other authority in the sector to the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources
and Forestry by the Parliament acting on behalf of the State Treasury is then recited, so that the foreign
investor will clearly see where his interlocutor's authority to negotiate, license, and administer derives
from. It had originally been thought that POGC would be a party to the contract, with the Minister of
Industry representing the State but with POGC being the contractor's main interlocutor. This situation
changed radically with the designation of the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources
and Forestry rather than the Ministry of Industry as the Concession Authority and the decision to review
POGC's future in extenso, and the new situation was reflected in the Model. This would be between the
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Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry and the contractor directly; if the
Minister elected to acquire a working interest in the concession, POGC or some future operating entity
might have a role to play, but this was left to future detemination.

7.18 Duration. Because of rigid limitations on exploration terms set forth in the Amendments
to the Mining Law and the Geological Law, exploration concessions must have a maximum term of six
years (three years initial period with a further three years optional extension). It would have been
preferable for the Concessions Bureau to have more flexibility than that, in order to more efficiendy adapt
to the variable regional geology and investor intentions. Exploitation concessions, the term of which is
left to the Minister's discretion, are set at 20 years from the start of production under the contract.

7.19 Grant of Rights. The May 1991 Model stated that the Ministry "hereby grants Contractor
and Exploration Concession covering the entire Contract Area". While the concept of simultaneous
contractual grant of rights without further bureaucratic procedure is attractive to industry, it was pointed
out that Polish practice will require a separate administrative act issuing concessions. The next draft of
the Model will therefore state that the Minister will issue the appropriate Exploration Concessions on the
effective date of the contract.

7.20 Automatic Right to Exploitation Concession. Modern practice dictates that companies
should be able to develop and produce resources discovered through exploration operations they have
funded without being subject to further administrative discretion. This is difficult in Poland as the
Exploitation Concession can only be applied for once an exploitable discovery has been made, and various
award criteria are set forth in the statutes. While the 1991 Amendments to the Mining and Geological
Laws state in somewhat ambiguous terms that the holder of an Exploration Concession who has made a
discovery has the right to an Exploitation Concession, Polish practice is such that issuance of the
production right cannot be made automatic or included in the rights granted in the contract. In the
Model, therefore, the Minister undertakes to issue an Exploitation Concession "as of right" provided the
Contractor has fulfilled all his obligations under the contract and Polish law as of that date.

7.21 Tltle to Assets. Title to any land purchased by the contractor under the Model passes to the
State Treasury as soon as it is purchased. The Model states that other fixed and movable assets acquired
for the purpose of operations under the contract will become the property of the State progressively as
those assets are subjected to depreciation against Polish Income Tax. This sort of provision is common
under production-sharing regimes, and is considered to be theoretically equitable in that the government
effectively pays for the depreciated assets by means of tax not received, and in the oil business the
residual value of facilities can be considerable even after they are fully amortized. However, this is one
of a number of points that were included in the Model on the understanding that the government could
readily concede them if a potential partner objected to them (and was willing to provide a quid pro quo
of more importance to Poland).

7.22 Relinquishment. After the initial three-year exploration period, the company would have
the right to surrender its rights under the contract without further obligation (provided all commitments
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up to that point had been satisfied). If it elected to continue into the (maximum) three-year extension
period, a portion of the original area of the contract would be relinquished. The tModel left the
percentage blank as a formally negotiable item.

7.23 Work Oblggations. While the detailed exploration or other work obligations undertaken by
the contractor were left blank to be filled in during negotiations, the structure is such that the work
commitments are defined in accordance with accepted criteria such as line-kilometers of seismic survey
to be acquired and processed, or wells drilled to a minimum geological target horizon. Work is
considered to be of more importance than expenditure as such, given that the purpose of such agreements
is to efficiently find petroleum resources rather than to encourage spending per se; the State ends up
reimbursing such costs anyway in the success case through cost recovery or depreciation against income
tax. The majority of exploration expenditures usually goes to international service contractors and
expatriate employees and is thus of limited direct benefit to the local economy. Therefore, no formal
expenditure commitment is envisaged.

7.24 Joint Advisory Comnittee. To ensure effective communication between the contractor and
the government during the exploration phase, a Joint Advisory Committee is established that would have
equal representation from the Ministry on the one hand and from the company or companies comprising
the contractor on the other. To reassure companies that there will be no undue interference with what
they see as their right to make technical and operational decisions on their own (especially while they are
providing 100 percent of all funds), many of the key decisions are excluded from the Committee's
purview, such as areal relinquishment, the location of wells, extensions, appraisal wells, commercial
discovery, the design or submission of a development plan for a discovery, the application for an
exploitation concession, or abandonment. In the event a discovery is made and the State elects to acquire
a participating interest in the field (see below, paragraph 7.30), the Joint Advisory Committee would be
replaced by the Joint Operating Committee structure, which is standard in the oil industry and which
would be provided for in the form of Operating Agreement appended to the Model.

7.25 Commercial Discovery. The contractor has the basic right to determine whether or not a
discovery made under the contract constitutes a commercially producible resource or iiot. If he deems
it to be commercial, he then proceeds to elaborate and present an Overall Development Plan for
extracting and transporting the petroleum to market. The Minister reserves the right to appraise and to
develop discoveries that the contractor does not consider to be commercially viable, at the State's sole
cost and risk. Such situations can theoretically occur given the fact that the State normally receives more
of the rent from a field than the contractor, or when a discovery is too small to be of interest to the
investor with a global portfolio of opportunites to invest in. This "sole risk" clause is worded so as to
ensure that the contractor's ability to operate is not interfered with, and giving him the right to "back in"
to a participating interest in such developments.

7.26 FIsa Provisions. Polish Mining law provides that a royalty be paid to the State, and this
is reflected in the Model. Because the Minister as Concession Authority has a certain amount of
discretion to vary royalty rates, it is made clear in the Model Contract that a fixed level of royalty will
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be due throughout the validity of the contract. TMis provides a degree of fiscal stability that investors
require, and constitutes a contractual undertaking by the Minister not to exercise his statutory autho-ty
to vary the rate. The rate in the May 1991 Model was 10 percent; since then, an Ordinance from the
Council of Ministers was issued fixing the rate for oil and gas at 6 percent, with the Minister retaining
the discretion to raise the rate by up to 50 percent. As this would make the maximum royalty payable
9 percent, future drafts of the Model (and the contract under negotiation) will provide a fixed royalty rate
of 9 percent.

7.27 Corporate income tax is stated to be payable at the usual rate applicable to a foreign
corporation doing business in Poland, and certain clarification of depreciation rules and other technical
procedures was given. Consideration is reportedly being given to lowering the rate of corporate income
tax (currently 40 percent), and possibly to providing other fiscal incentives to foreign inveetors such as
tax holidays; it was felt important to provide in the Model Contract a stable and predictable level of State
fiscal take. Investors in extractive industries have shown a global tendency to prefer stability over
generally lower but fluctuating tax rates (Chile is a good example). The Model therefore provided for
a Special Charge that would be payable in addition to Corporate Income Tax. This charge would only
be payable if the contractor achieved a prenegotiated level of real after-tax rate of return on his
investment, which is consistent with threshold levels in the international oil business, thus favoring the
development of small or otherwise marginal fields while assuring the State of an equitable share in an
extremely profitable venture.

7.28 Several of the oil companies to which the draft Model was distributed complained about what
they called a 'ceiling" on their profits. While such complaints tended to come from the smaller and less
sophisticated firms, and most of the more experienced international operators in fact prefer a prfit-based
taxation instrument rather than a more rigid system, a few more significant firms also expressed a
preference for a different rent-sharing scheme. This latter group included the company already in
negotiation for exploration rights, and in the contract negotiated with that firm and in future drafts of the
Model, the contractor is given the choice of the rate-of-return based Charge described above, and one
calculated for all intents and purposes like an additional level of "off the top" proportional mining
royalty, which is due once the quotient of the contractor's cumulative gross income under the contract
divided by his cumulative gross outpays including all other taxes has become a prenegotiated number
greater than one.

7.29 Natural Gas. Poland is known in the industry as primarily a gas province, and the Model
included a comprehensive treatment of gas discoveries, both associated with crude oil and nonassociated.
Basically, the contractor has the right to develop gas reserves as he chooses, as is the case for crude oil;
however, if he does not elect to exploit associated gas, it will be provided free of ctarge to the State,
which must finance all costs of exploitation if it chooses to exploit it. The Polish domestic market has
first call on nonassociated gas, provided the commercial terms obtained are no less favorable than those
under which the gas could be exported. If it is exported, the actual realized price holds, while domestic
sales are priced in accordance with a formula based on a basket of fuel oils (before tax). In the event
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an international border price for gas imports into Poland is established, this price may be substituted for
the fuel-linked formula.

7.30 Government Partldpation. The State has the right to acquire a participating interest in the
rights and obligations of the contractor under the contract in the event a discovery is declared to be
commercial and an Exploitation Concession is awarded for this purpose. The level of such participation
is flexible, but cannot be less than 10 percent nor more than 40 percent (it can be 0). While the State
makes no reimbursement for its share of past exploration expenses leading up to the commercial
discovery, it bears its full percentage interest share of all future expenses under the contract. This limited
participation right is considered to afford the government the opportunity to participate more extensively
in a profitable discovery while achieving more effective transfer of technology and training benefits than
is possible when the State role is restricted to licensing and taxation.

7.31 Currency and Exchange. International oil companies seek the unfettered right to hold
foreign currency and move it freely in and out of the host country, as well as to receive abroad the
proceeds of oil export sales and remit to the host country only such sums as are required for local costs
and payments to the government. As in any bargaining situation, they will accept limitations on these
requirements to the extent the other party has a strong bargaining position, such as significant oil
producers, or countries with long track records of successful operations, for example. As Poland is in
neither category, the Model provided all the rights and assurances normally found in incentive
environments intrnationally. Polish counsel and the Ministry of Finance pointed out, however, that in
the light of the impracticality of raising the legal status of the contract, the Minister of Environmental
Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry would be exceeding his authority if he made such
undertakings. At this writing, the Ministry of Finance is considering the issuance of Regulations by
Ministerial Decree, which would provide assurances in this regard as well as certain specific tax-related
ones described elsewhere.

7.32 Training. The contractor is required to contribute US$50,000 per contract year during the
exploration phase for training of Polish employees, rising to US$100,000 per year after the award of the
first Exploitation Concession.

7.33 Dispute Resolution. In the event disputes of a basically technical nature arise between the
Minister and the contractor, the Model provides that in specific instances such differences will be referred
to expert determination. If the dispute is more serious or concerns the interpretation of or compliance
with the contract, it is setded through binding international arbitration under the Rules of the London
Court of Arbitration.

7.34 Legal Issues. The Model treats most issues of a primarily legal nature in a manner
consistent with most international practice: thus the contract is to be governed by Polish Law and the
decisions of international tribunals; appropriate provision for Force Majeure is made; and the Minister
has the right to terminate the contract in certain well-defined instances of breach or failure by the
contractor.
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7.35 Bank Guarantee. In the light of the emphasis on work obligations rather than expenditure
and the absence of a formal expenditure commitment, it was considered important to require all
contractors to post an irrevocable bank guarantee or letter of credit for the nominal value of the minimum
work obligations. This could be called by the governmert in case the contractor failed to fulfill his
commitments, and would ensure that the State received some consideration for granting the rights and
entering into the contract even if the contractor became bankrupt or otherwise failed to comply with his
obligations. The face value of the Guarantee would be reduced progressively as work was carried out,
thus reducing the cost of the Guarantee to the contractor.

Problems with the Draft Mode'

7.36 The current Polish legal system regarding contracts, belonging as it does to the continental
law system and based on a Civil Code enacted in 1964, gives a specific legal status to a contract entered
Into between two parties. Even if one party is a Ministry of the central government and the other a
foreign company, the status in law of the contract is clearly defined in the Code and it is not possible to
improvise further actions that would elevate the contract to the level required to accomplish the
comprehensive aims embodied in the draft Model Contract. In short, a contract obligates the State only
to the extent that the commitments entered into by the offliial party to the contract are within the official
attributes and authority of that party. This could be effective regarding certain problems presented by
the statutory situation; for example, the Minister's discretion to raise royalty rates can be limited through
his committing in the contract to impose a stated level of royalty on the investor signing the contract (for
the duration of the contract and regarding substances extracted by virtue thereof).

7.37 However, the status of contracts under Polish Law meant that a number of important topics
covered in the draft were outside the attributes of the Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural
Resources and Forestry who alone had authority to sign such an agreement. While the Model released
to interested companies presented the intentions of the Polish parties regarding effect of the varioais
clarifications and reassurances expected by companies, those assurances that were beyond the explicit
competence of the Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry must be dealt
with otherwise than in a contract signed by him.

7.38 Despite the difficulties in adapting the Polish legal system to the requirements of international
investors in oil and gas projects, a number of reputable international companies with the requisite
technical and financial resources to make a positive contribution to Poland's needs in this respect
expressed interest in pursuing ventures in the country. While most of these expressions of interest came
from companies that had attended one of the promotional seminars, a few firms had developed an early
interest in Polish exploration and one had begun to study Polish geological data with a view to entering
into serious negotiations for exploration rights. The firm began discussions with POGC and in Jluy 1989,
signed a Study Agreement giving them access to geological data and the right to enter into negotiations
toward concessionary rights if the study results were positive.
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7.39 Upon transfer of licensing and negotiations authority to the Ministry of Environmental
Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry, the company transferred the focus of its previously ad hoc
negotiations from POOC to representatives of the Bure,A of Geological Concessions, now assisted by the
consultant engaged under the World Bank Envirrument Loan. From that point on, the draft Model
Contract was used as the basic negotiating framework. When it became apparent that key safeguards and
clarifications required by the company would need to be dealt with outside the context of the contract with
the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry, the Bureau organized meetings
with the Ministry of Finance and other relevant authorities within whose authority it was to grant the
assurances, exceptions, and clarifications needed to complete the enabling environment and make it
acceptable to investors. At the time of this writing, the Ministry of Finance had agreed in principle to
issue a Ministerial Decree setting forth the needed assurances and undertakings, and the company had
indicated that it would proceed to sign a contract on the basis of such Regulations provided they reflected
the company's stated position on the issues.

Completion of the Legal and Contractual Study

7.40 The ESMAP team that had produced the draft Petroleum Law and Model Contract were
asked to produce a follow-up study that would incdude critical review of proposed new legislation. Tbis
new draft, the Mining and Geological and Laws, prepared entirely by Polish experts, would combine the
subjects covered by the current amended Geological and Mining Laws into a single ordinance. The
Polish authorities felt this would solve some of the inadequacies of the amended Mining and Geological
Laws. The team was also asked to present a further draft of the Model Contract that would include only
matters within the competence of the Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and
Forestry, and to advise the Bureau on training matters, especially with regard to the economic evaluation
of projects. Issues not addressed in the revised Model would be covered through the Regulations to be
issued by the Minister of Finance, who it was determined had the requisite authority regarding all major
issues not within the competence of the Minister of Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and
Forestry. While the rreferred course was for the latter to issue a single Decree providing the needed
safeguards and guidelines of general application to all companies that might acquire exploration or
production rights under the new procedures, it appeared likely that a oncoff solution addressing only
the situation of the company fturhest along in negotiations would be used, and that an overall series of
general regulations would follow in due course.
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Eneg Efficency i the Bdrik, Tile and

Lime industries (Eng) 04/87 067/87
Diesl Gerting Plant Efficiency Study (English) 12/88 095/88
Urban Household Energy Sty Study (English) 02/90 107/90
Biomass Gasifier Preinvestment Study Vols. I & H (English) 12/90 124/90

Malaysia Sabah Power System Efficiency Study (English) 03/87 068/87
Gas TJtilzation Study (Engish) 09/91 9645-MA

Myamnar Energy Acssment (Enghsh) 06/85 5416-BA
Papua New

Guinea Eneqgy Ausessment (B8Edh) 06/82 3882-PNG
St"au Repot (Englsh) 07/83 006/83
Energy Stategy Paper (English - Out of Print) - -
Institional Review in the Energy Sector (Engish) 10184 023/84
Power Tariff Study (English) 10/84 024/84

Solomon Islandc Energy As t (English) 06/83 4404-SOL
Eergy Assem t (English) 01/92 979/SOL

South Pacific Petroleum Transport in the South Pacific (English-Out of Print) 05/86 -

Thailand Energy t (English) 09/85 5793-TH
Rural Energy Issues and Options (English - Out of Print) 09/85 044/85
Acceleaed Dissemination of Improved Stoves and

Charcoal Kils (English - Out of Print) 09/87 079/87
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Thailand Norheast Region Vilage Foresty and Woodfu8el
Preinvestmart Study (English) 02188 083/88

Impact of Lower Oil Prices (Enghsh) 08/88 -
Coal Development and Utili2zaion Study (English) 10/89 -

Tonga Energy Aead (EnSif) 06/85 5498-TON
Vaou4$u Enen8y A4#KSsnxYt (En4Sidh) 06/85 5577-VA
Western Samoa Energy Asmcnt (Engliih) 06/85 5497-WSO

SOUTH ASIA (SAS)

Bangladesh Ene A t (Eng1lish) 10/82 3873-BD
Priotity Investment Program 05/83 002/83
Status Report (English) 04/84 015/84
Power System Efficiency Study (English) 02/85 031/85
Small Scale Uses of aas Prefeasibility Study (English -
(Out of Pdrt) 12/88 -

India Oppouities for Commiaation of Nonconventional
Eny Systems (Enish) 11/88 091/88

Maharasha Bagasm Ene Efficiency Project (English) 05/91 120/91
Mini-Hydro Development on Irigation Das and

Canal Drops Vols. I, 11 and m (gish) 07/91 139/91
WindFarm Pro-Investment Study (English) 12192 150/92

Nepal Enery A dt (English) 08/83 4474-NEP
Status Report (English) 01/85 028/84

Pakistan Household Energy Ass (English - Out of Print) 05/88 -

Ass_dmW of Photovoltaic Progam, Applications, and
Markets (Enish) 10/89 103/89

Sri T1~ftnka E=eyA_mnud (E4p ) 05/82 3792-CE
Power System Loss Reductio Study (English) 07/83 007/83
Status Rept (Eish) 01/84 010/84
Idustrial Enety Conservation Study (English) 03/86 054/86

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA (ECA)

Bastern Europe ITe Future of Nabual Gas in Eastern Europe (English) 08/92 149/92
Poland Energy Sector RestRcuring Vols. I-V (English) 01/93 153/93
Portugal Energy Am ent (EngLish) 04/84 4824-PO
Turkey lyeW A_oment (Engls) 03/83 3877-TU

MIDDLE EAS AND NORTH AFICA (MNA)

Morocco Enery A engt lish and French) 03/84 4157-MOR
Status Report (English and Frnch) 01186 048/86

Syria Energy A_es glsh) 05186 5822-SYR
Elactric Power Efficiency Study (Eglish) 09/88 089/88
Energy Effiiency Improvement in the Cement Seor (English) 04/89 099/89
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Syria Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Fertlizer Sector(English) 06/90 115/90
Tunisia Fuel Substitution (English and French) 03/90 -

Power Efficiency Study (English and French) 02/92 136/91
Energy Management Strategy in the Residential and

Tertiary Sectors (English) 04/92 146/92

Yemen Energy Assessment (English) 12/84 4892-YAR
Energy Investment Priorities (English - Out of Print) 02/87 6376-YAR
Household Energy Strategy Study Phase I (English) 03/91 126/91

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (LAC)

LAC Regional Regional Seminar on Electric Power System Loss Reduction
in the Caribbean (English) 07/89 -

Bolivia Energy Assessment (English) 04/83 4213-BO
National Energy Plan (English) 12/87 -

National Energy Plan (Spanish) 08/91 131/91
La Paz Private Power Technical Assistance (English) 11/90 111/90
Naturl Gas Distrbution: Economics and Regulation (English) 03/92 125/92
Prefeasibility Evaluation Rural Electrification and Demand

Asssment (English and Spanish) 04/91 129/91
Prvate Power Generation and Transmission (English) 01/92 137/91

Chile Energy Sector Review (English - Out of Print) 08/88 7129-CH
Colombia Energy Strategy Paper (English) 12/86 -

Costa Rica Energy Asement (English and Spanish) 01/84 4655-CR
Recommended Technical Assistance Projects (English) 11/84 027/84
Forest Residues Utilization Study (English and Spanish) 02/90 108/90

Dominican
Republic Energy Asessment (Eglish) 05/91 8234-DO

Ecuador Energy Assessment (Spanish) 12/85 5865-EC
Energy Strategy Pbase I (Spanish) 07/88 -

Energy Strategy (English) 04/91 -

Private Minihydropower Development Study (English) 11192 -

Haiti Energy Assessment (English and French) 06/82 3672-HA
Status Report (English and French) 08/85 041/85
Household Energy Strategy (English and French) 12/91 143/91

Honduras Energy Assment (English) 08/87 6476-HO
Petroleum Supply Management (English) 03/91 128/91

Jamaica Energy Assessment (English) 04/85 5466-1M
Petroleum Prwum t, Refining, and

Distribution Study (English) 11/86 061/86
Energy Efficiency Building Code Phase I (English-ut of Print) 03/88 -

Energy Efficiency Standards and
Labels Phase I (English - Out of Print) 03/88 -

Management Information System Phase I (English - Out of PRint) 03/88 -

Charcoal Production Project (English) 09/88 090/88
FIDCO Sawmill Residues Utilization Study (English) 09/88 088/88
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Jamaica Energy Sector Strategy and Investment Planning Study (English) 07/92 135/92
Mexico Improved Charcoal Production Within Forest Management for

the State of Veracruz (English and Spanish) 08/91 138/91
Panama Power System Efficiency Study (English - Out of Print) 06/83 004/83
Paraguay Energy Assessment (English) 10/84 5145-PA

Recommended Technical Assistance Projects (English-
(Out of Print) 09/85 -

Status Report (English and Spanish) 09/85 043/85
Peru Energy Assessment (English) 01/84 4677-PE

Status Report (English - Out of Print) 08/85 040/85
Proposal for a Stove Dissemination Program in

the Sierra (English and Spanish) 02/87 064/87
Energy Strategy (Spanish) 12/90 -

Saint Lucia Energy Assessment (English) 09/84 5111-SLU
St. Vincent and
the Grenadines Encgqy Assssment (English) 09/84 5103-STV

Trinidad and
Tobago Energy Assessment (English - Out of Print) 12/85 5930-TR

GLOBAL

Energy End Use Efficiency: Research and Strategy
(English - Out of Print) 11/89 -

Guidelines for Utility Customer Management and
Metering (English and Spanish) 07/91 -

Women and Energy-A Resource Guide
The International Network: Policies and Experience (English) 04/90 -

Assssment of Personal Computer Models for Energy
Planning in Developing Countries (English) 10/9 1 -

Long-Term Gas Contracts Principles and Applications (English) 12/92 152/92

012993


